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MEDICAL RECORDS CONFIDENTIALITY IN
THE MODERN DELIVERY OF HEALTH CARE

THURSDAY, MAY 27, 1999

HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES,
COMMITTEE ON COMMERCE,

SUBCOMMITTEE ON HEALTH AND ENVIRONMENT,
Washington, DC.

The subcommittee met, pursuant to notice, at 10 a.m., in room
2322, Rayburn House Office Building, Hon. Michael Bilirakis
(chairman) presiding.

Members present: Representatives Bilirakis, Deal, Burr,
Whitfield, Bryant, Brown, Waxman, Towns, and Eshoo.

Also present: Representative Markey.
Staff present: Marc Wheat, majority counsel; John Manthei, ma-

jority counsel; Patrick Morrisey, majority counsel; Karen Folk, mi-
nority professional staff; and Amy Droskoski, minority professional
staff.

Mr. BILIRAKIS. The hearing will come to order. Good morning. I
would like to thank all of you, particularly our witnesses, for gath-
ering today to begin this subcommittee’s examination of medical
record confidentiality.

The purpose of today’s hearing is to have an open discussion,
without focusing on any specific legislative proposal, about several
contentious issues raised in this debate. I was proud to work on the
Health Insurance Portability and Accountability Act of 1996 which
allowed portability and removed preexisting restrictions on insur-
ance. Under the act, Congress is mandated to pass legislation ad-
dressing the confidentiality of identifiable health information by
August 21, 1999. Failure to do so would trigger a requirement that
the Secretary of Health and Human Services promulgate regula-
tions by February 1, 2000, to address the confidentiality of admin-
istrative data stored and transmitted electronically.

It is significant to note that the Secretary’s regulatory authority
is more narrow than the broader debate on patient confidentiality.
The Secretary’s regulations may encompass standards relating to
patient health information that is transmitted and stored electroni-
cally. However, while the modern health care delivery system is in-
creasingly electronically based, most patient health information re-
mains paper-based.

Medical records contain some of our most sensitive and personal
information. There is little argument that patient confidentiality of
this information must be safeguarded. Additionally, abuse of this
information cannot be tolerated, and everyone must be held ac-
countable for protecting the privacy of this information.
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Yet, we must realize the unintended consequences that such leg-
islation may bring about. If legislation goes too far, the quality of
health care in this country may be seriously jeopardized. The mod-
ern delivery of health care in this country is an integrated system
that in many instances no longer involves just patients and their
doctors. The system, as we know, has innumerable benefits: disease
management programs, protection against adverse drug reactions,
and controlling the rising costs of health to ensure that more Amer-
icans have access to care.

Additionally, we must make sure that in addressing this prob-
lem, we do not unnecessarily compromise ongoing research relating
to drugs, medical devices and treatment regimens of approved
products. We cannot leave large gaps in our knowledge about prod-
ucts already on the market and prevent new and innovative prod-
ucts from ever being developed. As the subcommittee moves for-
ward, it is my hope that Congress will develop responsible legisla-
tion to establish safeguards protecting confidential medical infor-
mation, encourage strict accountability in how this information
may be used, and require tough penalties for misuse of this infor-
mation.

I would like to welcome our witnesses this morning. I look for-
ward to—and I would like to thank all of you. I look forward to,
of course, hearing your testimony. But first I would recognize Mr.
Brown for an opening statement.

Mr. BROWN. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
I would also like to thank the witnesses. In particular, I would

like to recognize Dan Krinsky from Ritzman Pharmacies in Wads-
worth, Ohio, in my district.

Thank all of you for joining us, Dr. Hamburg, and all of you for
joining us today. I am impressed by the scope and the diversity of
today’s panels. I know that it is sometimes difficult to arrange for
a fully representative and balanced list of witnesses, but the value
of these subcommittee hearings can hinge on achieving such a bal-
ance. I hope that we can continue to work toward that balance for
future hearings.

Why is it important to pass a medical records privacy bill? I was
struck by a recent piece in The Washington Post about an incident
in Alexandria, Virginia. Apparently after a car was stolen near a
methadone clinic, the police determined that it would be useful to
see the clinical records of all of the patients using the clinic on the
premise that this information would somehow help them identify
future car thieves.

Without the consent of the patients, they demanded and copied
hundreds of private medical records. That doesn’t sound like some-
thing that should happen in this country, but it happened not too
far from the United States capital.

We need to pass a medical records privacy bill. In 1997, Congress
assigned itself the responsibility of establishing such protections
before August 1999. Several members of this committee, including
Mr. Markey and Mr. Waxman, Mr. Towns and Mr. Greenwood
have played key roles in enabling Congress to fulfill that commit-
ment. They have done most of the leg work for us.

In light of the complexity of this issue, we owe them a tremen-
dous debt of gratitude for doing that. Now it is our turn to take
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a real look at these issues. There is general consensus around the
goals, the things that we do and do not want to do. We want to
make sure that individuals can gain access to personal medical in-
formation; we want to make sure that individuals have the first
and last say over personally identifiable medical information, who
can see it, who use it, for what purposes.

We also want to encourage participation in medical research by
ensuring the confidentiality of any personal information used in
that research. What we do not want to do is inappropriately hinder
proper and beneficial uses of medical information. The goals may
be simple, unfortunately surely striking the right balance between
them is not. I am a cosponsor of the Health Information Privacy
Act, legislation introduced by Mr. Waxman and Mr. Condit that I
believe reconciles these priorities in a way that makes sense and
serves the best interests of individuals and the public. But I also
think that it is important to keep an open mind as our panelists
share their perspectives on two of the most controversial issues ad-
dressed in this bill, preemption of State laws and authorization re-
quirements for medical research.

I would also hope in this or a future hearing we could discuss
a relevant issue identified by Mr. Towns and addressed in his bill,
H.R. 307. That issue involves the fate of medical records when a
health care provider or carrier goes out of business. This situation
obviously raises access and privacy issues.

The steps this Congress takes in regard to medical records pri-
vacy are important to every individual in the United States. Our
committee will play a critical role in ensuring a strong effective
bill. I look forward, Mr. Chairman, to our future efforts toward that
end.

Mr. BILIRAKIS. I thank the gentleman.
Mr. Bryant for an opening statement.
Mr. BRYANT. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
I will be brief this morning as I know that we have a long list

of distinguished witnesses waiting to testify, and I am eager to
hear what you have to say.

I will have to excuse myself briefly for a short mark up after my
statement, but I do want to return and hear from you so I will be
back shortly. When we talk about trying to ensure the confiden-
tiality of the patient identifiable health information in this day and
age, the era of technology and Internet and so much information
stored electronically, we are talking about no small feat. We can all
agree that patient identifiable information should be readily avail-
able for patient treatment and securing payment for that treat-
ment.

But there are ongoing discussions about the appropriate uses of
information for other purposes including quality improvement,
health research, public health, health oversight and the list goes
on. We in Congress are now charged with putting together respon-
sible legislation that sets the parameters of how and when and
under what circumstances the patient’s information can be used
and what the penalties would be for violations.

If Congress doesn’t pass legislation prior to August 21 of this
year, by law, the Secretary of Health and Human Services could
put forth regulations regarding electronic medical data. I know a
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representative from HHS is here today this morning to outline
what their proposal is, but I also know that it is very important
to many of my constituents that Congress take the lead in this
area. My constituents feel that Congress could do a better job, and
they don’t want the HHS regulations.

This meeting is the first step in the right direction and I want
to thank the chairman and the ranking member for holding this
hearing.

I look forward to your testimony, as I said earlier. And I am
grateful to the witnesses for taking time out of their busy schedules
to be here today, and I would yield back my time.

Mr. BILIRAKIS. I thank the gentleman.
Ms. Eshoo for an opening statement.
Ms. ESHOO. Thank you, Mr. Chairman, for holding this very im-

portant hearing today.
First, I want to salute my colleagues, Mr. Markey and Mr. Wax-

man and the ranking member of the full committee, Mr. Dingell,
for the work that they have done in introducing legislation on the
issue of medical records privacy.

I think that it is absolutely incumbent upon this Congress to
enact a uniform Federal standard of protection for medical records
privacy. Currently there isn’t any Federal standard. There is an ex-
isting patchwork of State laws that provide erratic protection at
best. There was a time when our health care privacy was protected
by our family doctors who kept handwritten records and those
handwritten records were kept in a big file cabinet. I can close my
eyes and picture my doctor’s office and the pediatrician who took
care of my children. Any time that I had a question and I was in
the office with him, he would go to that big file cabinet and pull
out a bulging file and say they were healthy from the start and
here is what we did for them.

With the advent of managed care, increasing numbers of people
are involved in health care treatment, payment, and oversight and
given access to our very sensitive material. So today we have to
place our trust in entire networks of insurers and health care pro-
viders. We can no longer expect that information supplied to our
doctors will remain confidential.

The American people expect and are entitled to confidential, fair,
and respectful treatment of their private health information. But
there is another bookend to this issue, and that is research. Re-
search cannot be hampered. It should not be hampered. And I don’t
think that the American people want it to be hampered. They un-
derstand full well what comes from the research because they are
the beneficiaries of it.

So we have to be sure that any legislation that is enacted does
not erect unnecessary barriers that would slow or impede medical
research. I have—and I have bragged about this because I am very
proud of it. I have the largest number of biotech companies in my
Congressional District more so than any other place in California
or our country or the world.

So I see firsthand the advances in medical treatments and thera-
pies that they have produced. Access to health data is vital to the
ability to conduct research. I think that we have to keep that on
the front burner just as we seek to protect the confidentiality of the
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materials. Research has used health records to develop treatments
for childhood leukemia and uncovered the link between DES and
reproductive cancers. Access to health data plays a critical role in
protecting and advancing public health as well.

Our local public health agencies use health records to identify
and prevent outbreaks of infectious disease like the recent E.coli
infections. Information is the life blood of research. Without access
to health data, patients would be, I think, the real losers.

So while I believe that we must establish a uniform Federal
standard to protect the American people against the unauthorized
use of private identifiable information, I think that we also have
to be mindful of what the effects of the laws will be on medical re-
search and the lives that are saved as the outcome of the research.

So thank you, Mr. Chairman, for holding this hearing. It is a
very important one. I thank all of the witnesses that are part of
today’s hearing, and I am also delighted to see that our hearing
room is standing room only.

Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. BILIRAKIS. I thank the gentlelady.
Mr. Whitfield.
Mr. WHITFIELD. Mr. Chairman, thank you very much.
It is quite odd that we have this kind of crowd considering finan-

cial modernization is right down on the first floor and I know that
it is packed down there.

Mr. Chairman, this is quite an important subject matter that we
are going to discuss this morning as we try to balance the need for
patient histories for research and adequate medical care versus the
privacy of patients. I have in my hand right here a 23 page ques-
tionnaire that is now given to home health care agencies when they
submit medical assistance to home bound patients.

This is referred to as the ‘‘OASIS document’’ which I understand
now is on hold. But during the question and answer series, I would
like to ask a couple of questions about this because it makes you
wonder if it is necessary to fill out 23 pages of questionnaires about
patients.

So this entire subject is quite appropriate at this time. I look for-
ward to the hearing and yield back the balance of my time.

Mr. BILIRAKIS. I thank the gentleman.
Mr. Waxman for an opening statement.
Mr. WAXMAN. I am very pleased that the subcommittee is focus-

ing today on the important issue of medical records privacy. The
testimony will be helpful as we work to address the pressing need
for legislation that would protect the privacy of health information.

Currently, there is no comprehensive Federal law that protects
the privacy of medical records. Instead there is a patchwork of
State laws many of which provide minimal protections. Unfortu-
nately, there have been many incidents of inappropriate use and
disclosure of such information. Concern about such privacy inva-
sions has led some individuals to avoid medical testing and to with-
hold information from their physicians.

Congress should enact legislation that protects the privacy of
health information and ensures that individuals have appropriate
control over their medical records. At the same time, we must allow
appropriate access to health information for important public
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health purposes such as health research and respect the work that
States are doing to address confidentiality issues.

This week I join with Mr. Condit, Mr. Markey, Mr. Dingell, and
Mr. Brown and many of my other colleagues to introduce legisla-
tion, the Health Information Privacy Act, that I believe strikes the
proper balance regarding these issues. We dealt with many of the
thorny issues that we will be discussing at this hearing today, and
I think that we have a balanced compromise.

The bill is based on three fundamental principles. First, health
information should not be used or disclosed without the authoriza-
tion or knowledge of the individual except in narrow circumstances
where there is an overriding public interest.

Second, individuals should have fundamental rights regarding
their health records such as the right to access, copy, and amend
their records and the opportunity to seek protection for especially
sensitive information.

Third, Federal legislation should provide a floor, not a ceiling, so
that States and the Secretary of Health and Human Services can
establish additional protections as appropriate. This common sense
bill reflects consensus among a number of my colleagues who have
long been leaders in the area of health care and privacy. And I be-
lieve that colleagues with a wide variety of perspectives can sup-
port it.

I look forward to hearing from the witnesses today on the com-
plex issues relating to medical records privacy and to working to
advance meaningful legislation on this issue.

I thank you, Mr. Chairman, for holding this hearing.
Mr. BILIRAKIS. I thank the gentleman.
Mr. Deal.
Mr. DEAL. Thank you, Mr. Chairman, I would like to thank you,

also, and the panelists for being here today.
Like most Members of the last Congress, I received many com-

munications from my constituents with regard to the numbering
system that was being proposed. I think that began an awareness
on the part of many people on this issue of privacy, and it is cer-
tainly one that I think is a delicate balancing act.

Mr. Whitfield alluded to the information form that was being
asked to be filled out by home health care agencies. I had occasion
recently with my 92-year-old mother who was receiving home
health care to overhear the conversation with the home health care
nurse who was asking the questions, and as my mother is hard of
hearing, it was not difficult to hear the questioning process.

Quite frankly, the questions were so personal and so intensive in
nature that I was surprised my mother did not tell him it was none
of their business when they asked a few of those questions. So it
is something that I think all of us are concerned with, and I thank
all of you for being here.

Thank you, Mr. Chairman, for the hearing.
Mr. BILIRAKIS. Thank you. Mr. Towns.
Mr. TOWNS. Thank you, Mr. Chairman, for holding this hearing.

I want to commend you for doing this.
As other committee members have indicated, the issue of the pri-

vacy of medical records is one that cannot be ignored. Through the
rapid growth of modern technology, health records are now readily
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available for commercial use, disclosure to employers, and restric-
tions on eligibility for health insurance. That is why I am pleased
to join my colleagues in cosponsoring the Health Information Pri-
vacy Act.

I am very pleased that a provision was included in this legisla-
tion which would require the Secretary of HHS to promulgate regu-
lations for the maintenance of health records once a facility closes.
Currently, there is no uniform method for disposition of a health
record if a facility or health benefit plan ceases to exist. You may
ask what does happen to that patient’s records? Well, it could be
destroyed or it could wind up in the street. We really do not know.

Speaking from personal experience of having my own patient
records found in the street after hospital closure, I can tell you that
it is a problem that will only worsen with the consolidation and
merger of various facilities. In fact, we have just seen a number of
health plans that are no longer operating Medicare HMO. Can we,
in fact, account for all of those patients’ records? I do not think so.

Similar provisions which are offered in a larger bill, H.R. 307,
have been pointed out by this committee as well at the Government
Reform Committee during the last 5 years. Let us know recognize
that there is some serious problems in this. The British example
is of health record maintenance where the health records of some
British royal family members were recently found in the street by
a man walking his dog.

It is my hope that any legislation dealing with medical records
privacy would contain a means of handling health records once a
health facility shuts down or health benefit plan ceases to do busi-
ness. If we are concerned about continuity of care, we must find a
uniform way of dealing with records. Let me also add that a solo
practitioner, that when they would expire, the part of the office and
all of that would become part of the estate and the family would
sell it. But the way that we are delivering medical care today, no-
body is going into those offices.

The question is what happens to those records. These are the
things, Mr. Chairman, that we really ought to get to the root of if
we are really serious about health care and the continuity of it.

Thank you so much.
Mr. BILIRAKIS. I thank the gentleman. You have brought those

points up before. They are horror stories. No question about it.
The opening statements of all members of the subcommittee are

made a part of the record without objection.
[Additional statements submitted for the record follow:]

PREPARED STATEMENT OF HON. CLIFF STEARNS, A REPRESENTATIVE IN CONGRESS
FROM THE STATE OF FLORIDA

Thank you, Chairman Bilirakis, for holding this important hearing today. The
focus of today’s hearing is confidentiality of medical records.

As we all know, H.R. 3103, the Health Insurance Portability and Accountability
Act of 1996 (HIPPA) directed that within three and one half years after being signed
into law that federal laws or federal regulations must be in place to ensure the con-
fidentiality of medical records and other health information. The deadline imposed
is close at hand.

With the advances being made in biomedical research, especially genetic research,
legislation to protect the confidentiality of health information becomes even more
necessary.

Advances in computer technology and the need for administrative efficiencies have
created serious issues concerning the confidentiality of patients’ medical records.
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We must look at the issues related to our changing health care system on a bipar-
tisan basis, maximizing input from patients, academia, researchers, industry, pro-
fessional groups, and government experts.

As we proceed with how best to craft legislation to create a federal health privacy
law, there are several key areas we should look at. For instance, what are the risks
to the ability of scientists to do the cutting edge research needed to cure disease,
both from failure to address the potential misuse of information by employers and
health insurers, as well as from overly restrictive confidentiality regulations?

What legislative and administrative steps can be reasonably taken to maximize
the potential for the success of future research?

Can we create an environment that protects the confidentiality rights of the pa-
tient and prohibits overt discrimination without infringing on the critical need for
scientific progress against deadly and disfiguring diseases?

As we all know, certain white-collar jobs are becoming globally mobile, as employ-
ers use low-cost satellite and fiber-optic communications to link U.S. headquarters
to companies offering services continents away.

Privacy advocates fear that insurers, employers, and pharmaceutical companies
could gain access overseas to peoples medical records. This concerns me and needs
to be addressed by Congress.

We should also look at the rights of patients. One question we need to consider
is should patients be allowed to access their own medical records.

In conclusion, after passage of legislation to ensure confidentiality and privacy of
medical records, we should then move toward the issue of genetic discrimination.

PREPARED STATEMENT OF HON. TOM BLILEY, CHAIRMAN, COMMITTEE ON COMMERCE

Thank you, Chairman Bilirakis for holding this hearing today on the topic of med-
ical records confidentiality.

Every American wants to know that their medical records remain confidential,
and that sensitive information that is identifiable to them is not bought and sold
and posted on the Internet. No one deserves to have that happen to them.

Many advocates believe that information management systems, statutory protec-
tions at the state level, and common law tort theories do not adequately protect
medical records data. Some have proposed that a Federal medical records confiden-
tiality ‘‘floor’’ be enacted, on which states could build higher levels of protection.

Others, who believe that present protections are insufficient, favor a Federal law.
This approach may allow for a freer flow of critical information, perhaps for re-
search. A federal approach may even cut regulatory compliance costs for enterprises
operating interstate.

On Tuesday of this week the National Breast Cancer Coalition recognized the leg-
islative work of this Committee in the area of breast cancer research and early iden-
tification. This is an area that is greatly important to me and my family, and I am
very pleased that the Coalition’s president, Fran Visco, is here today to testify.
What causes me concern as I review some of the legislation introduced in the House,
is that research to find the cures for diseases like breast cancer will become much
more difficult. As someone whose own family has faced breast cancer, I do not want
to see legislation going forward that would impede research.

Many bills are being introduced to address challenges in the area of medical
records confidentiality. All well-intentioned. Some that are very sound, others I view
as mis-guided. Today this hearing affords Members an opportunity to explore issues
that directly impact Americans and the interests we all have in privacy, and the
confidentiality of our personal information. I urge all the Subcommittee Members
to study these issues with great care. It is here in the Congress, and specifically
on this Committee, beginning with this panel chaired by Mr. Bilirakis, that these
matters will be considered and acted upon. So, Mike, I commend you for holding
this hearing, and I yield back my time.

Thank you, Mr. Chairman, and I look forward to the testimony this morning.

PREPARED STATEMENT OF HON. JOHN D. DINGELL, A REPRESENTATIVE IN CONGRESS
FROM THE STATE OF MICHIGAN

Today the Health and Environment Subcommittee will address the most personal
of health care issues, the right of an individual to have control over his or her med-
ical records. I would like to thank my good friend Chairman Mike Bilirakis, for hold-
ing a hearing on this important topic, and I look forward to more hearings on the
subject in weeks to come.
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I am proud to be a cosponsor of the Health Information Privacy Act with Mr.
Waxman, Mr. Condit, Mr. Markey, Mr. Brown of Ohio, Mr. Towns, and Mr. Turner.
This bill recognizes the fundamental right of an individual to inspect, copy, and
amend his or her medical records. It ensures that these records will not be used
or disclosed without an individual’s knowledge or consent. The bill establishes a fed-
eral floor of privacy protections, leaving States the freedom to enact stronger laws
patient protections.

Today’s hearing covers but two facets of the medical records confidentiality de-
bate—research and preemption. Everyone agrees that medical research is the foun-
dation of twentieth-century medicine, and everyone also acknowledges that protec-
tions for patients who are the subject of research are essential. These two interests
are not mutually exclusive. Many research studies involve patients with highly sen-
sitive medical records, such as women with breast cancer or people with genetic dis-
orders. We need to enact strong safeguards to protect the very groups who are. most
likely to benefit from such research. All research, whether federally-funded or pri-
vate, should be subject to a check by an institutional review board or a similar enti-
ty. The potential harm from a lack of oversight is too great.

A comprehensive federal privacy law would provide many new protections for per-
sonal medical records. However, in passing federal legislation we must not preempt
the protections that States have already enacted. For example, some States have
implemented laws that guard the privacy of certain types of medical information,
such as mental health records. State and local laws that are more protective of an
individual’s privacy rights must be allowed to stand.

There is another, equally important reason for a federal law not to preempt
stronger State and local laws. Congress has been considering federal privacy legisla-
tion for two decades. If we pass a law this year, it is unlikely that we will revisit
the subject any time in the near future. We must not tie the States’ hands by pre-
venting them from responding to privacy issues that arise in years ahead.

While there are many facets to the debate over medical records confidentiality,
and these issues are often complex, the need for federal legislation is clear. In an
age where unauthorized parties may obtain very personal information about our-
selves with the click of a computer mouse, we need to assure the public—and our-
selves—that our medical information is kept private and secure.

PREPARED STATEMENT OF HON. EDWARD J. MARKEY, A REPRESENTATIVE IN
CONGRESS FROM THE STATE OF MASSACHUSETTS

Thank you, Mr. Chairman for holding this hearing on this critical issue, and
thank you for permitting me to take part as I am not a member of this Sub-
committee.

As you know, I introduced the first medical privacy bill in the House in early
March, H.R. 1057, The Medical Information Privacy and Security Act, and this week
I joined with my colleagues Mr. Waxman, Mr. Brown, Mr. Dingell and Mr. Condit
in introducing a consensus bill.

The August 21 deadline imposed by the Health Insurance Portability and Ac-
countability Act for Congress to pass medical privacy legislation is looming before
us. And now is the time for us to move forward on this issue that is of great concern
to so many Americans.

Without question, the rapid advance of the Information Age is revolutionizing the
American economy and forcing the evolution of new relationships both good and
bad. There is no area of its development that causes more anxiety for ordinary peo-
ple than the area of privacy. And there is no area of privacy that causes more anx-
iety for Americans than the privacy of their most personal health information.

Today, we are experiencing the erosion of our medical privacy. With the stroke
of a few keys on a computer, or the swipe of the prescription drug card, our most
intimate and closely held personal health information is being accumulated and
tracked.

This erosion of our privacy threatens the very heart of quality health care—doc-
tor/patient confidentiality. By undermining this sacred relationship, we destroy the
trust that patients rely on for peace of mind, and doctors depend on for sound judg-
ment.

In an HMO today, anywhere from 80-100 employees may have access to a pa-
tient’s medical record [according to the Privacy Rights Clearinghouse in San Diego
California.] With such unrestricted access to one’s personal health information, it’s
impossible to separate the health privacy keepers from the ‘‘just curious’’ peepers.

Not to mention what I believe is the greatest threat to your medical privacy—the
information reapers.
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The evolution of technology has provided the ability to compile, store and cross
reference personal health information, and the dawning of the Information Age has
made your intimate health history a valuable commodity.

Last March, the Wall Street Journal wrote about the ultimate information reap-
er—a company that is ‘‘seeking the mother lode in health ‘data mining’ ’’. This com-
pany is in the process of acquiring medical data on millions of Americans to sell
to any buyer.

Currently there is no federal medical privacy law to constrain the information
reapers as they delve into large data bases filled with the secrets of millions of indi-
viduals. These data bases represent a treasure chest to privacy pirates and every
facet of your medical information represents a precious jewel to be mined for com-
mercial gain.

With this unfettered access, patient confidentiality has become a virtual myth,
and the sale of your secrets a virtual reality.

Because of the rapid evolution of technology, we have fallen behind in assuring
a right that we have come to expect—the fundamental right to keep our personal
health information private.

The time is ripe for Congress to take action on this issue. Now is the time to pass
a strong medical privacy law that will provide patients the right they deserve, the
right to medical privacy.

Mr. Chairman, I thank you again for convening this morning’s hearing. I look for-
ward to working with you and our colleagues on both sides to meet the August 21
deadline and I look forward to hearing the testimony of our witnesses presented
here this morning.

Mr. BILIRAKIS. I do want to apologize to the witnesses and to the
audience for the late start. Obviously you must know that we had
a general vote, one of those very tough votes that we sometimes
have here, and that delayed the start.

But I would like to now welcome the first panel consisting of Dr.
Peggy Hamburg, Assistant Secretary for Planning and Evaluation,
Department of Health and Human Services.

Dr. Hamburg, we appreciate your attendance, appreciate your
patience, and obviously your written statement is a part of the
record. We appreciate it.

I will give you 10 minutes so you can complement your statement
in any way that you wish. You might want to introduce your ac-
companying persons.

STATEMENTS OF MARGARET A. HAMBURG, ASSISTANT SEC-
RETARY FOR PLANNING AND EVALUATION, DEPARTMENT
OF HEALTH AND HUMAN SERVICES; ACCOMPANIED BY LANA
SKIRBOLL, ASSOCIATE DIRECTOR FOR SCIENCE POLICY, NA-
TIONAL INSTITUTES OF HEALTH; AND JOHN EISENBERG,
ADMINISTRATOR, AGENCY FOR HEALTH CARE POLICY AND
RESEARCH
Ms. HAMBURG. Thank you, Mr. Chairman, Congressman Brown,

distinguished members of the committee. We appreciate the oppor-
tunity to appear before you today to discuss the need for Federal
legislation to safeguard the privacy of health information.

With me today are Dr. Lana Skirboll from the Office of Science
Policy, National Institutes of Health, and Dr. John Eisenberg, who
is the administrator of the Agency for Health Care Policy and Re-
search or what we fondly call AHCPR.

I would like to commend the members of this committee, in par-
ticular Representative Waxman, Representative Markey, Rep-
resentative Dingell, Representative Towns, and Representative
Brown for their hard work in developing medical privacy legisla-
tion. The most recent bill was just introduced on Tuesday, and we
have not had the opportunity to review it in detail. We have noted,
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however, that the authors chose to take a new approach to the
issue and in doing so have helped provide momentum that will be
needed to enact legislation this year.

We are here today to emphasize our support for passage of bipar-
tisan legislation providing comprehensive privacy protection for
people’s health care information. Stories abound that raise concern
that our sensitive medical information can enter the wrong hands
and/or be misused. For example, at one HMO, every clinical em-
ployee could tap into patients’ computer records and see notes from
psychotherapy sessions. In another example, the director of a work-
site health clinic testified before the National Committee on Vital
and Health Statistics that he was frequently pressed to disclose his
patients’ health information to their supervisors.

These kinds of problems and others you have already spoken to
this morning, underline the legitimate fear that Americans have
about the security of their health care information. Almost 75 per-
cent of our citizens say that they are at least somewhat concerned
that computerized medical records would have a negative effect on
their privacy. If we don’t act now, public distrust could deepen—
and ultimately stop citizens from disclosing important information
to their doctors, or getting needed treatment, especially for sen-
sitive concerns like mental illness or seeking genetic testing.

The problem is not theoretical. Numerous analyses over several
years by government, industry, and professional groups have iden-
tified serious gaps in protections for health information and have
recommended Federal legislation to close them.

In September 1997, Secretary Shalala presented her rec-
ommendations for protecting ‘‘Confidentiality of Individually-Identi-
fiable Health Information.’’ In that report, the Secretary concluded
that Federal legislation establishing a basic national floor of con-
fidentiality is necessary to provide rights for patients and define re-
sponsibilities of record keepers. She recommended that Federal leg-
islation focus on health care payers and providers and the informa-
tion they create and receive in providing and paying for health
care.

The Secretary recommended legislation to implement five key
principles.

First, information about a consumer that is obtained for deliv-
ering and paying for health care should, with very few exceptions,
be used and disclosed for health purposes and for health purposes
only.

Second, those who legally receive health information should be
required to take reasonable steps to safeguard it. They should en-
sure that the information is available only to those who should
have access to it, and only for purposes authorized by the patient
or authorized by law.

Third, consumers should have access to their health records and
should know how their health information is being used and who
has looked at it. The consumer should be given clear explanation
of these rights.

Fourth, people who violate the confidentiality of our personal
health information should be held accountable. Those who use this
information improperly should be punished.
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These first four principles must be balanced against the fifth
principle, public responsibility. Just like our free speech rights, pri-
vacy rights cannot be absolute. We must balance our protections of
privacy with our public responsibility to support other critical na-
tional goals—public health, research, quality care and our fight
against health care fraud and abuse.

As a major payor for health care, our Department is aware of the
need to use personal health information for each of these national
priorities. For example, our researchers have used health records
to help us fight childhood leukemia, or to conduct the research to
learn that beta blocker therapy resulted in fewer rehospitalizations
and improved survival among elderly survivors of acute myocardial
infarction. Public health agencies use health records to warn us of
outbreaks of emerging infectious diseases. Our efforts to improve
quality in our health care system depends critically on our ability
to review health information.

HIPAA also requires that if Congress fails to enact comprehen-
sive privacy legislation by August of this year, HHS must imple-
ment final regulations by February of 2000, as the chairman noted.

We have assembled a team from all of the relevant Federal agen-
cies to work on these regulations, and it is our intent to have these
regulations prepared in time for the statutory deadline.

While we are moving ahead to have the regulation ready, the
President and Secretary Shalala have made it clear that their first
priority is to see Congress enact a comprehensive bill. Our staff has
been working closely with many of your staff, and staff in the Sen-
ate, to assist you in achieving that goal. Again, let me reiterate
that we want to see legislation and we want to work closely with
you to make that happen.

Mr. Chairman, the principles embodied in my recommendation
should guide a comprehensive law that will create substantive Fed-
eral standards and provide our citizens with real peace of mind and
protection. The principles represent a practical, comprehensive and
balanced strategy to protect health care information that is col-
lected, shared, and used in an increasingly complex world.

Thank you again for giving us this opportunity to testify, and we
are eager to answer any questions that you may have.

[The prepared statement of Margaret A. Hamburg follows:]

PREPARED STATEMENT OF MARGARET A. HAMBURG, ASSISTANT SECRETARY FOR
PLANNING AND EVALUATION, DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH AND HUMAN SERVICES

Mr. Chairman, Congressman Brown, distinguished members of the Committee: I
appreciate the opportunity to appear before you to discuss the Administration’s rec-
ommendations for federal legislation to protect the privacy of health information.
With me today are, Dr. Lana Skirboll, Associate Director for Science Policy, Na-
tional Institutes of Health, and Dr. John Eisenberg, Administrator of the Agency for
Health Care Policy and Research.

I would like commend the members of this Committee, in particular, Rep. Wax-
man, Rep. Markey, Rep. Dingell, and Rep. Brown for their hard work in developing
medical privacy legislation. The most recent bill was just introduced on Tuesday,
and we have not had the opportunity to review it in detail. We have noted however,
that the authors chose to take a new approach to the issue and in doing so have
helped provide momentum that will be needed to enact legislation this year.

As you may remember, Secretary Shalala first presented her recommendations,
required by the Congress under Section 264 of the Heath Insurance Portability and
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1 ‘‘Confidentiality of Individually-Identifiable Health Information, Recommendations of the
Secretary of Health and Human Services, pursuant to section 264 of the Health Insurance Port-
ability and Accountability Act of 1996’’ can be found on the HHS web site at: <http://
aspe.os.dhhs.gov/admnsimp/>.

Accountability Act (HIPAA), in September 1997.1 I think it is fair to say that the
recommendations were well received and have been used to assist others in crafting
their own legislative proposals.

HIPAA also requires that if Congress fails to enact comprehensive privacy legisla-
tion by August of this year, HHS must implement final regulations by February
2000. We have assembled an interagency team to work on the regulations including
representatives from the Departments of Labor, Defense, Commerce, the Social Se-
curity Administration, the Veterans Administration and the Office of Management
and Budget. It is our intent to have the regulations prepared in time to meet the
statutory deadline.

While we are moving ahead to have the regulation ready, the President and Sec-
retary Shalala have made it very clear that their first priority is to see Congress
enact a comprehensive health information privacy bill. Our staff have been working
closely with many of your staff, and staff in the Senate, to assist you in achieving
that goal. Again, let me reiterate, we want to see legislation, and we want to work
with you to make that happen.

The issue of health information privacy is quite complex—in order to resolve it
legislatively, some difficult choices will have to be made. We believe that our rec-
ommendations strike the appropriate balance between the privacy needs of our citi-
zens and the critical needs of our health care system and our nation. This is an
issue that touches every single American, and to reach resolution we will need a
bipartisan effort.

THE NEED FOR LEGISLATION

It has been 25 years since former HEW Secretary Elliot Richardson set forth prin-
ciples that led to the landmark Federal Privacy Act. Those 25 years have brought
vast changes in our health care system.Revolutions in our health care delivery sys-
tem mean that we must place our trust in entire networks of insurers and health
care professionals—both public and private. The computer and telecommunications
revolutions mean that information no longer exists in one place—it can travel in
real time to many hospitals, physicians, insurers, and across state lines.

In addition, revolutions in biology mean that a whole new world of genetic tests
have the potential to either help prevent disease or reveal the most personal health
information of a family. Without safeguards to assure citizens that getting tested
will not endanger their families’ privacy or health insurance, we could endanger one
of the most promising areas of research our nation has ever seen.

Health care privacy can be safeguarded. It must be done with national legislation,
national education, and an on-going national conversation.

Currently, when we give a physician or health insurance company precious health
information, the level of protection will vary widely from state to state. We have
no comprehensive federal health information privacy standards. Because the prac-
tice of health care is increasingly becoming interstate through mergers, complex
contractual relationships and enhanced telecommunications, we can no longer rely
on the existing patchwork of state laws. The patchwork does not provide Americans
the privacy protections they need or expect. The Congress should seize upon this
opportunity to create strong federal standards and reassure the public that they can
trust their providers and insurers to keep their health information secure.

In developing our recommendations for federal legislation, we learned a great deal
through consultations with a variety of outside groups and from six days of public
hearings conducted by the National Committee on Vital and Health Statistics, our
statutory federal advisory committee for health data and privacy policy. The hear-
ings involved over 40 witnesses from across the health community, including health
care professionals, plans, insurance companies, the privacy community, and the pub-
lic health and research communities.

We believe our recommendations provide a balanced framework for legislation
that can protect the privacy of medical records, guarantee consumers the right to
inspect their records, and punish unauthorized disclosures of personal health data
by hospitals, insurers, health plans, drug companies or others.
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THE PRINCIPLES

The Secretary’s recommendations for legislation are grounded in five key prin-
ciples: Boundaries, Security, Consumer Control, Accountability, and Public Respon-
sibility.
Boundaries

The first is the principle of Boundaries: With very few exceptions, personally iden-
tifiable health care information should be disclosed for health purposes and health
purposes only. It should be easy to use it for those purposes, and very difficult to
use it for other purposes.For example, employers should be able to use the informa-
tion furnished by their employers to provide on-site care or to administer a health
plan in the best interests of those employees. But those same employers should not
be able to use information obtained for health care purposes to discriminate against
individuals when making employment decisions—such as hiring, firing, placements
and promotions. To enforce these boundaries, we recommend strong penalties for
the inappropriate use or disclosure of medical records.

We recommend that the legislation apply specifically to providers and payers, and
to anyone who receives health information from a provider or payer, either with the
authorization of the patient or as authorized explicitly by legislation.

However, our recommendations acknowledge that these providers and payers do
not act alone. In order for a provider or payer to operate efficiently, it may need
to enlist a service organization to perform an administrative or operational function.
For example, a hospital may hire an organization to encode and process bills, or a
managed care organization may contract with a pharmaceutical benefit manage-
ment company to provide information to pharmacists about what medications are
covered and appropriate for their customers.

The numbers and types of service organizations are increasing every day. While
most do not have direct relationships with the patients, they do have access to their
personal health care information. Therefore, we recommend that they should be
bound by the same standards. For example, a health plan’s contractor should be al-
lowed to have access to patient lists in order to do mailings to remind patients to
schedule appointments for preventive care. But it should not be able to sell the pa-
tient lists to a pharmaceutical company for a direct mailing announcing a new prod-
uct.

Because we recommend a minimum floor of protection for all records, our report
does not distinguish among types of health care information based on sensitivity.
For example, our recommendations do not include specific provisions related to ge-
netic information in health records. Genetic information should be covered by the
same rules. However, we recognize that the public is especially concerned about the
unique properties of genetic information—its predictive nature, and its link to per-
sonal identity and kinship and its ability to reveal our family secrets.

Therefore while you are developing privacy legislation, you should also consider
how to limit the collection and disclosure of genetic information and prohibit health
insurers and employers from discriminating against individuals on the basis of their
genetic information. Because of the speedy development of genetic technologies and
its potential for abuse, we recommend that legislation concerning discrimination in
underwriting by insurers or other improper use of such information be considered
expeditiously. We look forward to continuing our work with you on this issue.
Security

The second principle is Security. Americans need to feel secure that when they
give out personal health care information, they are leaving it in good hands. Infor-
mation should not be used or given out unless either the patient authorizes it or
there is a clear legal basis for doing so.

There are many different ways that private information like your blood tests could
become public. People who are allowed to see it—such as lab technicians—can mis-
use it either carelessly or intentionally. And people who should not be seeing it—
such as marketers—can find a way to access it, either because the organization
holding the information doesn’t have proper safeguards or the marketers can find
an easy way around the safeguards. To give Americans the security they expect and
deserve, Congress should develop legislation that requires those who legally receive
health information to take reasonable steps to safeguard it and face consequences
for failure to do so.

What do we mean by reasonable steps? The organizations should adopt protective
administrative and management techniques, educate their employees, and impose
disciplinary sanctions against employees who use information improperly.

We are addressing some of these steps in our Security Standards regulation, im-
plementing the Administrative Simplification mandate under HIPAA. Our NPRM
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laid out a range of approaches for safeguarding the information to which the HIPAA
mandate applies. However, that regulation will only cover the security of specific
electronically maintained records. We need comprehensive privacy legislation to
cover all health information that needs this kind of protection.

We don’t believe a law can specify the details of these protections because each
organization must keep pace with the new threats to our privacy and the technology
that can either abate or exacerbate them. But a federal law can require everyone
who holds health information to have these types of safeguards in place and specify
the appropriate sanctions if the information is improperly disclosed.
Consumer Control

The third principle is Consumer Control. The principles of fair information prac-
tice (formulated in 1973 by a committee appointed by Secretary Richardson) in-
cluded as a basic right: ‘‘There must be a way for an individual to find out what
information about him is in a record and how it is used.’’

With very narrow exceptions, consumers should have the right to find out what
is contained in their records, find out who has looked at them, and to inspect, copy
and, if necessary, correct them. Consumers should be given a clear explanation of
these rights and they should understand how organizations will use their informa-
tion. Let me give you an example of why this is important. According to the Privacy
Rights Clearinghouse, a California physician in private practice was having trouble
getting health, disability, and life insurance. She ordered a copy of her report from
the Medical Information Bureau—an information service used by many insurance
companies. It included information showing that she had a heart condition and Alz-
heimer’s disease. There was only one problem. None of it was true. Unfortunately,
under the current system these types of errors occur all too often. Consumers often
do not have access to their own health records and even those who do are not al-
ways able to correct some of the most egregious errors.

With that in mind, our recommendations set forth a set of practices and proce-
dures that would require that insurers and health care providers provide consumers
with a written explanation detailing who has access to their information and how
that information will be used, how they can restrict or limit access to it, and what
their rights are if their information is disclosed improperly.

We also recommend procedures for patients to inspect and copy their information,
and set out the very limited circumstances under which patient inspection should
be properly denied.

Finally, we recommend a process for patients to seek corrections or amendments
to their health information to resolve situations in which innocent coding errors
cause patients to be charged for procedures they never received, or to be on record
as having conditions or medical histories that are inaccurate.
Accountability

The fourth principle is Accountability. If you are using information improperly,
you should be punished. This flows directly from the second principle of security—
the requirement to safeguard information must be followed by real and severe pen-
alties for violations. Congress should send the message that protecting the confiden-
tiality of health information is vitally important, and that people who violate that
confidence will be held accountable.

We recommend that offenders should be subject to criminal felony penalties if
they knowingly obtain or use health care information in violation of the standards
outlined in our report. The penalties mandated in privacy legislation should be high-
er when violations are for monetary gain, similar to those Congress mandated in
the administrative simplification provisions of HIPAA. In addition, when there is a
demonstrated pattern or practice of unauthorized disclosure, those committing it
should be subject to civil monetary penalties.

In addition to punishing the perpetrators, we must give redress to the victims.
We believe that any individual whose privacy rights have been violated—whether
those rights were violated negligently or knowingly—should be permitted to bring
a legal action for actual damages and equitable relief. When the violation is done
knowingly, attorney’s fees and punitive damages should be available.

These first four principles—Boundaries, Security, Consumer Control and Account-
ability—must be carefully weighed against the fifth principle, Public Responsibility.
Public Responsibility

Just like our free speech rights, privacy rights can never be absolute. We have
other critical—yet often competing—interests and goals. We must balance our pro-
tections of privacy with our public responsibility to support national priorities—pub-
lic health and safety, research, quality care, and our fight against health care fraud
and abuse and other unlawful activities.
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Our Department is acutely aware of the need to use personal health information
for each of these national priorities. For example, HHS auditors use health records
to uncover kickbacks, overpayments and other fraudulent activity. Researchers have
used health records to help us fight childhood leukemia and uncover the link be-
tween DES and reproductive cancers. Public health agencies use health records to
warn us of outbreaks of emerging infectious diseases. In addition, our efforts to im-
prove quality in our health care system depend on our ability to review health infor-
mation to determine how well health institutions and health professionals are car-
ing for patients.

For public health and safety, research, quality evaluations, fraud investigations,
and legitimate law enforcement purposes, it’s not always possible, or desirable, to
ask for each patient’s permission for access to the necessary health information.
And, in many cases, doing so could create major obstacles in our efforts. While we
must be able to use identifiable information when necessary for these purposes, we
should use information that is not identifiable as much as possible.

To demonstrate how access must be balanced against public responsibility, let me
outline a few of the areas in which we recommend that disclosure of health informa-
tion should be permitted without patient authorization.

Public Health
Under certain circumstances, we recommend permitting health care professionals,

payers, and those receiving information from them to disclose health information
without patient authorization to public health authorities for disease reporting, ad-
verse event reporting, public health investigation, or intervention. This is currently
how the public health system operates under existing State and federal laws.

For example, consider the outbreak of E. coli in hamburger that resulted in the
largest recall of meat products in history. Public health authorities, working with
other officials, used personally identifiable information to identify quickly the source
of the outbreak and thereby prevent thousands of other Americans from being ex-
posed to a contaminated product.

Research
An important mission for the Department of Health and Human Services is to

fund and conduct health research. We understand that research is vitally important
to our health care and to progress in medical care. Legislation should not impede
this activity.

Today the Federal Policy for Protection of Human Subjects and FDA’s Human
Subject Regulations protect participants in most research studies that are funded
or regulated by the federal government. These rules have worked well to protect the
privacy of individuals while not impeding the conduct of research. We recommend
that similar privacy protections should be extended to all research in which individ-
ually identifiable health information is disclosed, and not just federally funded or
regulated research.

All researchers must determine whether their research requires the retention of
personal identifiers. There are research studies that can only be conducted if identi-
fiers are retained; for example, outcomes studies for heart attack victims or the re-
cent study which identified a correlation between the incidence of Sudden Infant
Death Syndrome and the infant’s sleep position. If, and when, personal identifiers
are no longer needed, the researcher should be required to remove them and provide
assurances that the information will be protected from improper use and unauthor-
ized additional disclosures.

Under the Common Rule, if personal identifiers are necessary, an IRB must re-
view the research proposal and determine whether informed consent is required or
may be waived. In order for informed consent to be waived, an IRB must determine
that the research involves no more than minimal risk to participants, that the ab-
sence of informed consent will not adversely affect the rights or welfare of partici-
pants, and that conducting the research would be impracticable if consent were re-
quired. This or a similar mechanism of review should be applicable for all research
using individually identifiable health information without informed consent regard-
less of funding source.

This recommendation is consistent with the Federal Policy for the Protection of
Human Subjects as well as the Privacy Act—policies that have protected federal re-
search participants and research records for a quarter of a century and that have
saved lives and fostered countless improvements in medical treatment.
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PREEMPTION

Our recommendations call for national standards. But, we do not recommend out-
right or overall federal preemption of existing State laws that are more protective
of health information.

Some protections that we recommend may be stronger than some existing State
laws. Therefore, we recommend that Federal legislation replace State law only when
the State law is less protective than the Federal law. Thus, the confidentiality pro-
tections provided would be cumulative and the Federal legislation would provide
every American with a basic set of rights with respect to health information.

CONCLUSION

Mr. Chairman, the five principles embodied in our recommendations—Boundaries,
Security, Consumer Control, Accountability, and Public Responsibility—should
guide a comprehensive law that will create substantive federal standards and pro-
vide our citizens with real peace of mind.

The principles represent a practical, comprehensive and balanced strategy to pro-
tect health care information that is collected, shared, and used in an increasingly
complex world.

In addition to creating new federal standards, we must ensure that every single
person who comes in contact with health care information understands why it is im-
portant to keep the information safe, how it can be kept safe, and what will be the
consequences for failing to keep it safe. Most of all, we must help consumers under-
stand not just their privacy rights, but also their responsibilities to ask questions
and demand answers—to become active participants in their health care.

We cannot expect to solve these problems all at once. With changes in medical
practices and technology occurring every day, we need to be flexible, to change
course if our strategy isn’t working and meet new challenges as they arise.

Mr. Chairman, we in the Department and the Administration are eager to work
with you to enact strong national medical privacy legislation.

Thank you again, for giving me this opportunity to testify. My colleagues and I
look forward to answering any questions that you may have.

Mr. BILIRAKIS. Thank you, Doctor.
I would say virtually all of the opening statements from members

here on both sides of the aisle emphasized, obviously, the sensitive
balancing act that is involved here and certainly emphasized the
need to not come up with something that would basically hurt re-
search and new ideas.

Having said that, I understand that the report submitted by the
Biotechnology and Industrial Organization dated May 27, 1999,
fresh off the press, entitled Confidentiality of Patient Medical
Records—this, by the way, I would ask unanimous consent to be
made part of the record at this point—has reported and I quote
them, referring to two bills, H.R. 1057 and H.R. 1941, ‘‘contain pro-
visions that will significantly impede medical research by requiring
that all research be monitored by an external entity.’’

[The information referred to follows:]

STATEMENT OF THE BIOTECHNOLOGY INDUSTRY ORGANIZATION (BIO)

CONFIDENTIALITY OF PATIENT MEDICAL RECORDS

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

The Biotechnology Industry Organization (BIO) is encouraged that the Sub-
committee on Health and the Environment of the House Commerce Committee is
holding this hearing and working to develop legislation to protect the confidentiality
of patient medical records. Although it is critical to protect patients’ confidentiality
rights, this legislation must be carefully written to allow the continuation of vital
medical research. Specifically, federal legislation must recognize that medical re-
searchers use—and sometimes share information and should not impose undue bur-
dens on these efforts. Federal legislation should create national, uniform confiden-
tiality protections, rather than leaving researchers subject to a patchwork of state
laws. Further, legislation should not interfere with existing FDA rules governing ad-
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verse event reporting. While it is critical to protect patients, imposing too many re-
strictions on access to important data will slow research efforts. Federal legislation
must facilitate the positive uses of medical information to help ensure that the bio-
technology industry will continue to make breakthrough scientific achievements into
the next century.

STATEMENT

The Biotechnology Industry Organization (BIO) represents 832 companies, aca-
demic institutions and state biotechnology centers engaged in biotechnology re-
search on medicines, diagnostics, agriculture, pollution control and industrial appli-
cations. BIO would like to take this opportunity to provide input into the continuing
congressional debate on legislation to protect the confidentiality of patient medical
records.

BIO is pleased that the Congress is developing federal medical confidentiality leg-
islation. As you know, under existing law, if Congress does not act by August of this
year responsibility automatically shifts to the Secretary of the Department of Health
and Human Services to prepare regulations regarding the use and disclosure of pa-
tient information in electronic transactions. Thus, if Congress does not enact legisla-
tion, the rules governing patient confidentiality will be a patchwork comprised of
these regulations and a myriad of state laws. This environment could slow impor-
tant research efforts.

BIO has been a supporter of national legislation to protect the confidentiality of
medical information. BIO strongly supports enactment of a law that protects pa-
tients’ confidentiality, just as we supported barring discrimination on the part of
group health plans based on ‘‘genetic information’’. We view it as a moral duty—
and good public policy—to reassure the public that the great promise of bio-
technology research will not be tarnished by abuses of this technology.

However, the legislation must be carefully written to allow the continuation of
vital medical research. This research is essential if we are to realize the promise
of developing new treatments and cures for many diseases. Legislation that unrea-
sonably restricts researchers’ access to and use of medical information will slow, and
could halt, research efforts, thereby creating a barrier to the development of new
drugs and biologics.

Thus, Congress must craft legislation that balances protecting patients’ confiden-
tiality while encouraging research. We are optimistic that this can be accomplished
and want to work with you to develop legislation that achieves this balance.
The legislation must carefully define protected health information.

The public has an interest in protecting the confidentiality of identifiable medical
information. Information that can be used to identify an individual raises privacy
concerns. Therefore, legislation should define ‘‘protected health information’’ to in-
clude individually identifiable information to ensure that patients’ confidentiality
rights are not breached.

Information that is coded, encrypted, or otherwise made anonymous, however, is
not as threatening. Use of this data does not raise privacy concerns and therefore
should not be subject to the same strict regulations as identifiable information. In
addition, this information is critical for health research. For example, it is often
used for outcomes research or in disease management programs. This data can pro-
vide valuable assistance to researchers as they monitor patient outcomes or try to
determine the appropriate dosages for certain drugs. Therefore, legislative language
should include information that is coded, encrypted, or made anonymous in its defi-
nition of ‘‘nonidentifiable health information.’’

While most of the pending bills contain such a definition, we are concerned that
HR 1941, the Health Information Privacy Act, sponsored by Mr. Condit, Mr. Wax-
man, and others, does not. Legislation that doesn’t precisely define nonidentifiable
information is likely to have a chilling effect on research because researchers will
fear that by sharing certain information they are violating federal law and will be
subject to prosecution.
The legislation should not create new external review boards.

Under current law, patients who participate in clinical trials are protected by
FDA regulations and the ‘‘common rule’’. This includes safeguards such as oversight
by Institutional Review Boards (IRBs), informed consent requirements, and other
protections. In certain situations, the common rule provides for expedited review to
ensure a timely response to a research request.

Some medical research, however, falls outside the common rule. Examples include
medical record review and certain ‘‘preclinical’’ research. Federal confidentiality leg-
islation should not impose excessive restrictions or layers of bureaucracy on this re-
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search. Specifically, new legislation should not create an external review process
that will impose overly burdensome requirements. Requiring that all research not
governed by the common rule be approved by an external review board or satisfy
other external monitoring processes will impede research.

Unfortunately, the two bills pending before this subcommittee, HR 1057, the Med-
ical Information Privacy and Security Act, sponsored by Representative Markey, and
HR 1941 contain provisions that will significantly impede medical research by re-
quiring that all research be monitored by an external entity. HR 1057 would require
all medical research, including research that is privately funded or does not involve
human subjects, to be reviewed by an IRB.

HR 1941 goes even farther. It requires that all research be reviewed by an entity
certified by the Secretary. It should be noted that this entity is required under the
bill to determine that ‘‘the importance of the health research outweighs the intru-
sion into the privacy of the protected individuals who are the subjects of the pro-
tected information’’ before it approves the use of protected information. This stand-
ard is more restrictive than that used by IRBs.

Rather than creating additional layers of oversight, legislation should protect pa-
tients by establishing clear rules governing the use of information and penalties for
violations of these rules.
Federal legislation should create national, uniform protections.

Federal legislation should create national, uniform confidentiality protections.
Clinical trials are multi-state ventures. National standards allow researchers to cre-
ate informed consent and other procedures that will be legal in all states. If federal
legislation allows individual states to impose restrictions on top of these standards,
research will be slowed.

Strong national standards will also give the public peace of mind because they
will know that their medical information is subject to appropriate protections. This,
in turn, will make them more willing to share information with medical researchers.

Unfortunately, neither HR 1057 nor HR 1941 provide such standards. By allowing
state laws to remain in force, these bills will foster a patchwork of standards and
rules that inhibit research.

We urge Congress to enact preemption language that will supersede all state laws
that would inhibit access to information important to research. If broad preemption
language is not adopted for the provisions of the entire bill, we urge that preemp-
tion language governing medical research be adopted.
The legislation should not interfere with existing FDA rules governing adverse event

reporting.
The safety of drugs is monitored by existing FDA rules that require physicians

and other providers to report to drug manufacturers instances of adverse events for
safety and efficacy surveillance. These programs, which are already regulated by the
FDA, are an important source of information about the use and efficacy of certain
drugs. It is critical that new confidentiality legislation not contain provisions that
will discourage reporting and thereby interfere with these programs.

In our view, once again, HR 1057 and HR 1941 fall short since they do not contain
these provisions.
The Secretary’s Study.

During this debate, some have argued that the Secretary of the Department of
Health and Human Services should evaluate the common rule, with an eye toward
protecting the confidentiality of patients’ medical information. We would urge you
to be cautious about legislatively authorizing such a study.

The Secretary already has the authority to study these issues since the common
rule requires IRBs to consider patient confidentiality as one of the risks to be evalu-
ated when considering a research request. If federal confidentiality legislation di-
rects her to review the common rule, it should make clear that she should do so
in a manner that weighs all the benefits and risks to the subject of the research
including short and long term safety and discomfort, and not just focus on confiden-
tiality. Confidentiality concerns should not outweigh other factors. Moreover, the
legislation should make clear that the product of any study be a report to Congress,
rather than new regulations. Given the controversial nature of this matter, the
issues should receive a full debate prior to the promulgation of new regulations.
Conclusion

As the Congress debates confidentiality legislation, we urge you to remember that
the public has a strong interest in the medical achievements of biotechnology. The
biotechnology industry is on the cusp of developing promising new drugs and treat-
ments for people with serious diseases.
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While it is critical to protect patients’ confidentiality rights, imposing too many
restrictions on access to important data will slow research efforts. Congress must
facilitate the positive uses of medical information to continue the breakthrough sci-
entific achievements into the next century.

BIO encourages you to develop this critical legislation. We appreciate the oppor-
tunity to submit this statement for the record and look forward to working with you
in this endeavor.

Mr. BILIRAKIS. This is so new I am not sure whether you are
even familiar with it. I apologize to Mr. Waxman and others if they
haven’t had an opportunity to see it. I just think that it is signifi-
cant as we approach it from a generic standpoint.

Do you have any comments regarding that?
Ms. HAMBURG. Well, I have not seen the document that you refer

to. But, of course, we appreciate the concerns that many have with
the academic community and the private sector with respect to im-
pediments to ongoing research. We do believe, though, that re-
search can be done responsibly and move forward in a framework
that involves various levels of privacy protection, oversight, and
monitoring. Certainly the research that is supported by the Na-
tional Institutes of Health goes forward under the circumstances
and goes forward in a way that has supported probably the premier
researchers and research accomplishments of any place in the
world.

Mr. BILIRAKIS. Do either of you have anything that you would
care to add?

Mr. EISENBERG. Let me add one thing. I think the three opera-
tive words are all, monitored, and external in what you said, all re-
search would be monitored by an external entity.

We do support the idea that research that is carried out with any
funds, not just Federal funds, have accountability to be sure that
the data that is used, the personnel information that is used, is
maintained in a confidential way.

Second, the word ‘‘monitored’’ implies something that is much
more aggressive than is usually the process for the institutional re-
view boards which review the proposal for the research. We are
asking that there be accountability in the event that the confiden-
tiality promises are breached. But the standard IRB is not to mon-
itor in a very odious way the research that is carried out by inves-
tigators.

Third, the term ‘‘external’’ I think could be misunderstood. Insti-
tutional review boards are not external organizations. In fact, one
of the very important characteristics is that they are internal, that
one member of the IRB needs to be someone from outside the orga-
nization, but they are internal organizations which are watch dogs
to determine that the research is carried out according to the high-
est principles of research ethics.

Mr. BILIRAKIS. Did you have anything that you wanted to add?
Ms. SKIRBOLL. Yes. I would add that Federal research, that you

are well aware of, much of it is records research, health services
research, epidemiology now comes under the common rule. The
common rule requires an outside entity, if you will, act separate
from the investigator to review research.

Research is looked at for both privacy issues, for confidentiality
issues, whether research requires informed consent or not. And this
is all done in the context of both protecting the privacy of patients,
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particularly protecting the privacy of patients that volunteered to
participate in research, and, at the same time, ensuring that re-
search can move forward, important research can move forward.

Mr. BILIRAKIS. Well, as I understand it saying in the same point
here, according to the written testimony of the Biotechnology and
Industrial Organization, H.R. 1941 would expand the Federal Gov-
ernment’s role in private research by requiring that all research,
whether funded with private dollars or taxpayer dollars, be re-
viewed by an entity certified by the Secretary using standards that
are more restrictive—’’more restrictive,’’ their words—than that
used by institutional review boards.

Do you agree or disagree that expanding the scope of the Sec-
retary’s power over private research and imposing higher compli-
ance costs will impede scientific research? I know that we all are—
my time is up, but I know we are all concerned with the bio-
technology industries inputs in this regard. And I don’t know to
what extent the administration has worked with them in working
up your proposed regulations, but it is certainly an area that we
all need to work on. Very quickly, my time is up, if you would like
to respond.

Ms. HAMBURG. I think that it is very important that these issues
get aired and discussed. We appreciate this forum and others for
that purpose.

I think that ultimately we feel very deeply that the health of our
research enterprise depends on the trust and confidence of those
participating in research, that their privacy will be protected and
confidential data will be handled appropriately. And that if you are
participateing in a research study, you probably are not paying at-
tention to what is the source of that funding and distinguishing be-
tween what kinds of protections you get from one circumstance and
another.

People basically want to have some fundamental sense of con-
fidence that their very personal and sensitive health information
will be handled appropriately. We think there are mechanisms to
achieve that in the public and private sector.

Mr. BILIRAKIS. Thank you. We have a couple more panels who
will probably continue to explore that.

Mr. Brown.
Mr. BROWN. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. Dr. Hamburg, obviously

private companies that conduct research have raised questions
about the impact of various privacy bills on their operations. Run
through, if you would, how the Secretary’s recommendations would
affect, could affect private sector health research, say a clinical
trial for example.

Ms. HAMBURG. I think that I might turn to my colleague from
NIH who has looked at this in more specific detail to give you the
best possible answer.

Ms. SKIRBOLL. I think it would be important for us to describe
how it works for the Federal sector briefly and then explain what
the Secretary has recommended.

First of all, it is important to understand that all federally sup-
ported research that comes under the common rule, the 17 agencies
that signed on to common rule, are protected using both IRBs and
informed consent. Walking through that, a researcher has a pro-
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posal, the proposal comes to the IRB chair, the IRB chair deter-
mines whether that research requires informed consent or does not
and whether it requires expedited review or not.

Let me go first to informed consent. Informed consent is a deter-
mination of risk, what is the risk to the patient. With medical
records, the risk really has to do with privacy and confidentiality.
That is weighed and determined whether informed consent should
be required in this study or not. If informed consent is required,
the common rule says that you must, in the informed consent docu-
ment, inform the patient the extent to which their privacy will be
protected.

If informed consent is waived, then the particular study is con-
sidered not risky to privacy and confidentiality or to the risk of the
patient. What do I mean by that? The common rule requires that
you look at things that we all agree would be risky with regard to
confidentiality. Would it be damaging to our financial status, to our
employability? Is it stigmatizing? Does it have an affect on reputa-
tion.

It cannot be waived if the research is—a review cannot be waived
if IRB—it could not be waived if it meets those criteria and in-
formed consent cannot be waived. Much research, much records re-
search, and I could give you examples of each, are waived and no
informed consent is required with regard to the issues of burden
associated with such IRB review.

The Secretary’s recommendations very simply require this. The
Secretary’s recommendations suggest that without—as long as you
are doing research in which there is no informed consent, it does
not address informed consent research, where there is no informed
consent, there should be an IRB-like entity, some oversight entity
that looks to the extent to which confidentiality and privacy are
being protected and whether informed consent should be obtained
or not.

Mr. BROWN. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Thank you.
Mr. BILIRAKIS. Mr. Bryant.
Mr. BRYANT. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Let me ask a question. Again, I apologize for missing much of the

testimony so far. We did have a short mark up, and it was short.
In terms of law enforcement and investigations that might involve
health care fraud and abuse, should a privacy bill require—would
a privacy bill that you would recommend allow law enforcement of-
ficers to come in and just review health care records in a general
search for fraud and abuse without any specific probable cause, or
is it your view that they ought to have probable cause and obtain
a search warrant before they do that? How would you envision any
type of legislation to make that——

Ms. HAMBURG. This is obviously a complex and difficult issue.
The Secretary’s recommendations recognize that there were exist-
ing laws at the State and local level with respect to access by law
enforcement agencies for this information and recommended that
those be allowed to continue to be enforceable and did not really
address, in a more comprehensive way, that issue.

Mr. BRYANT. In that event, would you envision—in the event of
some sort of inspection by law enforcement officers, would you envi-
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sion a requirement in any type of privacy bill that the patient
whose records were reviewed be notified that they were inspected
and by whom they were inspected?

Ms. HAMBURG. Again, it is a very complex issue. I am not a law-
yer, and I would hesitate to make specific comment on that in that
I really am uncertain about the legal framework in which that
question would have to be answered.

Obviously we would be happy to work with you on that question
and bring the right people and resources to bear.

Mr. BRYANT. From a medical standpoint—I am a lawyer, not a
doctor. From a medical standpoint is there a difference between
privacy, the word privacy, the term privacy, and confidentiality?
You nodded your head. You have to speak now.

Ms. SKIRBOLL. By definition, privacy is the right of an individual
to limit access and disclosure. Confidentiality is really considered
the tools by which you do that, you accomplish that.

So privacy is your right to limit access and confidentiality is the
extent to which it actually is disclosed, the tools that you used to
keep it confidential. That is sort of a dictionary definition of it.

Mr. BRYANT. Unless any of you have any other comments to the
questions——

Mr. EISENBERG. I will just tread on dangerous territory, too, not
being a lawyer. But I do think it is important to distinguish wheth-
er or not the legal investigation is one that involves the patient or
one that involves the provider.

As we look at this issue, we are trying to distinguish the dif-
ferent ways in which the legal community would need to notify or
ask for patient permission when the patient is the subject of the
investigation versus when it is actually the person providing the
care, the patient is the subject.

Most feel that those ought to be distinguished in a different way.
Mr. BRYANT. Mr. Chairman, I yield back the balance of my time

at this point.
Mr. BILIRAKIS. I thank the gentleman.
Ms. Eshoo.
Ms. ESHOO. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
I want to thank the panelists for an excellent presentation. To

Peggy, I don’t know if all of the members of our subcommittee
know of the extraordinarily distinguished family that you come
from. Peggy’s father most recently headed up the Carnegie Founda-
tion and her family has done extraordinary work. So we have very
distinguished people that have given us very important informa-
tion.

Currently all 50 States have some form of medical records pri-
vacy laws and 34 of the States have comprehensive laws. I know
that it is not unusual to have hundreds or even thousands of peo-
ple enrolled in a clinical trial from dozens of States.

What types of burdens can you tell us about that researchers
would face if they have to comply with many different laws; and
what affects do you think these burdens would have on research?

Ms. HAMBURG. Again, I think that Dr. Skirboll is probably in the
best position to answer your question with respect to what is a dif-
ficult issue of the patchwork of laws that govern privacy and con-
fidentiality.
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Ms. ESHOO. We are going to have to face this in whatever is
drawn up.

Ms. SKIRBOLL. I think I described that there are a number of cir-
cumstances with regard to records research—Peggy gave some ex-
amples of it and so did John—where informed consent is not re-
quired to conduct really important research. It gathers important
information that improves all of our health and improves the Na-
tion’s health.

It is important so that when you look at what States may put
into place. Minnesota has a law right now that requires for in-
formed consent for every study of a record. That is an enormous
burden to those investigators. We believe that the system in which
an IRB, a local IRB, looks at the issues of risk to the patient, al-
lows research to move forward without informed consent, in every
situation look at the risks carefully, that it should be allowed to
proceed.

States could put into place, in patchwork circumstances, different
regulations that would affect a single clinical trial across many
States or that would actually bring a halt to research where such
informed consent is not practical. So there is a risk. But there
needs to be—the Federal position is that there needs—the adminis-
tration position is there needs to be a floor certainly in which ev-
erybody understands there is a common set of rules.

Ms. ESHOO. I am not so sure that I have drawn from what you
have said the effects on research as a result of what we have
though.

Ms. SKIRBOLL. The effects of research today? Well, Minnesota is
an example where it is one State in which being able to conduct
records research is significantly hampered because of the require-
ment that one always get——

Ms. ESHOO. So it is too stringent?
Ms. SKIRBOLL. Yes.
Mr. EISENBERG. May I add something to that?
I think there are three issues that need to be considered when

we look at the State-to-State variation that might exist. One of
them is it is understandable why the States might be filling the
vacuum now in the absence of Federal legislation and with the un-
certainty about whether strong Federal regulation and law will
exist.

It is understandable that a State would respond to the concerns
of the people in that State for privacy and confidentiality legisla-
tion. Second, it has only been recently that there have been experts
in this field who have been working with the States to help them
to draft this kind of legislation.

For example, there was one set of organizations that issued
model legislation, but just in February of this year. I think that as
the States start to look at—look at this kind of legislation, they will
lean upon national experts. I think we will probably start to see
more uniformity across the States even without Federal legislation
because of the commonality that does exist among the concerned
parties.

Third, it is true that the experience in Minnesota is one that we
have learned from, but I want to emphasize that we have learned
from.
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One of the wonderful things about the States in this country is
they are, as they say, a cauldron for experimentation.

Ms. ESHOO. Test kitchen.
Mr. EISENBERG. A test kitchen, yes, exactly.
And I think the people in Minnesota would be the first to say

that we have learned from the experience there and that there
have been modifications made even in Minnesota already in that
State’s rules.

So as we look at this, I think that the most compelling argument
as we look at the States is we need some Federal legislation that
will, at a minimum, give as floor so that the States can look at
what the Federal Government has done and decide whether any-
thing else is needed.

Ms. ESHOO. Very helpful. Thank you. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. BILIRAKIS. I thank the gentlelady. Mr. Whitfield.
Mr. WHITFIELD. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. You had mentioned

the difference in privacy and confidentiality. And privacy, I think
all of us would view, is this information necessary to provide me
the best quality of health care that is available.

I mentioned in my opening statement the outcome and assess-
ment information set that is now—was actually—I guess it was re-
quired and then HIPAA backed off of it or HHS backed away.
Could you give me an update on precisely where your agency is on
the OASIS questionnaire?

Ms. HAMBURG. Perhaps the best way to do that is to provide you
specifically in follow-up to this hearing with that information.
HICFA is not present, and as you know they have the lead respon-
sibility.

The concerns that you have raised have been addressed. There
was, in fact, I think a hearing on the Senate side earlier this week.
Modifications have been made. We are very sensitive to the issues,
but I think that the specific questions you are asking could best be
addressed in follow-up if that is acceptable to you.

Mr. WHITFIELD. Sure. It is my understanding that the American
Civil Liberties Union also expressed some concern about those
questions as well; is that correct? Are you aware?

Ms. HAMBURG. I do not know the specific details. I do know that
this has obviously been the focus of a great deal of attention.

There have been some modifications made in order to focus really
on what needs to be asked in the context of appropriate treatment
and assuring quality of care to those receiving home care.

And we would be happy to provide you with detailed information
about the status of that.

Mr. WHITFIELD. I appreciate that. I recognize the difficulty in
dealing with this whole issue. But as Mr. Deal, Nathan Deal, had
mentioned as well, when we go back to the district, these home
health care agencies are more vocal on this one issue than almost
anything else right now.

I don’t think there is any group more committed to providing
quality health care to the homebound than they are. They have
been quite vocal about it. After I had the opportunity to review
some of the questions which relates to finances, plans for concep-
tion, laundering, housekeeping, shopping, telephone use, it seems
that it does go maybe a little bit farther than it should.
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While I know that you are not primarily concerned, you are in-
volved, I suppose, in some of the policies over there. I just wanted
to raise that issue because it is vitally important.

Thank you again for attending today, and we look forward to
working with you to address this issue.

I yield back to Mr. Waxman.
Mr. WAXMAN. Thank you very much. Mr. Chairman, I want to

commend Dr. Hamburg and her colleagues and the Secretary for
their leadership in this effort.

It will be very helpful for us to discuss with them these issues
as we prepare legislation. Let me go back to this point again that
we have been discussing and see if we can get it narrowed down.

Mr. Bilirakis expressed concern about the requirement in our
bills that the IRB must determine that the importance of health re-
search outweighs the intrusion into the privacy of protected indi-
viduals before approving use of the information.

Do you believe this requirement is burdensome on the review
process? I want to note that we are going to hear testimony from
the Biotech Industry Organization, BIO, where they express the
same concern, they even said that we have standards more restric-
tive than used by our IRBs. Tell us more about—in the answer to
this criticism——

Ms. HAMBURG. I think Dr. Eisenberg wants to take——
Mr. WAXMAN. [continuing] expressing legitimate concern. How do

you respond to them?
Mr. EISENBERG. I think the second comment that you made

about BIO’s position is absolutely accurate. That is that the vast
majority of the researchers and the vast majority of research orga-
nizations in this country have standards that are even more care-
ful, restrictive, if you want to use that word, than we are proposing
and more restrictive than current or even future IRBs would re-
quire.

The purpose of the proposal is not to make life harder for these
organizations, but to be sure there is uniformity so that every pa-
tient who is in every study can be sure that they are protected in
the way that the best members of BIO are protecting the people in
their studies.

I think that is also the case for universities. In all of the univer-
sities with which I have been involved, the universities’ institu-
tional review board has not really cared whether the study is feder-
ally funded or privately funded. The point is that there are patients
whose confidential information is at risk and needs to be preserved.
Therefore, the standards hold no matter what the source of fund-
ing, no matter what the type of study, if the basic principle is fol-
lowed, which is that you have got to keep personal health informa-
tion confidential.

We are not, though, suggesting that the current pattern of the
IRB for a clinical trial needs to be replicated exactly for the preser-
vation of personal health information’s confidentiality. I think that
we would prefer to call it an IRB-like mechanism which means that
it is an oversight group who provides assurances to the public that
that data is maintained in confidentiality.
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We would like to work with organizations like BIO and others in
the research field to be sure that if there are parts of this process
that are burdensome and not necessary that those are eliminated.

Mr. WAXMAN. Do you use IRB-type organizations or IRBs them-
selves when there is Federal funding for research to look at this
very issue of privacy?

Mr. EISENBERG. As Dr. Skirboll mentioned, the common rule re-
quires that if there is Federal funding that an IRB be used.

Mr. WAXMAN. Have we found a problem with that? Has it been
burdensome or difficult for researchers?

Ms. SKIRBOLL. I first want to add that beyond the common rule
there is a separate set of regulations that FDA, when people come
in for an IND that is quite similar to the common rule in many
ways.

We believe research has been able to move forward under the
context of both the common rule and FDA regulations.

Mr. WAXMAN. One of the most contentious issues in the health
privacy debate is whether Federal legislation should preempt State
and local laws that are more protective of an individual’s privacy.

Proponents of preemption argue that laws that differ from State
to State would make business transactions very difficult while op-
ponents argue that a Federal law that preempted all State and
local laws would represent a setback to patients of States that have
already passed stronger protections.

One compromise that has been proposed is to grandfather in ex-
isting State and local laws that are stronger than the Federal stat-
ute while preempting any future State and local laws. It seems to
me that one drawback of this approach is that States would not be
able to respond to privacy issues that may arise in the future,
things that we haven’t thought about yet.

Would you comment on this? You indicated States are a place
where we have a lot of experimentation. We learn from what the
States do.

Should we preempt them and stop them from acting in this area?
Ms. HAMBURG. I will try to be brief because I know time is lim-

ited.
Mr. WAXMAN. Time is only limited for my asking the question.
Mr. BILIRAKIS. And he still feels that he is chairman sometimes.
Ms. HAMBURG. Well, I think the answer is reasonably straight-

forward, which is that we clearly need some sort of national legisla-
tion which is comprehensive that will set a clear and appropriate
floor. States can then elaborate as needed to suit their particular
set of needs and concerns, but we do need some sort of baseline and
comprehensive floor.

We need that uniformity as illustrated by some of the discussions
that we have had this morning.

Mr. WAXMAN. Thank you. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. BILIRAKIS. Thank you Mr. Waxman. Mr. Deal.
Mr. DEAL. I will follow up on Representative Waxman’s question,

and recognizing that all three of you disavowed being associated
with the legal profession, my question is somewhat legal in nature
but procedural also.

As I understand the timetable we are facing is under the HIPAA
Act of 1996, and unless we legislatively here at the Congressional
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level establish these guidelines by statute, the Secretary would
have the responsibility of developing the guidelines through rules
and regulations.

In order to determine where we are on this issue of preemption,
is it your understanding that in the absence of Federal action be-
fore August that the rules and regs promulgated by the Secretary
would, by the HIPAA Act, be given the force and effect of law?

I assume the answer to that would be yes. But if they are given
the force and effect of law by that delegation of authority to the
Secretary, do they necessarily preempt State statutes? Is there
wording enough in HIPAA to preempt State statutes? Where would
that stand?

Ms. HAMBURG. I think the most critical issue to put on the table
with respect to the Department moving forward with regulations if
the Congress doesn’t act is that we would not have the authority
to provide the kind of comprehensive privacy legislation that we
have been talking about today.

The HIPAA requirements clearly limit the authority of the De-
partment in terms of the types of information and the entities that
would be regulated. So that through the HIPAA mechanism, I don’t
think that we would be able to achieve the kind of comprehensive
privacy legislation that we feel is so vitally important to the Amer-
ican people.

Mr. DEAL. So you believe then that there is a need for action
here to address the issue in a more comprehensive fashion?

Ms. HAMBURG. I think the President and the Secretary feel very
strongly that that is the desirable approach.

Mr. DEAL. Taking it one step further, we commonly pass statutes
that preempt States for the provisions of existing State law that
are not as comprehensive, but allow them to go further than the
Federal standard that is established.

My question is in the earlier discussions about the problems that
you were running into from State-to-State variations, it was the
State statutes in Minnesota, for example, that went further that
were the impediments to the research component.

So if we pass a Federal statute, but still allow States to go fur-
ther, do we not still leave intact those impediments to research and
compilation of information by those who are so restrictive that they
are an impediment?

Ms. HAMBURG. I think as Dr. Eisenberg pointed out earlier, one
of our concerns is that States are moving because they are trying
to fill a vacuum that exists because we don’t have a national ap-
proach. So it is our hope that if we do achieve a national com-
prehensive legislative approach that much of what we have seen on
the State level will not be necessary.

But our health care system is very complex. How it is—how
health care is delivered varies by State to State. Technologies are
changing, and it raises different issues and States may react dif-
ferently. So that if we established uniform and a more comprehen-
sive set of protections at the national level, it would address many
of the concerns that States are currently experiencing.

But there would still be flexibility for modifications based on the
particular set of needs and concerns that might exist within a
State.
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Mr. DEAL. One final quick question, if I might. In reviewing the
recommendations from the Southern Governors Association and
their concerns as we address this issue, one issue they have raised
is that consent forms not be so broad as to allow consent for one
purpose but be broad enough to allow the sale of information for
other purposes.

Are you seeing problems with consent forms being so broad that
a person waives rights that perhaps were never intended, and if
that is the case, is that an issue we need to focus on in drafting
legislation?

Ms. SKIRBOLL. That is an important point. I think it is important
to note that most of the legislation that has been drafted so far,
most of the considerations that really have been addressed in terms
of privacy and confidentiality, have to do with records for which
there is no consent without disclosure to the patient.

There hasn’t been a lot of consideration if there is consent, what
that consent might look at. That is something an IRB does, but
most of the legislation has really been addressing disclosure with-
out patient authorization.

Mr. DEAL. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. BILIRAKIS. Mr. Burr.
Mr. BURR. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Dr. Hamburg, let me go back to Mr. Deal and Mr. Waxman’s

question.
I read your testimony, and I actually wrote on that testimony

that it said you wanted to preempt. But I heard your answer to
both questions where both times you stated what we need to do is
create a floor and to allow States to go further. And I would only
ask you is that inconsistent with what your testimony says, which
is the concern of patchwork, a patchwork situation.

And I know that you referred to the patchwork in the context of
the privacy protections that Americans need and expect. Is it the
floor or is it the preemptive ceiling that HHS would choose?

Ms. HAMBURG. It is clearly our strong desire and preference to
have a strong national privacy legislation that would address the
set of concerns that American citizens have regardless of where
they live.

We recognize also, though, that there are differing issues in dif-
ferent States with respect to constituencies, how health care is de-
livered, et cetera, and that we need to have a somewhat flexible ap-
proach.

But there needs to be a floor in terms of a set of comprehensive
national standards.

Mr. BURR. I think what I just heard was a modified preemption.
Would that be an accurate depiction of it? A fluid process; let’s say?

Ms. HAMBURG. A flexible approach, but I think building on a
foundation that represents a set of uniform national standards.

Mr. BURR. Ms. Skirboll—is that it? I am sorry; I came in late.
Let me just ask—NIH has been used in the IRB for archival re-

search and I guess I would ask you, have you ever found incidents
of abuse? Has the NIH experienced incidents of abuse?

Ms. SKIRBOLL. Abuse with regard to privacy and confidentialty?
Mr. BURR. Yes, ma’am.
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Ms. SKIRBOLL. That is really under the responsibilities of OPRR
which is housed in NIH, but really is responsible for the coverage
of the common rule which is 17 agencies. You probably have to ask
the director of OPRR that. But I think, in general, where there is
regulation there certainly can be abuse, but the purpose of this—
the purpose of having the common rule and having a local jurisdic-
tion is that there is monitoring by the IRB during the process of
research, and that if exigencies happen, they can be found.

Mr. BURR. I would assume if there was this horror story of
abuses, that would not be limited in the knowledge of it to just that
area of NIH, but it would be known throughout NIH.

Ms. SKIRBOLL. Privacy is an interesting thing with regard to
abuse.

Most people, and I take this from the director of OPRR, most
people say when there has been a breach of privacy, by definition,
people don’t want to talk about it because it causes the further
breach of whatever private information was breached in the first
place.

So perhaps knowledge—breaches of privacy are not known as
widely as information of other problems that may arise. So we real-
ly haven’t tracked that.

Mr. BURR. I am also not a lawyer, never professed to ever want
to be, have discomfort sitting next to one, but Dr. Hamburg, let me
ask you more of a legal question and it comes from your testimony.

You said information should not be used or given out unless ei-
ther the patient authorizes it or there is a clear legal basis for
doing so. Can you give me an example of a clear legal basis?

Ms. HAMBURG. Well, for example, before I joined the department,
I was commissioner of health in New York City and responsible for
the public health and safety of New Yorkers.

In order to respond to unusual clusters of disease and apparent
outbreaks of an infectious disease, we often needed to access infor-
mation with identifiers so that we could do a complete and appro-
priate outbreak investigation, identify the source of whatever infec-
tious agent or contaminant was threatening the health of the pub-
lic and ameliorate that threat by instituting the appropriate meas-
ures.

And we had the legal authority to do that, and it was extremely
important to public health and safety.

Mr. BURR. But HHS would not see defining what a clear legal
authority would be?

Ms. HAMBURG. Well, I think——
Mr. BURR. Every time I see ‘‘clear legal authority,’’ I think that

we have—we have punted to the judicial system which is not nec-
essarily a comfort for everybody involved to think that either HHS
would promulgate some new regs or the Congress would pass new
legislation, only for the courts to try to figure out how to share with
everybody what we meant.

Mr. BILIRAKIS. The gentleman’s time has expired. If you have a
quick response to that, please feel free.

Ms. HAMBURG. I think it is very important that we define the set
of circumstances under which health information could be disclosed
without authorization.
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The example I gave of public health was one that was identified
within the secretary’s recommendations. Clearly we live in a very
complicated and changing world. And I think that we could not
produce legislation that would clearly identify and define all of the
specifics, but I think that there is a framework that is reasonably
straightforward and put forward in the Secretary’s recommenda-
tions that I think can serve as the strong basis for the crafting of
appropriate legislation.

Mr. BURR. I thank you and I yield back, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. BILIRAKIS. Yield back. Mr. Markey who is not a member of

the subcommittee——
Mr. EISSENBERG. Is there time for me to add something very

quick?
Mr. BILIRAKIS. Very quick. He yielded back, you understand,

time that he did not have.
Mr. EISSENBERG. The other area that is very important that we

haven’t talked about today is the quality of care area. And in some
of the legislation that exists and in the Secretary’s language we
specify more clearly the kind of legal authority that would be pro-
vided for assuring quality of care and the need for personal infor-
mation as well.

Mr. BILIRAKIS. Mr. Markey, who is not a member of the sub-
committee but whom we respect greatly.

You are more than welcome, sir, to inquire.
Mr. MARKEY. Thank you very much, sir, and I thank you for your

typical courtesy. You have always been gracious. I appreciate it
very much.

This issue is, without question, the other side of the information-
age coin. There is no question that because of rapid technological
change and globalization that there are tremendous pressures upon
our society to become more efficient. And the technology drives it
and it makes it possible for consolidation across all industry lines,
but it also creates other problems for individuals.

So what is good for a corporation is no longer necessarily good
for individuals, although we can, in fact, find a way of reconciling
the differences. So the truth of the electronic era is that there is
a Dickensian quality to it. It is the best of wires, and the worst of
wires simultaneously. It has the ability to enable and to ennoble
and it has the power to degrade and to debase all at the same time.

The question for us is whether or not we want to animate the
technologies with human values or just allow the technologies to
take their own course knowing that without those values, that
there will be a compromise of the individual.

And I think that we have to have this debate because I believe
that we need the same values in the virtual world as we have in
the real world, and only by debating these issues do we make sure
that we separate the privacy keepers from the just curious peepers
who increasingly, on-line, have the capacity to be able to move
through all of our private lives.

And then you have this most dangerous of all categories, and
that is the information reapers, that is, companies, corporations,
software companies put together just to collect all this data and
then to market it to a third party—to third parties, to sell it, to
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sell our secrets, our health, our privacy, our financial services, any
of our electronic transactions, children’s transactions on-line.

All of it is valuable information. And so the question for us is
whether or not we are going to act before the privacy pirates move
in and create a new world that is very difficult for us legislatively
to capture. My question to you, doctor, is the biotech industry has
objected to imposing any privacy oversight over research which is
privately funded.

Does privacy deserve less protection based on its source of fund-
ing, doctor? Is the IRB oversight process a significant barrier to
good research? Isn’t it true that many researchers view IRBs as
helpful in ensuring research is doing well? Is there any reason why
we can’t extend the common rule in other words, to private re-
search?

Ms. HAMBURG. As we have discussed already here this morning,
we feel that the ongoing health and vitality of the research enter-
prise whether publicly supported or privately supported is critical
to the future of our health care system and our Nation. But in
order for that research enterprise to move forward, those partici-
pating in research have to have confidence and trust that their sen-
sitive health information will be protected and that the data col-
lected on them will be treated in a confidential and an appropriate
way.

Clearly people participating in research are not looking to see
where the funding comes from and will not be attuned to the spe-
cifics of privacy protections afforded in one context versus another.
And we believe that we can achieve the goal of having both a
healthy ongoing research enterprise and a set of privacy protec-
tions.

I think it is very important that we hear the concerns of people
engaged in different types of research and in different contexts for
the conduct of research, but that experience already has told us
that you can move forward with good research, quality research.

Mr. MARKEY. Excellent, thank you.
Let me ask you this. Genentech’s written testimony opposes any

of the privacy legislation which is being proposed on our side. Mr.
Waxman, myself, others moving forward are trying to get a debate
on it, and they argue there is only minimal risk to human subjects.

Do you consider denial of health insurance a risk? Do you con-
sider denial of a job a risk? Or should we just consider those mini-
mal?

Ms. HAMBURG. I think it is clear, as your question suggests, that
there are very serious consequences to the inappropriate divulging
of certain sensitive health information and it is clear that we need
to protect individuals. And it is ultimately in the interest of re-
search to insure participants in the public-at-large that research
activities are sensitive to those needs and address them.

Mr. MARKEY. Thank you, doctor.
Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. BILIRAKIS. I thank the gentleman.
Mr. BROWN. Mr. Chairman, could I ask unanimous consent for

five additional questions?
Mr. BILIRAKIS. Without objection.
Mr. BROWN. Thank you.
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Dr. Hamburg, I understand the Secretary doesn’t have the au-
thority to issue regulations as comprehensive as many of us on this
panel—and perhaps you too, but many of us want to see addressed
or are necessary. Spell out for us the areas, if you would, the Sec-
retary’s regulations can’t cover that what we, in fact, want to pro-
tect?

Ms. HAMBURG. I think that with respect to the HIPAA privacy
regulations, clearly it would be tied to information that is electroni-
cally managed, and we are still exploring the extent of what that
means. But clearly tied to electronically managed data and also
limited to a specific set of entities, providers, payers, and clearing
houses, so that does limit the scope of the activity.

Mr. BROWN. So paper-based medical records, you cannot promul-
gate regulations to govern paper-based medical records.

Ms. HAMBURG. On exclusively paper-based. As I said, we are cur-
rently exploring the extent of our authorities, and so I cannot give
you an absolute legally clear answer here, but it is very explicit in-
formation that is tied to electronically transmitted information.

Mr. BROWN. I think, Mr. Chairman, that speaks to the impor-
tance of—particularly since Congress has not addressed this issue
comprehensively for 20 years or so, and it may not again in the
near future, speaks to the importance of establishing—of moving
forward with legislation, establishing a floor, and encouraging inno-
vation in the States rather than establishing a ceiling and putting
up a disincentive for State innovation.

I would like to yield for a couple of minutes to my friend from
California, Mr. Waxman.

Mr. WAXMAN. Thank you very much. I think that last point you
made was an excellent one because problems do come up that are
not anticipated, and we ought to allow the Secretary or the States
to go beyond minimum protections that we will have in Federal
law. But the Secretary also called for private right of action to en-
force the privacy provisions. Why do you think that is important?

Ms. HAMBURG. I think it is very important that individuals have
an opportunity through the legal system to redress compromises to
their privacy and confidentiality protections.

Mr. WAXMAN. If they don’t have that legal right, it is a promise
that may not come true?

Ms. HAMBURG. Well, I think that clearly if we are going to put
forward a set of legal expectations about privacy protection and
confidentiality, then we need to follow through with some teeth and
there need to be, I think, both civil and criminal penalties for those
who misuse or abuse information. And I think that individuals
whose privacy has been compromised need some mechanism for re-
dress.

Mr. WAXMAN. I thank my colleague for yielding. Mr. Chairman,
I wonder if we could keep the record open and have them respond
to questions that we may have.

By all means; we make a practice of that and if you would be
willing to—I might ask if the gentleman would yield the balance
of his time.

I guess I am not clear. I know Mr. Burr and others have asked
about the preemption portion, the need for uniformity, et cetera.
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And I realize maybe it is difficult for you to give us a yes or no
answer.

I don’t know how we could have uniformity to a point and then
not preempt to another point; in other words, you are talking about
this floor business.

Should we have uniformity where Federal law would preempt all
State laws?

Ms. HAMBURG. I think there should be as I thought I had indi-
cated earlier——

Mr. BILIRAKIS. You have said.
Ms. HAMBURG. I guess it is good I am not a lawyer.
Mr. BILIRAKIS. You sound like you would make a good one.
Ms. HAMBURG. There should be a set of clear standards that are

in place that represent a uniform set of standards on a national
basis, but then that represents a floor, not a ceiling, and does allow
for State by State innovation based on changing circumstances,
particular concerns.

Mr. BILIRAKIS. What you are saying is uniformity up to a point,
but the States could—would not be preempted if they were to add
to those uniform standards?

Ms. HAMBURG. This is, as you are very well aware, a complex set
of issues that are being discussed in the context of a very complex
health care system, a very complex set of research needs and re-
quirements and, of course, a world where technology is changing
rapidly. So we think that we need to maintain a certain level of
flexibility, but there are important issues. And we need national
legislation to address them.

Mr. BILIRAKIS. Couldn’t we retain that flexibility on a national
scale so that the flexibility can be done again on a national stand-
point so that there would be complete uniformity?

I am not really expressing a position here. I am asking questions
because I guess I am not clear given we have been working on this
quite sometime.

Mr. WAXMAN. Would the chairman yield?
Mr. BILIRAKIS. Yes.
Mr. WAXMAN. I think there are times the States can see issues

that affect them that may not affect people in other States like the
HIV epidemic, for example, where we didn’t anticipate such a thing
before it happened.

When it happened, it hit certain States harder first than others.
And a State might have wanted to add their own provisions, but
under no circumstances do we want to have American citizens any-
where in this country not have certain basic protections of privacy
of medical records.

So I think what you are saying—we do this all the time in Fed-
eral law—we are going to have certain provisions that will apply
everywhere, and then States should be able to act when unantici-
pated issues come up. We don’t want to tie their hands. They’re
closer to these problems than the people in the Federal Govern-
ment. They can often be very innovative and we shouldn’t stifle
them.

Mr. BURR. Mr. Chairman, could I ask unanimous consent for one
question?

Mr. BILIRAKIS. Without objection.
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Mr. BURR. It really follows up, to some degree, on that, but you
talked in your testimony about the sensitivity of genetic informa-
tion. And I think one could conclude from your testimony that
there might be a belief that there needs to be a different set of
standards for genetic information than for everything else.

Ms. HAMBURG. Actually, we are not recommending that. We be-
lieve that if we can achieve a baseline that is appropriate and suffi-
ciently comprehensive, it would embrace and protect for all kinds
of health information and that it would be a mistake to begin to
compartmentalize for the reasons we were just discussing about
how things will emerge that we haven’t thought about today.

Clearly today with all of the advances that are going on in the
field of genetics, genetic screening is an area of great concern to the
public, particularly because it is an area where science hasn’t fully
informed us—informed us about what some of the genetic screens
actually mean.

So the potential for unintentional misuse as well as abuse is
very, very clear and present now. And people are concerned about
it, but there are many types of medical information that are sen-
sitive. And we believe we should be striving for a comprehensive
approach.

Mr. BURR. So you do see a uniformed approach. I thank you and
thank the Chair.

Mr. MARKEY. Mr. Chairman, could I ask one additional question?
Mr. BILIRAKIS. After that nice note you just sent me, yes.
Ms. ESHOO. Mr. Chairman, could I just make a point of inquiry.
Are we doing a second round of questions?
Mr. BILIRAKIS. No, we were not contemplating doing that al-

though let’s face it, that is what we are doing.
If you have something more by all means.
Ms. ESHOO. I think he should go first since he asked. But since

we have done that, I would like to get mine in as well.
Mr. MARKEY. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. I will just ask one quick

question.
Mr. BILIRAKIS. By all means.
Mr. MARKEY. Which is a clarification on the administration’s po-

sition as to whether or not under existing law it has the ability to
put a right of action on the books that can be exercised by individ-
uals to protect their health care privacy.

Does the administration believe it has that legal authority under
existing law or does it need new legislation in order to accomplish
that goal?

Ms. HAMBURG. Certainly we believe it should be a part of what-
ever national legislation would be enacted, and we feel that in
order to achieve the broad set of goals put forward in the Sec-
retary’s recommendation that is the right approach rather than to
build on existing authorities.

Mr. MARKEY. The administration does not believe that it has au-
thority under existing law?

Ms. HAMBURG. Under HIPAA?
Mr. MARKEY. Under any existing law.
Ms. HAMBURG. I don’t know the answer to that question. There

may be those in the department that do. We can get back to you
on this.
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Mr. MARKEY. I think it would be very important for the adminis-
tration to clarify your position on the legal standing that you have
on that issue before we proceed.

And I want to work with you, Mr. Chairman, through Mr. Brown
who is the leader of the Democrats on these issues on the com-
mittee. I want to work through Mr. Brown with the majority to-
ward, hopefully, a positive resolution.

Thank you, Mr. Brown, Mr. Chairman, for your indulgence.
Mr. BURR [presiding]. The gentleman’s time has expired.
The Chair will recognize Ms. Eshoo.
Ms. ESHOO. Thank you. Mr. Chairman.
What kind of civil monetary penalties, criminal penalties or other

provisions are in the Secretary’s recommendations?
Ms. HAMBURG. The Secretary outlines in broad terms the concept

of the requirements for civil penalties, civil monetary penalties for
unauthorized disclosure of information and criminal penalties for
the intentional abuse of information, release of information, and in
keeping with actually what Congress mandated under HIPAA, the
point was made that the penalties should be—well, perhaps we
should get back to you in terms of the specific details because I am
afraid I might not represent them appropriately.

Ms. ESHOO. That is more than fair.
I think it would be useful information if in fact there are spe-

cifics. If it just states that it should be or there are——
Ms. HAMBURG. It is broad in its approach, but it does indicate

the need for both civil and criminal penalties under certain cir-
cumstances.

Ms. ESHOO. Thank you. Thanks again for each one of you being
here today. Excellent. We learned a lot. This is exactly what a
hearing should be about.

Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. BURR. I thank the gentlelady.
The Chair, seeing no requests for additional questions, would

once again thank our three witnesses today and would dismiss the
first panel and take this opportunity to call up the second panel.

Mr. BURR. The second panel is comprised of Dr. Steven Jacobsen
with the Mayo Foundation; Dr. Robert Amdur, associate professor
and chairman, Dartmouth Committee for the Protection of Human
Subjects, Dartmouth Medical School; David Stump, Genentech Fel-
low; Ms. Fran Visco, president, National Breast Cancer Coalition;
Ms. Dawn Gencarelli, Harvard Pilgrim Health Care; Ms. Abbey
Meyers, National Organization of Rare Disease; Daniel Krinsky,
Patient Services and Pharmacy Practice; and Terry Latanich, Gov-
ernment Affairs, Merck-Medco.

The Chair would like to welcome our witnesses that comprise the
second panel. We realize it is rather large. I would ask all of our
witnesses today to try to hold their opening statements to the 5-
minute rule. We will attempt to try to figure out what is going on
on the House floor. I would ask all members to try to limit to one
round of questioning if we can, but certainly the Chair would enter-
tain any requests for clarification.

At this time if I may, I will just start at my left—the Chair has
changed his mind. I will start at my right with Dr. Jacobsen is rec-
ognized.
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STATEMENTS OF STEVEN J. JACOBSEN, DIRECTOR, SECTION
OF CLINICAL EPIDEMIOLOGY, THE MAYO FOUNDATION;
ROBERT AMDUR, FORMER ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR OF MEDI-
CINE AND CHAIRPERSON, DARTMOUTH COMMITTEE FOR
THE PROTECTION OF HUMAN SUBJECTS, DARTMOUTH MED-
ICAL SCHOOL; DAVID C. STUMP, GENENTECH FELLOW; FRAN
VISCO, PRESIDENT, NATIONAL BREAST CANCER COALITION;
DAWN M. GENCARELLI, MANAGER, HEALTH POLICY, HAR-
VARD PILGRIM HEALTH CARE; ABBEY MEYERS, PRESIDENT,
NATIONAL ORGANIZATION OF RARE DISORDERS; DANIEL L.
KRINSKY, DIRECTOR, PATIENT SERVICES AND PHARMACY
PRACTICE, RITZMAN PHARMACIES INC.; AND TERRY S.
LATANICH, SENIOR VICE PRESIDENT, GOVERNMENT AF-
FAIRS, MERCK-MEDCO

Mr. JACOBSEN. Mr. Chairman, members of the committee, I am
Dr. Steve Jacobsen, a physician researcher at Mayo Clinic. I want
to thank you for the opportunity to testify about the importance of
medical records base research and the potential impact of legisla-
tion restricting access to medical records for this category of re-
search.

For the past 8-years, I have had the privilege to work at the
Mayo Clinic. I truly believe that Mayo Clinic’s international rep-
utation as a center of excellence grew out of its commitment to im-
prove patient care through research, often through the use of the
medical record. Our founders, Dr. William and Charles Mayo went
on record early in this century saying the best way to improve care
was to rigorously evaluate patient outcomes.

They and their colleagues designed systems that ensure that all
information about a patient was immediately available for care and
readily accessible for systematic reviews of the outcomes of care.
They set a precedence for the scores of studies of the outcomes of
care that have changed medical practice at Mayo Clinic and
throughout the world.

I also need to stress that Mayo Clinic maintains its commitment
to the confidentiality of medical information. One of our most basic
tenets is that information is available because of the trust between
the patient and the providers of care. All employees are instructed
on the importance of confidentiality.

In regard to medical record-based research, I want to emphasize
that information from this type of research is vital to patients and
their physicians. This is not an issue of society’s need for informa-
tion versus the patient’s right to privacy. Patients, individually,
have a great need for this information. Let me give you an exam-
ple.

I have a friend who was recently diagnosed with prostate cancer.
Upon hearing of the diagnosis, he immediately had a number of
questions. What was going to happen to him? What were the
chances of complications? Were there things his sons should know
about their risk of developing the disease?

I am sure you can think of similar questions that you have want-
ed to ask your own physician. The answer to these questions are
often obtained by reviewing medical records. It is because of the
importance of answering these types of questions for patients and
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their physicians that Mayo Clinic maintains its commitment to ac-
curate medical record-based research.

My second point is that each and every one of us in this room
needs to be concerned about the potential impact of legislation that
might block access to some medical records for research. This con-
cern comes from the threats of the accuracy of findings of studies
that can result from missing some records. To illustrate, let me go
back to my friend.

One of the important factors in his decision about surgical ther-
apy was the risk of certain side effects. Imagine if over the past
several years men who experienced those side effects were upset
with their outcome. Maybe they didn’t expect it. Perhaps they
blame their surgeon but regardless refuse access to the medical
record for research purposes.

A study based only on patients who did provide the authoriza-
tion, in other words, those who did not experience those side ef-
fects, would suggest that the surgery was much safer than in re-
ality. Thus, my friend could have made a decision on the basis of
this information.

This potential inaccuracy is the crux of our concern for limiting
access to medical records for research purposes. At Mayo Clinic we
feel it our responsibility to provide patients and their physicians
the best possible information so the best possible decisions can be
made.

Is this threat real? I believe the answer is yes. As you know, the
State of Minnesota now limits access to medical records for re-
search except with prior authorization. In a recent study, we found
that refusal rates were higher among women, persons under 6
years of age, and persons with certain underlying illnesses such as
mental disorders, breast cancer, and reproductive problems. Unfor-
tunately, the degree of inaccuracy resulting from the absence of
such records is probably not knowable in any particular study. The
only way to ensure accurate information is through a complete and
unbiased conclusion of all medical records of all appropriate pa-
tients.

Finally, the third point I would like to make relates to potential
harm if the rules regarding research use of medical records vary
from State to State. The biases imposed as a consequence of dif-
ferent laws could seriously hinder the improvement of patient care.
For example, in a study of the outcomes of prostate cancer surgery
in patients from the Mayo Clinic sites in Arizona, Florida, and
Minnesota, it could be virtually impossible to sort out if any ob-
served differences in the outcomes of these patients were due to
different patient characteristics, different processes of care, or sim-
ply biases introduced by the different laws. It is extremely impor-
tant that laws concerning the research use of medical records are
uniform across all States.

In closing, I would like to emphasize that medical record-based
research is vital to the continued improvement of patient care and
is essential to patients and physicians as they consider decisions
about the courses of care. This information must be as accurate as
possible.

The only way to ensure this is through complete and unbiased
information. We do recognize the need for confidentiality of infor-
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mation, but we must not confuse research access with open access
to medical information.

Mr. Chairman, the restriction of these medical records for re-
search purposes does not ensure privacy of personal medical infor-
mation. It does not address the public’s concern with regard to the
potential misuse of health information. Instead it hinders medical
research as directed toward improved patient care and puts the
public’s health and well-being at risk.

Thank you.
[The prepared statement of Steven J. Jacobsen follows:]

PREPARED STATEMENT OF STEVEN J. JACOBSEN, ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR OF
EPIDEMIOLOGY, MAYO CLINIC

Chairman Bilirakis, members of the committee, I am Dr. Steve Jacobsen, a physi-
cian researcher at Mayo Clinic. Thank you for the opportunity to testify before you
regarding the important issue of medical records confidentiality.

Today, I would like to discuss two fundamental questions bearing on this issue.
The first is: What is the importance of medical records-based research to the public?
And the second is: What is the impact of legislation restricting access to medical
records on this category of research?

For the past eight years, I have been privileged to work at the Mayo Clinic. I
truly believe that Mayo Clinic’s international reputation as a center of excellence
in medicine and surgery grew out of its commitment to improve patient care
through research, often through the use of the medical record. In fact, our founders,
Drs. Will and Charlie Mayo went on record in the early years of this century saying
that the best way to improve care was to rigorously evaluate patient outcomes. In
order to do this, they and their colleagues designed a ‘‘unit medical record’’ in which
medical data on each patient is stored in one self-contained packet that is kept in
perpetuity. This was done so that all information about a patient was immediately
available to the physician treating the patient and so that a systematic review of
the outcomes of care could be performed easily. They also built indexes that identi-
fied records of patients with specific conditions or who had undergone specific proce-
dures. They recognized that there was a wealth of information collected as part of
routine clinical care and that no subset of this information could be conceived that
would capture sufficient detail for all potential studies. Through these efforts, they
set the precedent for the scores of studies of the outcomes of care that have changed
medical practice at Mayo Clinic and throughout the world.

Medical records research is vital to maintaining and improving the health of the
American public. In fact, virtually every health hazard that we know of today has
been identified using information from medical records. Take AIDS, for example. If
researchers had not been allowed to study the medical records of patients with un-
usual immune deficiency problems in the late 1970’s, the characterization of the
AIDS epidemic would have been delayed at a substantial cost to the public’s health.
Other examples include studies examining the benefits and risks of estrogen treat-
ment, as well as the health risks of smoking, dietary fats, obesity, and certain occu-
pations. You may have read that an outbreak of invasive streptococcal infection was
identified at Mayo in 1995. Without access to the medical records of patients with
these unusual infections, characterization of this syndrome and isolation of this
deadly bacterial strain would have been delayed. And over one hundred school chil-
dren—which our research showed were the unwitting carriers of this deadly germ
in their throats—would have gone untreated. This discovery led to the designation
of invasive strep as a reportable disease. Such a designation permits earlier recogni-
tion and control of epidemics. Medical records research is also critical for evaluating
the long-term side effects of drugs, the safety of medical devices or procedures, the
cost effectiveness of alternative medical practices, and the usefulness of diagnostic
tests.

Mayo Clinic, as I mentioned, is committed to improving the practice of medicine
and patient care though its long-standing tradition of performing these types of
studies, looking at groups of patients. This approach is important because physi-
cians may remember patients who have done well with a particular treatment. Like-
wise, they can remember the patients who have not. However, they cannot remem-
ber these results in sufficient detail to quantify the likelihood of a good or bad re-
sult. We use systematic studies of groups of patients so that we can sort out true
differences from random outcomes. Furthermore, when we perform these studies, we
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have to be sure that the findings reflect any true differences and not just the factors
related to which medical records were reviewed. I will expand on this in a moment.

Before doing so, however, I need to stress the point that Mayo Clinic also main-
tains its commitment to the confidentiality of medical information as well. It is one
of our most basic tenets that this information is available because of the trust be-
tween the patient and the providers of care. All employees are instructed on the im-
portance of confidentiality; there are strict penalties, including loss of employment,
for violations of this trust.

As part of this, we strongly maintain that research access IS NOT open access
to the medical record. All studies are monitored by our Institutional Review Board.
Information is collected from the medical record by trained individuals, usually just
one or two for any given study. All of these individuals have been thoroughly briefed
about the importance of confidentiality and procedures to help ensure it. The infor-
mation is summarized and never published in identifiable form. This is not casual
access.

As you consider legislation concerning research use of medical records, there are
several important factors that I hope you will take into account. These include the
importance of medical record research, the potential impact of legislation blocking
access to some medical records, and the importance of consistency in the laws across
all states.

First, it is important to understand that information from medical record research
is vital to patients and their physicians. Most advocates of increased restrictions
paint the issue as one of society’s need for information versus the patient’s right to
privacy. However, the patients, themselves, have a great need for this information.
Let me give you an example. I recently had a friend who was diagnosed with pros-
tate cancer. Upon hearing of the diagnosis, he immediately had a number of ques-
tions. What is going to happen to me? Among each of the treatments, what are the
long-term outcomes? Are there things I should tell my sons about their risk of devel-
oping this disease? I am sure that if you think back to your own encounters with
the medical system, you can think of when you have asked some of those same types
of questions. These kinds of questions can only be answered by studying the experi-
ence of large groups of patients. It is because of the importance of answering these
questions for patients and their physicians that Mayo Clinic maintains it commit-
ment to accurate medical record research.

The second point is that we all need to be concerned about the potential impact
of legislation that might block access to some medical records for research purposes.
This concern comes from the potential threats to the accuracy of findings of studies
due to incomplete ascertainment of outcomes. To illustrate, let me go back to my
friend recently diagnosed with prostate cancer. One of the important factors in his
decision about whether or not to undergo surgical therapy was the risk of certain
side effects. Imagine what would happen if, over the past several years, men who
experienced the side effects were upset with their outcome, perhaps blamed their
surgeon, and refused access to medical record for research purposes. A study based
only on those patients who did not experience those side effects would suggest that
the surgery was much safer than in reality. Thus, my friend would be making his
decision on the basis of misinformation.

This potential threat is the crux of the concern for limiting access to medical
records for research purposes. At Mayo Clinic, we feel it our responsibility to provide
patients and their physicians the best possible information so that the best possible
decisions can be made.

Is this threat real? I believe the answer is ‘‘Yes’’. I was principal investigator of
a study recently published in the Mayo Clinic Proceedings, a copy of which is in-
cluded in the Appendix to my written statement. We conducted this Institutional
Review Board approved study to compare the characteristics of persons refusing to
provide a general authorization of the use of medical record for research purposes
with those who did. This was prompted by passage of a law in the State of Min-
nesota that limits access to medical records for research except with the prior au-
thorization of the patients in question. Institutionally, we felt it necessary to under-
stand the potential impact of the recent Minnesota bill on the quality of information
generated from medical record studies.

In this study among patients recently seen at Mayo Clinic, we found that slightly
over 3% of patients explicitly told us ‘‘I do not authorize Mayo to review medical
records about me for medical research’’. Approximately 80% of patients provided us
an explicit authorization and 17% did not explicitly give us an indication of their
wishes despite three written contacts. This demonstrates the importance of how the
response of persons not explicitly expressing their wishes are treated. If considered
a ‘‘No’’, the effective refusal rate would have been over 20%. This high proportion
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greatly increases the chance that a bias such as I described in the hypothetical ex-
ample, could influence the results of any study.

Another important finding was that refusal rates were higher among certain sub-
groups. In general, women were more likely to refuse authorization than men, per-
sons under 60 years of age were more likely to refuse than older individuals, and
patients traveling longer distances for care at Mayo Clinic were less likely to refuse
than those from the local community. In addition, we found that persons with cer-
tain underlying illnesses, such as mental disorders, breast cancer and reproductive
problems were also more likely to refuse authorization. While some of these findings
may be somewhat predictable, it is not possible to know how refusal rates might
systematically differ between any particular comparison groups. Furthermore, it is
likely that our assessment of potential differences underestimates what would likely
be happening at other institutions that don’t enjoy the same level of trust and re-
spect from their patients. The bottom line is that the degree of inaccuracy intro-
duced by restricting access to medical records for research purposes is probably not
knowable in any particular study and is likely to vary from question to question and
from setting to setting. The only way to ensure accurate information is through com-
plete and unbiased inclusion of all medical records.

Finally, this third point that I would like to make relates to the potential harm
of allowing the rules regarding research use of medical records to vary from state
to state. Mayo Clinic Rochester is about 60 miles west of the Wisconsin border and
40 miles north of the Iowa border. Thus, a substantial proportion of our referral
practice comes from these two neighboring states. In fact, Mayo operates in five
states. Imagine if you will, the complexity of trying to deal with three separate sets
of laws, each with different standards for the use of medical records for research
purposes. More important, however, is the concern for different sets of biases im-
posed as a consequence of these laws. For example, imagine a study comparing the
outcomes of prostate cancer surgery in patients from the University of Iowa and
Mayo Clinic Rochester. If different laws affected the selection factors for this study,
the results would be extremely difficult to interpret. It would be virtually impossible
to sort out if any observed differences were due to patient characteristics, processes
of care, or simply biases introduced by different laws controlling access to medical
records for research purposes. This might preclude the investigator’s ability to iden-
tify certain patient characteristics or patterns of care that may benefit patients with
prostate cancer. It is extremely important that laws concerning the research use of
medical records are uniform across all states.

In closing, I would like to emphasize that medical record research is vital to the
continued improvement of patient care. Furthermore, information generated from
medical record research is essential to patients and physicians as they consider deci-
sions about courses of care. Consequently, it is absolutely essential that this infor-
mation be as accurate as possible. The only way to ensure this is through complete
and unbiased information. At the same time, it is important to recognize the need
for confidentiality of information. We mustn’t, however, confuse research access with
open access to medical information. Mr. Chairman, legislation restricting access to
medical records for research purposes does not ensure privacy of personal medical
information and does not address the public’s concerns regarding the potential mis-
use of public health information. Instead, it hinders scientific research and puts the
public’s health and well-being at risk for serious harm. Your attention should be fo-
cused on stopping the actual abuses of medical record information that harms pa-
tients.

Thank you for your attention.

Mr. BURR. Thank you, Dr. Jacobsen.
The Chair would recognize Dr. Amdur for 5 minutes.

STATEMENT OF ROBERT AMDUR

Mr. AMDUR. Good morning. I am a physician with an interest in
research ethics. I am here to urge you to pass legislation that will
require that research involving review of confidential information
from a person’s medical record be held to the same ethical stand-
ards regardless of who conducts the research or where the funding
comes from.

Most of the medical research that I perform requires confidential
information from medical records, so I know how important it is to
have access to this kind of information.
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I have experience with the Federal regulations related to re-
search because for the past 4 years I have chaired the institutional
review board at Dartmouth. For anybody not familiar with that
term, an institutional review board is a type of ethics committee
that is charged with protecting the rights and welfare of research
participants.

When considering medical records legislation as you are, it is im-
portant to understand two main points. The first point is that our
society currently has only one formal system for evaluating the eth-
ics of a research study. And this is the system of protection de-
scribed in our code of Federal regulations. These regulations basi-
cally present a manual that explains the procedure and criteria
that should be used to determine if a specific research proposal is
acceptable from the ethical standpoint. The basic criteria for ethical
research are common sense things like being sure that the risks to
subjects are minimized and that the risks are in proportion to the
expected benefits of the research.

The take-home message that I would like to leave you with is
that the Federal regulations are good regulations and are to help
to protect individual subjects and to maintain the integrity of our
research process. However, what many people don’t understand is
that without Federal legislation—the protections that are provided
by these regulations are limited to studies that are funded by a
Federal agency or being done as part of an application for FDA li-
censure.

Today, if I want to study the medical history of congressional
representatives like yourself, I don’t need to get Federal funds, I
can finance it myself. I may be able to get access to your medical
records without going through any meaningful review process. That
is the problem.

The final point that I would like to make is a response to the ar-
guments that I have read about passing legislation about medical
records research. As I see it, the main issue of concern is that if
we require the same standard for both privately and federally fund-
ed research, the volume of regulated activity will increase to the
point that society’s ability to conduct research will be compromised.

I don’t share this concern, and I think that it reflects a funda-
mental misunderstanding in two basic areas. One misunder-
standing is that there is currently a lot of privately funded re-
search going on outside the Federal regulatory system. This is not
true.

While we don’t have definitive data on this issue, the fact of the
matter is most privately funded research is done either as part of
an FDA application for licensure which means it must comply with
Federal regulations or at academic institutions which have signed
a type of contract with the National Institutes of Health called a
multiple project assurance.

What this contract says is that the institution will require that
all research under its auspices be done in compliance with Federal
regulations, regardless of funding source. The point is that the
great majority of privately funded research today is already going
on in compliance with Federal regulations and reviewed by the IRB
system.
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The second misunderstanding is that extending the authority of
the Federal regulations to privately funded research will mean that
medical centers, insurance companies, et cetera, throughout the
country will have to go through the institutional review board sys-
tem every time they want to review medical records as part of a
quality assessment effort, utilization review, outcome evaluation, et
cetera.

This is not going to happen because the regulations only apply
to medical research. Medical research in the regulations is defined
to be, ‘‘a systematic investigation designed to develop or contribute
to generalizeable knowledge,’’ a specific definition. There is no
question that the institutional review board authority does not ex-
tend to the wide range of non-research activities that opponents of
the effort are concerned about.

Thank you.
[The prepared statement of Robert Amdur follows:]

PREPARED STATEMENT OF ROBERT AMDUR, FORMER ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR OF
MEDICINE, DARTMOUTH MEDICAL SCHOOL

Introduction
Good morning. My name is Robert Amdur. I am a physician with an interest in

research ethics. I am here to urge you to pass legislation that will require that re-
search that involves review of confidential information from a persons medical
record be held to the same ethical standard regardless of who directs the research
or where the funding comes from. Most of the medical research that I do requires
confidential information from medical records so I know how important it is to have
access to this kind of information. I am familiar with federal research regulations
because I have chaired the Institutional Review Board at Dartmouth for the past
4 years. For those of you who are not familiar with this term, the Institutional Re-
view Board is a type of ethics committee that is charged with protecting the rights
and welfare of research subjects.
Main Points

When considering medical records legislation it is important to understand two
main points:

1. The first point is that our society currently has only one formal system for eval-
uating the ethics of a research study and this is the system of protections described
in our code of federal regulations. These regulations basically present a manual that
explains the procedure and criteria that should be used to determine if a specific
research proposal is acceptable from the ethical standpoint. The basic criteria for
ethical research are common sense things like being sure that the risks to subjects
are minimized and that risks are appropriate in relation to the expected benefits.
The take home message is that these are good regulations that help to protect indi-
vidual subjects and maintain the integrity of the research process. However, what
many people don’t understand is that without federal legislation the protections that
are provided by these regulations are limited to studies that are funded by a federal
agency or being done as part of an application for FDA licensure. Today if I want
to study the medical history of congressional representatives, and I don’t use federal
funds, I may be able to get access to your medical records without going through
any meaningful review process.

2. The final point that I would like to make is a response to the argument against
passing legislation about medical record research. As I see it, the main issue of con-
cern is that if we require the same standards for both privately and federally funded
research, the volume of regulated activities will increase to the point that the ability
to conduct research will be compromised. I do not share this concern and I think
it reflects a misunderstanding in two areas.

One misunderstanding is that there is currently a lot of privately funded research
that is being done outside the federal regulatory system. This is not true. Most pri-
vately funded research is done at institutions that sign a type of contract called a
‘‘Multiple Project Assurance’’ with the National Institutes of Health that commits
them to conducting all research according to federal regulations regardless of fund-
ing source. I am happy to explain why an institution would want to establish this
Assurance in the question period, but for the purpose of this discussion the point
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is that passing federal legislation will not meaningfully increase the volume of regu-
lated research because most privately funded research is already being reviewed ac-
cording to federal regulations.

The second misunderstanding is that extending the authority of the federal regu-
lations to privately funded research will mean that medical centers throughout the
country will have to go through the Institutional Review Board system every time
they want to review medical records as part of a quality assessment or utilization
review activity. This is not going to happen because the regulations only apply to
medical record review that is being done for research purposes. As the regulations
define research to be ‘‘a systematic investigation designed to develop or contribute
to generalizable knowledge’’ there is no question that Institutional Review Board au-
thority does not extend to the wide range of non-research activities that opponents
of federal legislation in this setting are concerned about.

Mr. BURR. Thank you, doctor.
The Chair would recognize Dr. Stump for 5 minutes.

STATEMENT OF DAVID C. STUMP

Mr. STUMP. Good morning, Mr. Chairman, members of the com-
mittee.

Thank you for the opportunity to testify before you today regard-
ing this most important issue of confidentiality of patient medical
information.

My name is David Stump. I am a physician and vice president
of clinical research for Genentech, Incorporated, a San Francisco,
California-based biotechnology company. Genentech is the pioneer
in the biotech field responsible for the development of several
breakthrough, life-saving biological products, including Pulmozyme
for cystic fibrosis; Activase for the treatment of heart attack and
stroke; Rituxan for the therapy of non-Hodgkins lymphoma; and
most recently, Herceptin, a new treatment for metastatic breast
cancer.

Genentech has been working for several years in support of en-
actment of strong uniform Federal standards designed to safeguard
the confidentiality of patient health information and limit its use
to activities which are appropriate and necessary to the daily func-
tioning of our dynamic health care delivery system, including the
use of information for biomedical research.

Throughout this effort, however, we have grown to realize that
while such Federal standards are clearly needed to help assuage
concerns over the abuse of patient health information and facilitate
patient confidence in the system, it is equally critical that new Fed-
eral law recognize that patient information is the foundation of our
growing effort to enhance the quality of health care we deliver
through accountability, outcomes analysis, and medical research.
Any failure to strike this delicate balance could have the dramatic
and unintended consequence of stifling innovation and limiting the
ability of companies like Genentech to effectively continue its mis-
sion in pursuing drug therapies for unmet medical needs.

In addition, any new Federal standards must create a single uni-
form system of safeguards, accountability, and penalties by which
the research community must abide by preempting the increasing
patchwork of State law which is working to minimize our ability
to conduct research effectively and affordably.

I understand that this is a first hearing of this subcommittee and
that you face an August deadline for action. While you will no
doubt hear about the importance of this issue from many other
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panels today, I personally want to emphasize the critical impor-
tance of your decisions regarding patient confidentiality to the bio-
medical research community and to the patients who suffer from
the illnesses we seek to study and cure.

While we at Genentech are firmly committed to protecting the
confidentiality of every single patient whose information we review
and use each minute of each day, our ability to hypothesize, study,
develop, test, and manufacture new products is directly related to
both the quality and availability of information.

Our founders were the first to conceptualize the process of
cloning human proteins for the purpose of manufacturing life-sav-
ing therapies. Vital to this process then and now, nearly 20 years
later, is the ability to access patient data past, present, and future.
Please understand that I will not testify today that new Federal
standards that limit our ability to access patient data will elimi-
nate biomedical research as we now know it.

However, I will say without responsible access to such informa-
tion, patients themselves whom we all seek to protect will be the
ultimate losers as they will have access to fewer important new
therapies.

The medical research community depends upon uniform stand-
ards for the performance of clinic and medical investigations. As we
consider new important legislation aimed at protecting the privacy
and confidentiality of patients from abuse, we need to be certain
that this legislation does not erect unnecessary barriers that will
slow and impede medical research. To do so will adversely impact
all future generations who are dependent on the steady progress of
medical research in order to improve their lives as they encounter
and struggle with consequences of illness and disease.

The United States is unquestionably the world’s leader in med-
ical research. Our leadership to date has been fostered by ready,
uniform access to key information and data contained in the pa-
tient’s medical records. Our own clinical studies involve data from
patients all over the country and the world, for that matter. We en-
gage in partnerships with research entities, health plans, and oth-
ers located across all 50 States of the United States.

I know that access to data drives research, particularly medical
research, and access to patient’s data has driven medical research
in the United States since the turn of the 20th century. Of par-
ticular concern to us are proposals that would extend Federal over-
sight into private research where the research involves information
only and not the patients themselves.

Unfortunately, legislation introduced recently would accomplish
this by extending the common rule to all research, meaning that
even our data and archival research would be subject to review by
an institutional review board. This is problematic to us for a num-
ber of reasons.

First, the IRB rules and policies surrounding informed consent
are intended to ensure that human subjects participating in clinical
trials are made sufficiently aware through the informed consent
process of the potential risk of their safety. Thus, the rules are in-
tended to ensure the safety of the human subject.

This legislative debate is about the use of medical information.
The health safety risks to the human subject presented by con-
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fidential review and use of medical information is minimal thus the
application of the common rule and of IRB review to private, archi-
val data review is an apples to oranges comparison.

Thank you, Mr. Chairman, for allowing me to share with you
some of Genentech’s principles and concerns regarding patient con-
fidentiality. The subcommittee has been a vital partner in assuring
a stable and fruitful environment for biomedical research as illus-
trated by your recent efforts on the Food and Drug Administration
Modernization Act.

Please understand that the ultimate impact of this issue is no
different and is directly related to our ability to continue innovative
research. Please be assured that we share your commitment to pro-
tecting and safeguarding patient information. After all, patients
are ultimately our business.

Please also understand that information is a lifeblood of re-
search. We applaud this subcommittee’s effort and very much look
forward to working with you and others toward the final enactment
of strong, workable and, most importantly, uniform Federal stand-
ards protecting the confidentiality of patient medical information.

Thank you.
[The prepared statement of David C. Stump follows:]

PREPARED STATEMENT OF DAVE STUMP, VICE PRESIDENT, CLINICAL DEVELOPMENT &
GENENTECH FELLOW, GENENTECH, INC.

Good morning, Mr. Chairman, and Members of the Committee. Thank you for the
opportunity to testify before you today regarding this most important issue of the
confidentiality of patient medical information. My name is Dr. Dave Stump, and I
am Vice President of Clinical Development for Genentech, Inc., a San Francisco,
California-based biotechnology company. Genentech, Inc. is a pioneer in the bio-
technology field, responsible for the development of several breakthrough, life-saving
biological products, including Pulmozyme for Cystic Fibrosis; Activase for cardiac
disease; Rituxan, for non-Hodgkins lymphoma; and most recently, Herceptin for
metastatic breast cancer.

Genentech, Inc. is an active member of the Pharmaceutical Research and Manu-
facturers of America (PhRMA), the Biotechnology Industry Organization (BIO) and
the Healthcare Leadership Council (HLC). We have been working closely with these
organizations and numerous other coalition partners through the HLC in support
of enactment of strong, uniform federal standards designed to safeguard the con-
fidentiality of patient health information and limit its use to activities which are
appropriate and necessary to the daily functioning of our dynamic health care deliv-
ery system, including the use of information for biomedical research.

Throughout this effort, however, we have grown to realize that while such federal
standards are needed to help assuage concerns over the abuse of patient health in-
formation and facilitate patient confidence in the system, it is equally critical that
new federal law recognize that patient information is the foundation of our growing
effort to enhance the quality of health care we deliver through accountability, out-
comes analysis and medical research. Any failure to strike this delicate balance
could have the dramatic and unintended consequence of stifling innovation and lim-
iting the ability of companies like Genentech, Inc. to effectively continue its mission
and pursuit of drug therapies for unmet medical needs. In addition, any new federal
standards must create a single, uniform system of safeguards, accountability and
penalties by which the research community must abide by preempting the increas-
ing patchwork of state law which is working to minimize our ability to conduct re-
search effectively and affordably.

I understand that this is the first hearing of this Subcommittee, and that you face
an August deadline for action. While you will no doubt hear about the importance
of this issue from all of the other panelists today, I want to emphasize the impor-
tance and saliency of your decisions regarding patient confidentiality to the bio-
medical research community and to the patients who suffer from the illnesses we
study. While we at Genentech, Inc. are firmly committed to protecting the confiden-
tiality of the patient information we review and use each minute of each day, our
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ability to hypothesize, study, develop, test and manufacture products is directly re-
lated to the quality and availability of information.

Our founders, Herb Boyer and Bob Swanson, were the first to conceptualize the
process of cloning human proteins for the purpose of manufacturing life-saving
therapies. Vital to this process then and now, nearly 20 years later, is the ability
to access patient data—past, present and future. I will not testify today that new
federal standards that limit our ability to access patient data will eliminate bio-
medical research as we know it. I will say, however, that without responsible access
to such information, patients will be the true losers as patients will have access to
fewer, more expensive therapies.

The medical research community depends upon uniform standards for the per-
formance of clinical and medical investigations. As we consider new important legis-
lation aimed at protecting the privacy and confidentiality of patients from abuse, we
need to be certain that this legislation does not erect unnecessary barriers that slow
and impede medical research. To do so will adversely impact all future generations
who are dependent on the steady progress of medical research in order to improve
their lives as they encounter and struggle with the consequences of illness and dis-
ease.

The United States is unquestionably the world’s leader in medical research. With
appropriate pride, we can point to our academic research institutions, the National
Institutes of Health (NIH) and the Center for Disease Control (CDC), to name a few
of the more prominent institutions. The United States is home to leaders in all
types and varieties of medical research from epidemiology and outcomes research
on one hand to the application of novel surgical techniques on the other. Our leader-
ship, however, has been fostered by ready, uniform access to the key information
and data contained in the patient’s medical records. Our studies involve data as well
as patients from all over the country, and the World, for that matter. We engage
in partnerships with research entities, health plans and others also located across
the 50 United States. I know that access to data drives research, particularly med-
ical research, and access to patient’s data has driven medical research in the United
States since the turn of the 20th century.

Of particular concern to Genentech, Inc. are proposals that would extend federal
oversight into private research where the research involves information only, and
not the patients themselves. Legislation introduced by Representative Markey (D-
MA) (H.R. 1057) accomplishes this by extending the Common Rule to all research,
meaning that even our data and archival research would be subject to review by
an Institutional Review Board (IRB). This is problematic for a number of reasons.
First, the IRB rules and policies surrounding ‘‘informed consent’’ are intended to en-
sure that human subjects participating in clinical trials are made sufficiently aware,
through the informed consent process, of the potential risks to their safety. Thus,
the rules are intended to ensure the safety of the human subject. This legislative
debate is about the use of medical information. The ‘‘risks’’ to the human subject
presented by review and use of medical information is minimal and thus, the appli-
cation of the Common Rule and of IRB review to private, archival data review is
an apples-to-oranges comparison.

Further, I understand that IRBs do actually review archival research projects of
institutions which are otherwise subject to the Common Rule. However, in those cir-
cumstances, the rule provides for expedited review of such research as it is consid-
ered to present ‘‘minimal risk’’ to the individual. Even the suggestion that we would
be able to obtain expedited review of our archival research projects would add sig-
nificant new layers of unnecessary federal oversight over private activities, deplet-
ing time and resources from our research endeavors. What appears to be a simple,
straightforward requirement would directly result in fewer projects being initiated
and fewer products being discovered. Conversely, we support an approach which
would impose accountability on our ability to access information, limit our use of
such information to bona fide research, and impose penalties on us for its misuse.

Thus, workable and uniform rules regarding how we may access and use this gold
mine of information are critical to our underlying success. Let us consider some ex-
amples:
1. The Mayo Clinic was founded in 1907. The founders recognized the value of look-

ing critically at their own experience, both in terms of the natural history of
disease in their patients and the outcomes of their surgical and medical inter-
ventions. The Mayo Clinic has been a leader in the indexing of medical records,
the application of the information technologies needed to search and retrieve in-
formation from their patient databases, and in outcomes research. Dr. Melton
described some of the Mayo Clinic experience in an editorial in New England
Journal of Medicine in 1997. He noted that more than 1,000 articles have been
published in the medical literature based on the Mayo Clinic experience, and
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described particular difficulties associated with a law passed in Minnesota
which has made it more difficult for the Mayo Clinic to conduct epidemiologic
research by requiring specific patient authorization for the use of patient data.

Now that the Mayo Clinic has spread to at least three states (Florida, Arizona,
and Minnesota), and is a pioneer in the development of a computerized medical
record, we can look forward to even more productive information stemming from
their experience, assuming that ill-advised legislation from states or the federal gov-
ernment relating to patient confidentiality does not dramatically erode our ability
to use this information to further medical research.
2. The comparison of medical research done in the United States and Europe by

pharmaceutical companies reveals some important insights. The United States
is a preferred site for drug development. I believe this relates to the presence
of uniform standards for pharmaceutical research supervised by the FDA as
well as to the similar guidelines adopted by physicians and institutions in the
United States. Compare our situation to the diverse array of regulatory agen-
cies one encounters in Europe, not to mention the variations in language, cul-
ture, politics, and standards of medical practice. The implementation of dif-
ferent local standards of patient confidentiality in the United States will have
the practical effect of erecting barriers to medical investigations of all kinds. Ul-
timately, these barriers will lead to inefficiency and a loss of the advantages
now present in our country. Pharmaceutical companies care deeply about time,
resource expenditures, and productivity. Should legislation lead to disincentives
for pharmaceutical research, drug development efforts may well be shifted away
from the United States towards more favorable environments.

3. Recently the National Registry for Myocardial Infarction (NRMI) showed that im-
portant differences exist between different regions of the United States in re-
gard to the diagnosis and treatment of myocardial infarction or heart attacks.
Women in general, and older women in particular, were much less likely to
have their heart attack diagnosed and treated as compared to men. These dif-
ferences varied significantly by region in the US. Uniform standards allow ‘‘out-
comes research’’ to be done across our country and detect deviations that can
be addressed. This type of research is critical for improving the quality and re-
ducing the cost of treatment and care.

In the past few years significant progress has been achieved in the understanding
of genomics in the metabolism of drugs and in drug interactions. The importance
of drug metabolism was initially recognized as differences in pharmacokinetics and
pharmacodynamics in racial sub-populations. Subsequently, the differences have
been attributed to the genetic variations such as cytochrome P450 that are respon-
sible for the metabolism of drugs. These differences are critical to understanding the
safety and efficacy of many drugs across patient populations. The study of relevant
sub-populations has become a common FDA requirement for the approval of many
drugs. The majority of some of these sub-populations are concentrated in a few
states. State regulations inhibiting access to patient records will have the unin-
tended consequence of inhibiting access to information about the sub-populations of
patients. As a result, we will know less about their diseases, the natural history of
diseases in these subgroups, and the effects of medical and surgical treatment on
their illnesses.

This is not just a theoretical argument. In the 1960’s and 1970’s, we routinely ex-
cluded women and children from research involving new drugs to ‘‘protect them.’’
As a result, we had almost no information about the safety and activity of these
drugs in women or children. Despite the absence of critical information, these same
drugs were broadly used in the treatment of women and children once they were
approved.

Another example is the FDA’s regulations for filing an Investigational New Drug
Application (NDA) prior to commencing studies in humans. This is a significant hur-
dle that is not present in the United Kingdom where research can be done on nor-
mal male volunteers with informed consent and approval from an Institutional Re-
view Board (IRB). Many pharmaceutical companies, even those centered in the
United States, are performing initial human studies in the United Kingdom. I main-
tain that unnecessary barriers create real disincentives for doing medical investiga-
tions and fewer investigations are not in the patient’s best interests. Clearly, we
need to avoid legislation that will produce similar unintended consequences in the
future.

The economic rationale for a uniform standard for patient confidentiality is com-
pelling. Diverse laws governing patient confidentiality will create a need for individ-
ually ‘‘tailored’’ programs aimed at gaining access to the data in patient’s records.
The variability and diversity between different states will create a level of unneces-
sary complexity. To address the complexity, researchers will need to spend more
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time and more money to accomplish their research goals. The consequences will be
to increase the cost of research and reduce the number of investigations that are
done. Smaller numbers of more expensive studies are not in the best interests of
patients or our country.

To put this discussion in context, Genentech, Inc., as well as the HLC coalition,
support the general approach taken in legislation introduced in April by Senator
Bennett (R-UT). Senator Bennett’s bill, the ‘‘Medical Information Protection Act of
1999,’’ provides for comprehensive standards relating to patient confidentiality and
imposes clear limits on the ability to use information for purposes of health care
delivery and medical research. Yet, the bill establishes standards in a way that pro-
vides sufficient flexibility for each health plan, researcher, physician and hospital
to establish its own system for ensuring compliance. Further, the bill provides very
thorough preemption of state law, creating a uniform, predictable environment for
the research community while replacing current state law with a rational, com-
prehensive system of federal safeguards, responsibilities, limits and penalties. To
date, this is the only legislative proposal that would effectively address concerns I
described earlier, such as those of the Mayo Clinic, while not sacrificing any ‘‘protec-
tions’’ provided to patients.

Conversely, the proposal introduced by Representative Markey would undermine
our ability to conduct broad, inclusive, population-based research using patient data
by subjecting us to a new federal standard as well as several conflicting state law
standards relating to use, safeguards and patient authorization. Specifically, the
Markey proposal would not only expressly extend federal oversight into all private
research activities involving only information, the proposal also would establish a
federal ‘‘floor,’’ allowing any state law which is considered to provide ‘‘greater protec-
tion’’ than the federal law to remain in effect. Even disregarding the practical dif-
ficulty of determining such a subjective standard as what constitutes ‘‘greater pro-
tection,’’ which would undoubtedly require litigation to mediate, this standard would
clearly perpetuate the complexity and inconsistency that is state law which stifles
the industry.

Here is a practical example. In the wake of concern over genetics—the power of
genetic information and its potential for abuse—some states require that ‘‘genetic’’
information be segregated from the rest of the patient’s medical record and subject
to different standards. Under the Markey proposal, any such state laws would likely
remain in effect, either by virtue of already being in existence or by virtue of being
considered more protective than the federal law. As a result, health plans, hospitals
and providers would have to separate out ‘‘genetic’’ information from the rest of the
patient’s medical information and treat it differently.

This raises several practical concerns. First, the states may vary in terms of what
is considered ‘‘genetic.’’ Even assuming states could agree on what they define as
‘‘genetic,’’ as a physician, I can assure you that virtually every piece of medical in-
formation is, by its very nature, genetic. Eye color, gender, the predisposition to
breast cancer are all examples of genetic information. So, how do we, as a practical
matter, separate this information out from other, ‘‘non-genetic’’ medical information.
Second, state rules regarding segregation will vary. As such, we would be poten-
tially subject to 50 different sets of rules regarding segregation and use of this crit-
ical information. Finally, the practical implication of such limitations is devastating.
The value of so-called genetic information is immeasurable and is directly respon-
sible for the development of such breakthrough drugs as Herceptin, which provides,
for the first time, real hope to women suffering from breast cancer and their fami-
lies.

Rather, federal law should subject all patient health information, including ge-
netic information, to the same strong standards for protection. While each of the
Senate proposals would provide new federal standards for protecting all such infor-
mation (albeit differently), the on-going ability of states to apply different law and
the attendant lack of preemption of such state law, directly undermines this shared
goal.

Thank you, Mr. Chairman, for allowing me to share with you Genentech’s prin-
ciples and concerns regarding patient confidentiality. The House Commerce Com-
mittee has been a vital partner in assuring a stable and fruitful environment for
biomedical research, as illustrated by your recent efforts on the Food and Drug Ad-
ministration Modernization Act (FDAMA). Please understand that the ultimate im-
pact of this issue is no different, and is directly related to innovation and research.

Be assured that we share your commitment to protecting and safeguarding pa-
tient information; after all, patients ultimately are our business. Also understand,
though, that information is the lifeblood of research and to the ability of the health
care delivery system to enhance and assure quality. Patients are deserving of one
strong law that secures all such information equally, and provides one clear set of
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rules regarding how patient information must be safeguarded, how it may be used,
and the penalties that will apply for any misuse.

We applaud this Subcommittee’s effort and look very forward to working with you
and others toward the final enactment of strong, workable and, most importantly,
uniform federal standards protecting the confidentiality of patient medical informa-
tion.

Mr. BURR. Thank you, Dr. Stump.
The Chair would recognize Ms. Visco at this time for an opening

statement.

STATEMENT OF FRAN VISCO
Ms. VISCO. Thank you. I am here as a breast cancer survivor and

the president of the National Breast Cancer Coalition, an organiza-
tion that represents more than 500 member organizations from
across the United States and more than 60,000 individuals.

Our focus is on eradicating breast cancer. That is our goal, our
mission. Our focus is on research, making certain that there are
sufficient high quality research to get the answers to this disease
and also policies that will support access to care, access to quality
care. And we understand that we need more information and we
need research in order to determine what do we mean by quality
care.

Access to care is not enough. It has to be access to quality care,
and we support research that will get those answers also. But
there is a problem that we are facing. And the problem is that the
public has lost confidence and trust in the medical and scientific
community. Perhaps when we had it; it was misplaced. But the fact
is that now it is lost. The evolving health care system is—plays a
major role in why we have lost that confidence, but there it is.

Patients won’t go into research. It is very difficult to get them
involved. We are very concerned about the use and misuse of infor-
mation. Information is the lifeblood of research. It is my life and
it is my blood and I have a right to make certain that it is pro-
tected and it is used appropriately.

We certainly don’t want to hamper research. We don’t want to
erect unnecessary barriers to care. No one wants to do that. The
issue is what is a necessary barrier? Losing the confidence and
trust of the people who are the subject of this research is the No.
1 barrier to care—to research. That is what hampers research.
That is what we need to correct.

What we want to do is create an atmosphere of collaboration and
partnership where patients and the scientific community move for-
ward together in getting the research, where we trust that the in-
formation that we have given is going to be used. And we need a
minimal set of Federal standards in order to achieve that trust, to
reinstate that confidence and that atmosphere which would bring
us closer more rapidly to the answers that we need.

So what do we need? We need to make certain that, wherever
possible, the information that is used is identified. We are looking
at the explosion of technology that Mr. Markey described and that
you are all aware of. We can use that explosion to help.

Perhaps there are ways we can use it creatively to keep track of
individuals who have participated in research, to help get their
consent. We need to have standardized consent that will make it
easier for individuals to give consent. We need to make certain that
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there is IRB-type review and oversight of both public and private
research.

It hasn’t created inappropriate barriers in public research, and
we know it won’t in private research always. To establish that
trust once again, we have to make certain that we have anti-dis-
crimination legislation protecting people from the abuse and mis-
use of their genetic information. And we need to make certain that
Federal legislation and Federal regulations are a strong floor.

Once we have established the trust in the public once again,
there will be less pressure on the States to establish their own reg-
ulations and their own laws. And if industry is concerned about
this, they can adhere to the strong estate regulations, and they
would have the uniformity that they seek.

Right now we are looking at the law in Minnesota. I think it is
a wonderful example of why Federal legislation should be a floor.
Here we have an evolving situation. The law has already been
amended once. What we need is to use that kind of a situation to
educate and inform the American public so they understand the
importance of giving their consent.

They understand that the consent they give is for the use of re-
search, the use of information and research that will be well-pro-
tected and will get the answers. If we educate the public about the
importance of giving their consent, they will. They want the an-
swers. If they trust us that we won’t abuse the information that
we are using, they will let us use it. They want the answers. They
want us to get the answers that will further their health and the
health of their families.

And finally, what we need are strong penalties. It isn’t enough
to have a wonderful law in place if there is absolutely no strong
right to enforce your right under that law, and what we need is the
right to sue.

I very much look forward on behalf of the National Breast Can-
cer Coalition to continuing to work with you to make certain that
we have effective Federal legislation that creates a floor that we
can buildupon.

Thank you.
[The prepared statement of Fran Visco follows:]

PREPARED STATEMENT OF FRAN VISCO, PRESIDENT, NATIONAL BREAST CANCER
COALITION

Thank you, Mr. Chairman and members of the Committee for inviting me to tes-
tify today. I am Fran Visco, President of the National Breast Cancer Coalition and
a breast cancer survivor. I am one of the 2.6 million women living with breast can-
cer in the U.S. today.

The National Breast Cancer Coalition (NBCC) is a grassroots advocacy organiza-
tion dedicated to eradicating breast cancer. We are made up of 500 member organi-
zations and more than 60,000 individual women, their families and friends. The
NBCC seeks to increase the influence of breast cancer survivors and other activists
over public policy in cancer research, clinical trials, and access to quality health care
for all women.

The NBCC believes strongly that we need to establish a national policy that en-
sures an individual’s right to privacy with respect to personally identifiable health
information. We believe that our illness, diagnosis, treatment and prognosis is very
personal information, whether we are breast cancer survivors, women battling
breast cancer, or women with a predisposition to breast cancer. We also know that
the misuse of our health information can harm us and our families. Unauthorized
or inadvertent disclosure of our health status, genetic or family history can make
it difficult if not impossible for some women and their daughters to obtain health
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insurance. At the same time, NBBC believes that legislation protecting privacy
rights should not impede the progress of biomedical, behavioral, epidemiological and
health services research. Research offers women diagnosed or predisposed to breast
cancer the best hope for finding a cure, improving treatment, and someday pre-
venting breast cancer. NBCC believes that research can be carried out in a way that
protects the privacy rights of individuals and simultaneously enhances public trust
in medical research.

We are at a decision point where we can allow the computer revolution to make
access to our personal health information a free-for-all or where we can harness the
new communications technologies to insure that our personal health information re-
mains private. Because access to health records and information is so critical to the
progress of research, we may need a new paradigm to protect an individual’s pri-
vacy—even if it should cost more. Research can not be held to a lower standard for
protecting privacy: it must be held to a higher standard to ensure the public’s sup-
port and trust.

How can we maintain the public trust? By establishing key safeguards for person-
ally identifiable health information. By requiring informed consent and ensuring
that it is not coerced. By limiting disclosure to the minimal information necessary.
By establishing strong penalties for those individuals who violate these protections
and by supporting the highest quality peer-reviewed research.

NBCC believes that Congress needs to provide consumers with important new
rights, including:

Access to Medical Records. Individuals should have certain rights with regard to
their medical record and information in order to understand how they are being
used and maintained. Individuals should have reasonable access to their records to
inspect, copy, supplement or amend their medical records. Individuals should also
be able to seek special protection for certain sensitive information that they do not
wish to be disclosed. For example, many women would not wish to disclose genetic
information such as BRCA 1 and BRCA 2 test results to insurers or employers, but
would want this information made available to their health care providers.

Notice of Information Policies. It is also important that individuals understand
how their medical records are to be used and when and under what circumstances
information will be disclosed to a third party. Plans and other health care providers
should be required to notify individuals about their disclosure policies and to keep
records when information is released, to whom it is provided, and for what purpose,
and make that information available to individuals. Individuals should also be able
to withdraw consent or limit what information is disclosed.

Informed Consent. Any legislation should strictly limit the use of identifiable
health information absent an individual’s informed consent except as explicitly per-
mitted in legislation for public-interest purposes (such as public health for use in
legally authorized disease and injury reporting, public surveillance or a public
health investigation or intervention, health oversight, and emergency purposes).
There should be clear circumstances when protected health information will not be
disclosed, such as for marketing, insurance underwriting, or employment purposes
without authorization of the individual. Moreover, plans, providers and others
should be required to de-identify as much protected health information as possible
and limit disclosure to only the information necessary for the approved purpose.

Medical Research: There has been much debate about what are appropriate safe-
guards for personally identifiable information with regard to research, and much
discussion about whether current federal regulations can sufficiently protect patient
confidentiality. Increasingly, much health services, epidemiological, biological and
statistical research relies on the use of medical or health records and does not in-
volve any interaction between the researcher and the patients. Researchers have le-
gitimately raised serious questions about the feasibility of seeking authorization
from thousands or possibly millions of individuals. Other research such as retrospec-
tive or secondary research relies on archival patient materials, including medical
records and tissue specimens also does not involve interaction directly with individ-
uals. And while the data can be encrypted, researchers and epidemiologists need to
link this data back to individuals in order to generate meaningful conclusions re-
garding the benefits and adverse outcomes of particular treatments, as well as med-
ical effectiveness.

The question for Congress, and for patient advocates like NBCC who care deeply
about the research mission and are committed to privacy protection—is when to re-
quire voluntary informed consent to conduct research and under what circumstances
to allow the disclosure of protected health information without patient authoriza-
tion.

Under the common rule, research organizations conducting federally funded or
regulated research projects must establish and operate institutional review boards
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(IRBs), which are responsible for reviewing research protocols and for implementing
federal requirements designed to ensure the safety of human subjects. No human-
subjects research may be initiated, and no ongoing research may continue, in the
absence of IRB approval. Integral to conducting research under the common rule is
a requirement that there is proper informed consent and documentation of that con-
sent.

There is also a mechanism under the common rule that allows for the IRB to
waive the need for informed consent—but only under certain limited situations
where: 1) the research involves no more than minimal risk to the subjects; 2) the
waiver or alteration will not adversely affect the rights and welfare of the subjects;
3) the research could not practicably be carried out without the waiver or alteration;
and 4) whenever appropriate, the subjects will be provided with additional informa-
tion after participation.

Thus, IRBs currently deliberate and make decisions about when informed consent
is and is not necessary. The burden is on the researcher to demonstrate to the mem-
bers of the IRB why informed consent is not necessary. There should be another test
for deciding on whether to waive the requirement for informed consent. The IRB
should be required (in addition to the criteria above) to determine if the importance
of the health research outweighs the intrusion into the privacy of the individual. In
this way, the IRB would be able to successfully balance the need for the research
with an individual’s right to privacy.

There are two problems with the current system I would like to note: first, there
are serious problems with institutional review boards; and second, not all health re-
search is subject to IRB. Increasingly, there is health research that falls outside the
common rule. This raises questions about building a new system, with an increased
responsibility to protect privacy, on a flawed program.

Nevertheless, NBCC believes that IRBs are an appropriate paradigm to build
upon. Before doing that, we recommend that any legislation require a serious review
by the Secretary and a requirement that the Secretary make recommendations re-
garding standards for protecting privacy in research and improvements in the sys-
tem to ensure its success in meeting its responsibility to individuals involved in re-
search.

We also believe that Congress should extend the common rule to all research.
There is always an opportunity for protected health information to be disclosed that
could be harmful—even if that information is eventually aggregated. There needs
to be one system for protection that applies to all research; not carve outs for this
or that type of health research.

Preemption: In order for any standard to be effective it needs to be uniform across
the states, but we would only support preemption if it sets a floor for the states and
not a ceiling. Many states have already begun to respond to the many complex
issues involved in protecting medical privacy and have established strong laws. We
should not force them to a lower standard.

Penalties: Finally, we believe there should be strong criminal and civil penalties
for intentionally or negligently using individually identifiable health information.
Individuals should also have a civil right of action against anyone who misuses their
protected health information.

One area that has been sorely absent in the debate over medical privacy is the
urgent need for adopting genetic anti-discrimination legislation. Even if we pass the
perfect medical privacy bill, we will not be able to entirely prevent unlawful disclo-
sures. When privacy is breached, anti-discrimination legislation would prevent mis-
use of the information. These two protections go hand-in-hand. Anti-discrimination
legislation in itself is hard to enforce, and therefore it is important to provide good
privacy protection.

Breast cancer remains the most common form of cancer in women. We still do not
know the cause or have a cure for this dreaded disease. Over the past two years,
there have been incredible discoveries at a very rapid rate that offer fascinating in-
sights into the biology of breast cancer, such as the isolation of breast cancer suscep-
tibility genes and discoveries about the basic mechanisms of cancer cells. These dis-
coveries have brought into sharp focus some of the areas of research that hold prom-
ise.

NBCC believes that legislation protecting medical information and privacy should
be balanced. We want to see federal standards that safeguard personal health infor-
mation and protect the ability of researchers to conduct vital biomedical research.
We don’t believe that you can have one without the other. Knowledge about how
to prevent and cure breast cancer will only come if women participate in research.
But without appropriate safeguards against misuse, public distrust will increase
and few women will be willing to participate in research efforts, whether donating
tissue or enrolling in clinical trials. Only if women believe that their individual
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health information will be kept private so that it can’t be used against them by in-
surers or employers or be made public will they have the confidence to participate
in clinical research. I can’t emphasize enough that we must focus our attention on
building public trust. It has to be something real, something believable, if women
are to place their trust in the medical and research process.

Mr. Chairman, and members of the Committee, thank you again for the oppor-
tunity to testify. We look forward to working with you on this critically important
issue. I’ll be happy to answer any questions you may have.

Mr. BURR. Thank you, Ms. Visco.
The Chair would take this opportunity to announce we expect a

vote at any minute. There is also reason to believe that there will
be at least a Republican conference that Republican members will
have to leave for.

It is the Chair’s intention then to put this committee in recess
probably about 12:25 or 12:30 depending on when the vote is called
until 1:15 to allow witnesses to have lunch and to allow that con-
ference to take place just so you know.

STATEMENT OF DAWN M. GENCARELLI

Mr. BURR. And at this time, the Chair would recognize Ms.
Gencarelli for an opening statement.

Ms. GENCARELLI. Mr. Chairman and members of the committee,
thank you for the opportunity to testify before you today.

I am Dawn Gencarelli, and I am here today on behalf of Harvard
Pilgrim Health Care. Harvard Pilgrim is the largest health plan in
New England and has been caring for patients over 25 years. Har-
vard Pilgrim currently provides for 1.5 million members in Massa-
chusetts, Rhode Island, Maine, and New Hampshire through a net-
work that includes more than 23,000 physicians and 140 hospitals.

I am pleased to have the opportunity to testify today and would
like to review the varied patient interests that must be considered
in a thoughtful debate about medical record confidentiality, de-
scribe Harvard Pilgrim’s efforts to reconcile these multiple inter-
ests with strong protections for the confidentiality of our members’
medical information, and highlight the importance of the legitimate
uses of medical information to assure the quality of care that is de-
livered to our members.

Harvard Pilgrim recognizes the importance of the many issues
raised by medical record confidentiality and the challenges it poses
for patients and health care providers during this time of rapid
change in both the delivery of health care and the technology of
clinical health information systems. They are complex issues that
involve a careful balance to ensure that all of our patient interests
are served even when they appear to conflict.

Our organization has spent an extensive amount of resources ex-
ploring our policies and practices around confidentiality. We have
conducted numerous focus groups and one-on-one interviews with
our members to better understand their concerns. Patients do have
a right to expect that their medical information will be kept con-
fidential as well as a strong interest in receiving high quality inte-
grated health care.

To assure this quality of care, clinicians must have access, in a
timely manner, to information pertaining to prior medical history
and possible drug interactions. In addition, health plans must have
access to information in order to perform functions that are de-
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signed to promote quality of care including quality assurance, utili-
zation management, disease management, case management, and
peer review.

The above functions enable Harvard Pilgrim and other health
plans to eliminate unnecessary variation and treatments and pro-
cedures, for example, cesarean sections; identify patients who could
benefit from specialized care through one of our disease manage-
ment programs; develop educational programs for our clinicians re-
garding specific treatments and advance technologies; and ensure
that patients being released from the hospital have the appropriate
support to safely return home.

In addition to receiving high quality integrated health care, pa-
tients have an interest in the advancement of research through the
collection of population-based information in the protection of the
public health and in having the systems of their health care organi-
zations operate smoothly and without fraud. At Harvard Pilgrim
we have worked diligently to serve the many interests of our mem-
bers even when they appear to conflict.

Organizational flexibility, commitment by senior management, as
well as cooperation and communication between health care pro-
viders and their patients are necessary to meet these multiple pa-
tient needs. Harvard Pilgrim has taken steps to optimize its orga-
nizational privacy protections including the removal of patient
identifiers from clinical and administrative patient information
whenever possible, the creation—and the creation of a safety zone
to ensure to the fullest extent possible that patient information re-
mains confidential.

This safety zone is created through the implementation of a num-
ber of policies and practices that create heightened security around
medical information. Within our organization, we have established
a confidentiality oversight committee that is responsible for devel-
oping and maintaining a corporate confidentiality policy. As part of
this process, the committee reviews all policies and procedures
throughout the organization relating to confidentiality.

In conjunction with our corporate policy, Harvard Pilgrim has de-
veloped a framework for defining appropriate uses of information
by third parties as well as guidelines for the release of information.
Each of these initiatives seeks to ensure that only that information
which is necessary to meet an appropriate clinical or health plan
need is accessed or released, that it is used by appropriate individ-
uals for the amount of time necessary to achieve the designated
purpose, that it is used within a secure environment, and that it
is not subject to secondary release to unauthorized users.

Harvard Pilgrim continues to explore these and other innovative
efforts in an attempt to respond to our evolving understanding of
our members’ needs and to continue to serve as a national leader
on the issue of patient confidentiality.

As this committee contemplates the passage of legislation on this
very important issue, it must ensure that the provisions of such
legislation promote quality of care rather than prevent functions
that support it. As illustrated by the recent enactment and subse-
quent suspension in Maine of a medical record confidentiality bill,
good intentions can sometimes cause unintended consequences that
put patients at risk.
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The Maine law prevented family members from accessing infor-
mation about the condition of their loved ones and medical pro-
viders from obtaining information necessary for the proper treat-
ment of patients. To severely limit access to information will, in
fact, lead to increased confidentiality but will jeopardize the other
very important interests of our members.

Harvard Pilgrim has invested heavily in our efforts to ensure pa-
tient confidentiality and respects this committee’s exploration of
this very important issue. We must be cognizant, however, of the
very real dangers that may result from poorly drafted legislation
in this area including decreased quality of care, increased health
care costs, an unhealthy population, and systems wrought with
fraud.

Confidentiality can and must be achieved without halting appro-
priate and legitimate uses of information.

I thank you for your time.
[The prepared statement of Dawn M. Gencarelli follows:]

PREPARED STATEMENT OF DAWN M. GENCARELLI, HARVARD PILGRIM HEALTH CARE

INTRODUCTION

Mr. Chairman and members of the Committee, thank you for the opportunity to
testify before you today. I am Dawn Gencarelli, Manager of Health Policy for Har-
vard Pilgrim Health Care (Harvard Pilgrim). Harvard Pilgrim is the largest health
plan in New England and has been caring for patients for over 25 years. Harvard
Pilgrim currently provides care to more than 1.5 million members in Massachusetts,
Rhode Island, Maine, and New Hampshire through a network that includes more
than 23,000 physicians and 140 hospitals.

I am pleased to have the opportunity to testify today, and would like to:
• review the varied patient interests that must be considered in a thoughtful debate

about medical record confidentiality;
• describe Harvard Pilgrim’s efforts to reconcile these multiple interests with strong

protections for the confidentiality of our members’ medical information; and
• highlight the importance of the legitimate uses of medical information to assure

the quality of care that is delivered to our members.

ISSUES

Harvard Pilgrim recognizes the importance of the many issues raised by medical
record confidentiality and the challenges it poses for patients and health care pro-
viders during this time of rapid change in both the delivery of health care and the
technology of clinical health information systems. They are complex issues that in-
volve a careful balance to ensure that all of our patient interests are served, even
when they appear to conflict. Our organization has spent an extensive amount of
resources exploring our policies and practices around patient confidentiality. We
have conducted numerous focus groups and one-on-one interviews with our members
to better understand their concerns.

Patients have a right to expect that their medical information will be kept con-
fidential as well as a strong interest in receiving high quality, integrated health
care. To assure this quality of care, clinicians must have access, in a timely manner,
to information pertaining to prior medical history and possible drug interactions. In
addition, health plans must have access to information in order to perform functions
that are designed to promote quality of care, including quality assurance, utilization
management, disease management, case management, and peer review.

The above functions enable Harvard Pilgrim, and other health plans, to eliminate
unnecessary variation in treatments and procedures (i.e., Cesarean sections); iden-
tify patients who could benefit from specialized care through one of our disease
management programs; develop educational programs for our clinicians regarding
specific treatments and advanced technologies; and ensure that patients being re-
leased from the hospital have the appropriate support to safely return home. In ad-
dition to receiving high quality, integrated health care, patients have an interest in
the advancement of research through the collection of population-based information,
in the protection of the public health, and in having the systems of their health care
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organizations operate smoothly and without fraud. At Harvard Pilgrim, we have
worked diligently to serve the many interests of our members, even when they ap-
pear to conflict.

Organizational flexibility, commitment by senior management, as well as coopera-
tion and communication between health care providers and their patients, are nec-
essary to meet these multiple patient needs. Harvard Pilgrim has taken steps to op-
timize its organizational privacy protections, including the removal of patient identi-
fiers from clinical and administrative patient information whenever possible, and
the creation of a ‘‘safety zone’’ to ensure to the fullest extent possible that patient
information remains confidential.

This safety zone is created through the implementation of a number of policies
and practices that create heightened security around medical information. Within
our organization, we have established a Confidentiality Oversight Committee that
is responsible for developing and maintaining a corporate confidentiality policy. As
part of this process, the committee reviews all policies and procedures throughout
the organization relating to confidentiality. In conjunction with our corporate policy,
Harvard Pilgrim has developed a framework for defining appropriate uses of infor-
mation by third parties, as well as guidelines for the release of information. Each
of these initiatives seeks to ensure that only that information which is necessary
to meet an appropriate clinical or health plan need is accessed or released, that it
is used by appropriate individuals for the amount of time necessary to achieve the
designated purpose, that it is used within a secure environment, and that it is not
subject to secondary release to unauthorized users. Harvard Pilgrim continues to ex-
plore these and other innovative efforts, in an attempt to respond to our evolving
understanding of our members’ needs and to continue to serve as a national leader
on the issue of patient confidentiality.

CONCLUSION

As this Committee contemplates the passage of legislation on this very important
issue, it must ensure that the provisions of such legislation promote quality of care
rather than prevent functions that support it. As illustrated by the recent enact-
ment and subsequent suspension, in Maine, of a medical record confidentiality bill,
good intentions can sometimes cause unintended consequences that put patients at
risk. The Maine law prevented family members from accessing information about
the condition of their loved ones and medical providers from obtaining information
necessary for the proper treatment of patients. To severely limit access to informa-
tion will in fact lead to increased patient confidentiality, but it will jeopardize the
other very important interests of our members. As an integrated system of care,
Harvard Pilgrim relies on the internal use of information, which must be distin-
guished from the external disclosure of information. The internal use of information
allows us to conduct essential functions, including those designed to safeguard the
high quality, integrated care we deliver to our patients. In some cases, these func-
tions are mandated by state law or by national accrediting bodies, including the Na-
tional Committee for Quality Assurance (NCQA).

Harvard Pilgrim has invested heavily in our efforts to ensure patient confiden-
tiality and respects this Committee’s exploration of this very important issue. We
must be cognizant, however, of the very real dangers that may result from poorly
drafted legislation in this area, including decreased quality of care, increased health
care costs, an unhealthy population, and systems wrought with fraud. Patient con-
fidentiality can, and must, be achieved without halting appropriate and legitimate
uses of information.

I thank you for your time.

Mr. BURR. Thank you.
The Chair at this time would recognize Ms. Abbey Meyers for

purposes of an opening statement.

STATEMENT OF ABBEY MEYERS

Ms. MEYERS. Yes, thank you very much.
The National Organization for Rare Disorders represents ap-

proximately 20 million people with rare diseases who are spread all
over the country. It is a total of 6,000 rare diseases, each one af-
fecting fewer than 200,000 Americans.

Congress needs to pass a medical privacy law not only because
of the Kassebaum-Kennedy law but because the European Union
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requires that E.U. countries cannot trade with any country that
does not adequately protect patient confidentiality. So it is very im-
portant that something is done very quickly on this issue because
it is liable to turn into an international trade problem.

But also patients want and desperately need medical confiden-
tiality on a national basis. People are not telling their doctors the
truth because they are afraid that if something is written in their
record, especially about a serious disease, that they will lose their
insurance, their insurance price will go up, or they are going to be
stigmatized in some way if somebody finds out.

So it is very important that the public is guaranteed confiden-
tiality so that they are truthful with their physicians. This covers
not only things like sexually transmitted diseases or maybe drug
abuse problems but also the fact that hereditary diseases can be
very stigmatizing. People are not telling their doctors that their
mother or their aunt may have had breast cancer, for example, be-
cause they are afraid it will raise the cost of their health insurance.

So today the only problems—the only group of people who have
problems accessing medical records are patients themselves. And
this is a real problem when you walk into a doctor’s office, you
want copies of your own medical records. You have to sign a pile
of papers that you don’t understand because they are written in
very legal language. Some of the waivers—actually you have to for-
feit your legal rights in order to get copies of your own records.

And you sometimes have to wait weeks or months to get those
records. And you find out that the hospital or the doctor can charge
you. And there is no standard fee, and some doctors might charge
you a dollar a page. It might turn out to cost hundreds of dollars
for a copy of your own medical records. And we have heard of many
cases where doctors refuse to give the patient medical records prob-
ably because they are afraid of getting sued for malpractice or some
personal reason that they have, but they absolutely refuse.

Now, the problem is that there is no Federal law that requires
that the identifiable medical records are kept in locked files. So
very often when you walk through your doctor’s office, you find
somebody else’s file laying there, and you can read it. There is
nothing to stop you from reading it.

Insurers can obtain information about our health that has noth-
ing to do with the bills they are paying. They can find out the en-
tire record of your mental health treatment when they look
through your files to pay for the bills for a broken leg. Local phar-
macies are releasing our prescription data to pharmaceutical com-
panies with no regulation at all. And once somebody knows what
drugs you are taking, they know what is wrong with you.

All confidential information can be sent, and it is, to a huge com-
puter up in Massachusetts called the Medical Information Bureau.
George Orwell could not have invented a better model of the intru-
sive Big Brother. It contains your medical information and mine—
millions and millions of Americans. Anything that you thought
could be kept secret in your doctor’s office is on a computer in Mas-
sachusetts that any insurance company in this country can access.

Clerks right out of high school can get into it and find out what
your medical information is. So we must have confidentiality assur-
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ances. We must have an absolute minimum floor that says no State
can legislate less, but States will be allowed to legislate more.

Thank you.
[The prepared statement of Abbey Meyers follows:]

PREPARED STATEMENT OF ABBEY MEYERS, PRESIDENT, NATIONAL ORGANIZATION FOR
RARE DISORDERS

Mr. Chairman, members of the Committee, thank you for inviting me to testify
before you today on behalf of patients with serious and chronic diseases. I am Abbey
Meyers, President of the National Organization for Rare Disorders (NORD), which
represents people with over 6,000 rare ‘‘orphan diseases.’’ Each rare disease affects
fewer than 200,000 Americans, but combined together they all affect an estimated
20 million Americans. Most rare diseases are genetic, and the need for medical pri-
vacy profoundly affects not only those who have hereditary diseases but also every
member of their extended family.

Today even ‘‘healthy’’ people are learning that they are affected by privacy issues
because, as the Human Genome Project is discovering, virtually every human being
carries genetic abnormalities that will eventually impact our lives or the lives of our
children. NORD is also an active member of the Consumer Coalition for Health Pri-
vacy, which includes a broad range of consumer, patient, disability, and professional
groups committed to the development and enactment of public policies and private
standards that guarantee the confidentiality of personal health information and pro-
mote both access to high quality care and the continued viability of medical re-
search.

Besides the obvious need for Congress to enact federal legislation governing med-
ical privacy—the August 21 deadline and the European Union’s privacy regulation
that may diminish trade with the United States if privacy guarantees are not firmly
set in place—American consumers are clearly demanding that Congress enacts fed-
eral privacy guarantees that require an individual’s consent before our personal
medical information is released to anyone.

The current lack of a federal law safeguarding the privacy of medical records sig-
nificantly diminishes access to and quality of health care in the U.S. Out of fear
that disclosure of their medical records may result in denial of insurance, loss of
employment or housing, and stigmatization and embarrassment, many people with-
hold information from their doctors or simply avoid seeking care. In fact, a survey
released by the California Health Care Foundation in January found that one in five
Americans believes their health information has been used or disclosed inappropri-
ately and one in six engages in some form of ‘‘privacy-protective’’ behavior when
they seek, receive or pay for health care. As a result, they risk inadequate care or
undetected and untreated health conditions.

People are being forced to choose between their privacy and receiving health care.
In addition, important public health activities, such as outcomes research, quality
initiatives and population-based studies, are compromised by incomplete or inac-
curate data.

PATIENT ACCESS TO MEDICAL RECORDS

The ironic fact is, under our current patchwork system of privacy, the only people
who have trouble accessing their medical records are consumers themselves. If you
want copies of your own medical records, you generally have to sign a myriad of
legal papers (some of which are hardly understandable to the ordinary person), you
may have to sign waivers forfeiting your legal rights, you usually have to wait days
or weeks to obtain the copies, and your physician’s office or hospital can charge you
a fee for every piece of paper you request.

While consumers across the country face extraordinary problems accessing their
own medical records, pharmaceutical companies can easily obtain sensitive informa-
tion from local pharmacies revealing the names of drugs that have been prescribed
to you, your neighbor may read your entire medical history in your doctor’s office
because your case file is not kept in a locked cabinet, your insurance company can
read your confidential psychiatric record even though they may be investigating bill-
ing for your broken leg, and they can send all of this information to the huge Med-
ical Information Bureau (MIB) in Massachusetts so that clerks at all insurance com-
panies (not just your own insurer) will be able to investigate your medical history
any time they want to.
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REAL-LIFE EXAMPLES

Examples of abuses of medical information are all too common and troubling.
• Just last month, Aetna health insurance claims forms blew out of a truck en route

to a recycling center and scattered on I-84 in East Hartford during rush hour.
Aetna quickly dispatched employees to scoop up the forms, which contained
identifiable personal health information. Under company policy, these papers
should have been shredded, but were not.

• In another troubling example, the Harvard Community Health Plan, a Boston-
based HMO, admitted to maintaining detailed notes of psychotherapy sessions
in computer records accessible by all clinical employees. Following a series of
press reports, the HMO revamped its computer security practices.

• In a more personal case, a woman who was hurt in an auto accident found that
the defendant’s lawyer subpoenaed her medical records and announced in court
that when she was 16 years old this woman had a baby outside of marriage
and gave it up for adoption. There is no reason that an attorney in a automobile
accident case should have had access to the woman’s gynecological records!

The victims of these privacy violations ranged from large groups to a single indi-
vidual and the causes ranged from negligence to bad practices. While no federal law
can prevent all future abuses, the enactment of a strong, comprehensive law with
meaningful enforcement will help to create a regulatory and legal framework that
will require the holders of identifiable health information to protect health informa-
tion and appropriately limit its use or risk significant penalties.

CONSUMER RIGHTS

Obviously, insurance companies need access to medical information for treatment
and payment purposes, and scientific researchers require access to medical records.
But, consumers should give their consent before anyone is allowed to access our
records, even insurance companies. For example, some people do not want their in-
surance company to know that they took a genetic test, so they pay for the test
themselves. If the doctor writes in the patients record that the test was positive for
a hereditary disease, the insurance company should not be privy to information that
the insurance company did not pay for. These companies should only gain access
to information that is directly relevant to the product or service they are paying for.

Let me explain that the ‘‘consumers’’ I am talking about in these examples rep-
resent two distinct classes of people:

One class of consumers are generally healthy people who may see a doctor irregu-
larly for common maladies such as colds or flu, and who may sometimes take phar-
maceuticals for occasional fever, colds or pain. These people expect the government
to protect them, for example, by assuring through regulation that treatments are
effective and have minimal risk. They cannot imagine that strangers would want
to see their medical records, they have no idea how many people have access to this
sensitive information, and it does not occur to them that there may be a commercial
value for the sale of private medical information to others. Nevertheless, these
‘‘healthy’’ people may have had a grandparent who died of Alzheimer’s disease, an
uncle with schizophrenia or epilepsy, or a parent who had breast or prostate cancer,
and they may not want their next door neighbor to be privy to this information nor
their employer, nor even their spouse or children. There can be medical information
that a person will share only with their physician. Without a firm guarantee of con-
fidentiality, people are unable to talk honestly and openly with their doctors.

The other class of ‘‘consumers’’ is composed of sick people: Usually those with seri-
ous or chronic illness who see doctors on a regular basis because of a health prob-
lem. These people may be willing to take greater risks in order to identify more ef-
fective treatments, or to locate superior medical services that might extend their life
or improve their quality of life. Many of these individuals are willing to participate
in medical research, and thus they may be willing to endure a lesser degree of med-
ical privacy as long as they can maintain control over who will be privy to their
medical records. If they do not want researchers, hospitals, drug companies, etc., to
pry into their medical records, they want the option of refusing access to this infor-
mation.

RESEARCH

Fortunately, people who participate in federally funded research, or research that
will be used in an application for FDA approval, must sign an ‘‘informed consent’’
document approved by an Institutional Review Board (IRB), and they can choose not
to participate if they feel their privacy will be violated.
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Certainly one of the most challenging debates now before you is how to address
privacy concerns related to privately funded research that is not being conducted in
anticipation of FDA review and therefore not required to gain IRB approval. We
know that Congress has been examining this problem for some time, and we con-
sumers are very aware that you are trying to find a solution. .As an advocate for
people with serious and chronic illness let me make clear that we believe that sci-
entific research is extraordinarily important, and you must find a way to protect
consumer’s medical information without hampering the progress of medical re-
search.

The best way to accomplish these goals is to expand the IRB and informed con-
sent process to all research, regardless of funding source. Through the informed con-
sent process, people who participate in research are told how many parties will have
access to their records, and they are assured that the treating institution will not
allow access by unauthorized personnel. In those cases where the informed consent
process is excessively burdensome and the threat of a privacy breach to the indi-
vidual is minimal, the IRB can waive the informed consent process.

The problem now is that these rules apply only to research involving federal funds
or application to the FDA. The rules must be applied all research no matter what
the funding source. The ethical obligations that researchers have to their subjects,
and the individual’s right to appropriate informed consent, do not change depending
on the funding stream.

It is also important to note that some ‘‘medical’’ research is actually ‘‘marketing’’
research, and Congress must clearly define parameters that protect consumers from
unwanted intrusions of their privacy by those who will not actually enhance sci-
entific knowledge. In most cases, simply making case records anonymous by replac-
ing a person’s name with a code number, will solve the problem.

PREEMPTION OF STATE LAW

In the absence of federal protections, the states have acted to varying degrees to
create protections for their residents and one of the major questions before the Con-
gress is how the federal law will interact with these state laws. Will the federal law
be the ‘‘ceiling’’ above which states are forbidden to act, or a ‘‘floor’’ above which
states can enact stronger laws.

Let me say clearly that this is a critical question for people with rare diseases
because clinical research on orphan diseases is usually conducted at numerous sites
in various states, primarily because there are not often enough patients in any one
state available for study. Therefore, it is crucial that federal government enact a
‘‘floor’’ that guarantees all Americans, regardless of their state of residence, a set
of minimum protections. At the same time, as people with serious and chronic ill-
nesses, we believe that states must maintain their right to enact stricter privacy
laws to address the specific needs of their residents. If local laws become too strict,
certainly local residents and lobbyists will point the flaws out to local policymakers.

In other words, the federal government, by enacting a national medical privacy
law, will set absolute minimum standards that all states must obey. Such a min-
imum will create broad uniformity across the country, preempting the vast majority
of state laws, which are weaker than the federal proposals. Any state, however, that
wants stricter privacy laws should be allowed to enact and enforce them.

In addition, we firmly believe there are at least two areas of medical information
that deserve special protections: 1) genetic information, and 2) psychiatric records.
Several states have already enacted laws to protect these very sensitive areas and
more states should be encouraged to do so. Mental health treatment notes are par-
ticularly sensitive. Insurance companies used to ask therapists for summarized
notes and treatment plans. But in the last few years they are asking for complete
copies of patient records that reveal the most sensitive private information that
should never leave a therapists office.

Mr. Chairman, the esteemed members of this committee should understand that
at this very moment your personal medical records may be known to people in this
room. They may know the medicines you take and the diseases you are being treat-
ed for, as well as your spouse and your children. Certainly you can remember a few
years ago when a Vice Presidential candidate had to withdraw his name because
his psychiatric record was made public (Senator Eagleton). Only a few years ago
Senator Pryor’s medical record was made public when he had a heart attack. There
may be people in this very Congress who have a stigmatizing psychiatric diagnosis,
or a history of a sexually transmitted disease that you caught at the age of 18, or
a predisposition to a genetic disease that, if known, could put your next election at
risk. These facts ought not to become public record. In the absence of a federal
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‘‘floor’’ for medical privacy, there is nothing to prevent the wrong people from using
your medical history for the wrong purposes.

No one should have access to your medical information or mine without our
knowledge and consent. This is what consumers want and need. We urge you to do
so quickly.

Mr. BURR. Thank you, Ms. Meyers.
The Chair would recognize, for purposes of an opening statement,

Mr. Krinsky.

STATEMENT OF DANIEL L. KRINSKY
Mr. KRINSKY. Mr. Chairman, Congressman Brown, members of

the subcommittee, the National Association of Chain Drugstores
appreciates the opportunity to present testimony today regarding
the important issue of protecting the confidentiality of patient med-
ical records in today’s modern health care delivery system.

My name is Daniel Krinsky. I am a registered pharmacist. I am
the director of patient care services and pharmacy practices at
Ritzman Pharmacies in Wadsworth, Ohio. Ritzman Pharmacies is
a small family owned eight store chain located just outside of
Akron, Ohio. We specialize in a wide range of innovative and ad-
vanced pharmacy services including diabetes management, home
infusion, and hypertension management.

Let me begin by stating that NACDS supports enactment of a
strong confidentially law that will preempt the patchwork of exist-
ing State laws and protect patient privacy. We want our patients
to have confidence that their personal information is secure while
allowing chain pharmacies to appropriately utilize medical informa-
tion as health care providers to maintain and improve patient care.

NACDS has worked for years to take a leading role on protecting
patient privacy. Attachment one to my statement are ‘‘Ten Prin-
ciples To Protect The Confidentiality Of Consumer Medical
Records’’ that our industry created and continually updates to en-
sure chain pharmacies operate with protecting patient privacy as
a top priority.

To mention some of the key pharmacy confidentiality legislative
issues—because retail pharmacies process about 50 percent of all
health care payment claims, it is important that new Federal re-
quirements for patient confidentiality not have a disproportionate
effect on the ability of retail pharmacies to operate efficiently or
provide integrated comprehensive patient-oriented prescription
services.

NACDS supports Federal standardization of patient confiden-
tiality safeguards that includes:

First, Federal preemption of State laws. There are approximately
31,000 chain community pharmacies many of which operate across
State lines. However, more and more States have been enacting
their own new and differing privacy laws and regulations making
it increasingly difficult for multistate pharmacies to understand
and comply with these laws in an efficient manner. Adding another
Federal law on top of this or trying to determine which law is
stronger as some bills call for would create even more challenges.

Second, NACDS supports the use of a single consolidated author-
ization for the purpose of obtaining patient authorization to use
and disclose patient information for payment, treatment, and
health care operations. Such authorization is provided at the time
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that the patient enrolls in a health plan or when an uninsured pa-
tient provides an authorization for these purposes to an originating
provider of a prescription. Under this approach, the patient’s pre-
scription will be sufficient to use patient information for the pur-
pose of practicing pharmacy as defined in State practice laws and
by regulatory boards. This approach also limits the recordkeeping
and recording burdens of the patient or the provider.

Since up to 40 percent of patients have others pick up or deliver
both new and refill prescriptions, obtaining the additional separate
authorization from all patients would be next to impossible. Impos-
ing a requirement that the patient personally pick up a prescrip-
tion would inconvenience the patient and could jeopardize the
health of the elderly, children, or the infirm who can’t otherwise
physically get to the drugstore.

In 1990, Congress passed the Omnibus Budget Reconciliation
Act, OBRA 90, which recognized that delivering pharmacy service
involves more than just filling an original prescription. The role of
the pharmacist, which continues to evolve, includes enhancing out-
comes for medication use. In part, as a result, pharmacy providers
now engage in a wide range of activities that use patient informa-
tion. These include refill reminder programs, prospective and retro-
spective drug use review, disease management, physician-phar-
macy collaborative practice agreements, and formulary manage-
ment.

The definitions of health care and treatment of any confiden-
tiality legislation should include compliance programs, refill re-
minder programs, and pharmacy programs recognized by Federal
and State agencies as disease management programs. Any Federal
confidentiality law must recognize and provide flexibility for the
evolving role of community pharmacy in the health care system.
Most recently, the Health Care Financing Administration issued
regulations reimbursing diabetes education management programs
and pharmacies and many States recognize the value of pharmacy
professionals providing educational and counseling services.

Some legislative proposals will require pharmacies to maintain
records for 7 years and document each and every case in which pa-
tient information was disclosed to create an audit trail, such as the
date, purpose, and description of information disclosure even when
patient information is used for treatment or obtaining payment.

Such a proposal would result in enormous if not impossible work-
load requirements on our pharmacists and disclosure records would
number in the multiple billions. The benefit of an audit trail and
how often it is used must be weighed against the increased cost to
the health care delivery system.

Patient care must not be compromised in the name of added pa-
perwork. Consumer costs must not be driven up by excessive regu-
lation and basic common sense protections for privacy must take
precedence. Let me reiterate that the use of electronic records and
technology, if carefully coordinated and protected, results in a
much safer and secure system that protects patient confidentiality
while providing for optimum care.

In conclusion, we applaud you for holding this hearing on this
complex but critical issue. With my testimony, I have also attached
a list of key implementation issues and questions for persons to
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think about while drafting provisions with a potential impact on
pharmacy.

Thank you for providing me with this opportunity to testify today
on behalf of Ritzman Pharmacies and NACDS.

[The prepared statement of Daniel L. Krinsky follows:]

PREPARED STATEMENT OF DANIEL L. KRINSKY, DIRECTOR, PATIENT SERVICES AND
PHARMACY PRACTICE, RITZMAN PHARMACIES, INC., ON BEHALF OF NATIONAL ASSO-
CIATION OF CHAIN DRUG STORES

Mr. Chairman and Members of the Subcommittee, The National Association of
Chain Drug Stores (NACDS) appreciates the opportunity to present testimony today
regarding the important issue of protecting the confidentiality of patient medical
records in today’s modern health care delivery system.

Founded in 1933 and based in Alexandria, Virginia, the NACDS membership con-
sists of over 130 retail chain community pharmacy companies. Collectively, chain
community pharmacy comprises the largest component of pharmacy practice with
over 93,000 pharmacists. The chain community pharmacy industry is comprised of
over 19,000 traditional chain drug stores, 7,000 supermarket pharmacies and nearly
5,000 mass merchant pharmacies. NACDS members operate more than 31,000 retail
community pharmacies with annual sales totaling over $135 billion including pre-
scription drugs, over-the-counter (OTC) medications and health and beauty aids
(HBA). Chain operated community retail pharmacies fill over 60% of the more than
2.73 billion prescriptions dispensed annually in the United States. Additionally,
NACDS membership includes more than 1,400 suppliers of goods and services to
chain community pharmacies and 96 international members from 26 foreign coun-
tries.
Executive Summary: NACDS Supports a Strong National Law

Let me begin by stating that NACDS supports enactment of a strong Federal con-
fidentiality law that will preempt the patchwork of existing state laws and protect
patient privacy. We want our patients to have confidence that their personal infor-
mation is secure, while allowing chain pharmacies to appropriately utilize medical
information as health care providers to maintain and improve patient care.

On this note, I’d like to point out that NACDS has endorsed S. 881, ‘‘The Medical
Information Protection Act of 1999,’’ introduced by Senator Robert Bennett (R-UT).
Senator Bennett has been working to perfect his legislation for over five years and
the resulting ‘‘Bennett bill’’ is the most comprehensive and thoughtful medical
records privacy legislation introduced in Congress to date. While the legislation
rightfully imposes tough penalties for the misuse of confidential patient information,
it is carefully balanced to allow providers sufficient flexibility to appropriately uti-
lize patient information to optimize patient care. It would also protect patient data
without the inconvenience of burdensome paperwork on patients and providers.

NACDS also has worked for years to take a leading role on protecting patient pri-
vacy. Attached to my statement are ten ‘‘Principles to Protect the Confidentiality of
Consumer Medical Records’’ that our industry created and continually updates to
ensure chain pharmacies operate with protecting patient privacy as a top priority.
Key Pharmacy Confidentiality Legislative Issues

Because retail pharmacies process about fifty percent of all health care payment
claims, it is important that new Federal requirements for patient confidentiality not
have a disproportionate effect on the ability of retail pharmacies to operate effi-
ciently or provide integrated, comprehensive patient-oriented prescription services.
NACDS supports Federal standardization of patient confidentiality safeguards that
includes:

Federal Preemption of State Laws: There are approximately 31,000 chain commu-
nity pharmacies, many of which operate across state lines. However, more and more
states have been enacting their own new (and differing) privacy laws and regula-
tions, making it increasingly difficult for multi-state pharmacies to understand and
comply with these laws in an efficient manner. Adding another Federal law on top
of this or trying to determine which law is stronger, as some bills calls for, would
create even more challenges for multi-state pharmacy operations.

Conflicts between Federal and state law could be virtually impossible for health
care providers to identify and resolve on a patient-specific basis. Moreover, does the
law in the state in which the patient resides prevail, or does the law in the state
in which the product or service is being provided govern the transaction? This ques-
tion is particularly important for pharmacies located near state borders.
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Without Federal preemption, patients will be required to wait longer to obtain
their prescription medications because pharmacies will be required to take addi-
tional time to determine whether to follow a specific provision of state or Federal
law. For each patient, the pharmacist must first identify any conflicts between pro-
visions of Federal and state law and then compare those provisions to determine
which is the most restrictive. The pharmacist must make these two legal decisions
while patients, or their designees, are waiting for their medications.

Making legal decisions is a job for attorneys, NOT for health care providers who
are trying to provide medication as efficiently and expeditiously as possible to sick
patients. The impact on our patients is our most paramount concern, and, therefore,
NACDS supports a comprehensive Federal standard that preempts state confiden-
tiality laws.

A Single Consolidated Authorization for the Use and Disclosure of Personally Iden-
tifiable Health Information (PHI): NACDS supports the use of a single consolidated
authorization for the purpose of obtaining patient authorization to use and disclose
PHI for payment, treatment and health care operations. Such authorization is pro-
vided at the time that the patient enrolls in a health plan, or when an uninsured
patient provides an authorization for these purposes to an ‘‘originating provider’’ of
a prescription. Under this approach, the patient’s prescription will be sufficient to
use PHI for the purpose of practicing pharmacy as defined in state practice laws
and by regulatory boards. This approach also limits the recordkeeping and reporting
burdens of the patient or the provider.

To maximize patient convenience, any Federal confidentiality law must require
employers, health plans, and originating providers to obtain from the patient a sin-
gle consolidated authorization to use and disclose that patient’s personally identifi-
able health care information for the purposes of treatment, payment, and health
care operations.

Down-stream health care providers MUST be able to legally assume that the sin-
gle consolidated authorization has been obtained, otherwise these providers will be
forced to require patients to take the time to fill out an additional separate author-
ization form to protect themselves from litigation alleging a breach of the patient’s
confidentiality.

Since up to 40% of patients have others pick up or deliver both new and refill
prescriptions, obtaining the additional separate authorization from all patients
would be next to impossible. Imposing a requirement that the patient personally
pick up a prescription would inconvenience the patient and could jeopardize the
health of the elderly, children, or the infirm who can’t otherwise physically get to
the drug store. Under some legislation already introduced, prescriptions could not
be refilled until patients have signed the necessary multi-point authorization form,
causing yet another patient inconvenience.

Recognition of Pharmacy Practice Activities as a ‘‘Continuum of Care’’: In 1990,
Congress passed the Omnibus Budget Reconciliation Act (OBRA 90), which recog-
nized that delivering pharmacy services involves more than just filling an original
prescription. The role of the pharmacist, which continues to evolve, includes enhanc-
ing outcomes from medication use. Pharmacy providers engage in a wide range of
activities that use PHI. These include refill reminder programs, prospective and ret-
rospective drug use review, disease management, physician-pharmacy collaborative
practice agreements, and formulary management.

Moreover, given that over 70 percent of all prescriptions are ‘‘managed’’ by phar-
macy providers for PBMs and third party payors, pharmacies are often contractually
obligated to provide some of these services, to a range private and public plans, in-
cluding Medicare+Choice plans, Medicaid and some Federal Employee Health Ben-
efit (FEHBP) plans. NACDS believes that any new Federal law should recognize
that pharmacy is an evolving health profession whose role is to enhance appropriate
outcomes from medication use through a continuum of care approach.

The definitions of health care and treatment in any confidentiality legislation
should include compliance programs, refill reminder programs and pharmacy pro-
grams recognized by Federal and state agencies as disease management programs.
Any Federal confidentiality law must recognize and provide flexibility for the evolv-
ing role of community pharmacy in the health care system. Most recently, the
Health Care Financing Administration issued regulations reimbursing diabetes edu-
cation management programs in pharmacies and many states recognize the value
of pharmacy professionals providing educational and counseling services.
Implementation Issues for Retail Pharmacies

There are several important issues for chain community pharmacy relating to the
implementation of new Federal privacy laws. Some of the more important consider-
ations include:
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Originating Providers: NACDS supports the rights of patients to inspect, copy and
amend their medical records, and that the originating provider is the appropriate
place for these operations to occur. Originating providers are those that initially pre-
scribe a course of treatment and create the historical medical record, such as health
plans, physicians or emergency rooms.

The originating provider of the prescription must be the primary source for pa-
tients to access, copy, and amend their health care information.

Audit Trail Related to Disclosures: Some proposals would require pharmacies to
maintain records for seven years and document each and every case in which PHI
was disclosed—such as the date, purpose, and description of information disclo-
sure—even when PHI is used for treatment or obtaining payment.

Such requirements would create tremendous time and work burdens on pharmacy
providers, given that PHI is used for multiple operations each day to assure that
the patient receives the appropriate therapy, the pharmacy meets operational guide-
lines of third party payors, and the pharmacy is reimbursed for providing the serv-
ice. Such a proposal would result in enormous if not impossible workload require-
ments on our pharmacists and disclosure records would number in the multiple bil-
lions. The benefit of an audit trail and how often it is used must be weighed against
the increased costs to the health care delivery system.

Sufficient Time to Modify Computer Systems: Like most health care providers,
chain pharmacies have invested in expensive and sophisticated computer software
systems to help process claims and help deliver pharmacy services. NACDS believes
that a realistic time frame is needed to implement new uniform confidentiality
standards, including time to develop software and hardware, test and distribute new
products, and train employees in their use. Retail pharmacy estimates a minimum
of 18 months would be needed to implement a new confidentiality law, once a law
is passed or regulations are finalized.

Use of NCPDP Standards: The entire pharmaceutical industry relies on the Na-
tional Council for Prescription Drug Programs (NCPDP) to establish standards for
electronic transmission of prescription payment claims. Any new Federal confiden-
tiality law must recognize the important role that NCPDP has and should continue
to have as a standard-setting organization for the billions of retail pharmacy pay-
ment claims.
Other Key Issues

Other issues not specific to pharmacies are also extremely important to the entire
health care continuum. Expanding or creating new Federal regulatory oversight of
health provider operations must be examined carefully. Patient care must not be
compromised in the name of added paperwork; consumer costs must not be driven
up by excessive regulation; and basic common sense protections for privacy must
take precedence.

For instance, creating an entire new right of private action specific to privacy
should not be necessary. Consumers currently have legal recourse to sue if their
medical records are used inappropriately.

In addition, especially when it comes to prescription drugs, falsely obtaining a
prescription drug or controlled substance without a valid script from a physician can
result in severe penalties and prosecution under Federal and state law. The pen-
alties included in legislation introduced to date are severe, and would certainly
deter any effort by a business or entity to illegally use or disclose patient identifi-
able information.

Let me reiterate that the use of electronic records and technology, if carefully co-
ordinated and protected, results in a much safer and secure system that protects
patient confidentiality, while providing for optimum care. Avoiding millions of pieces
of paperwork that must be filed and maintained increases the protection of health
care records.

Because this issue is so complex and so dependent upon the use of technology,
detailed attention must be given to the coordination of technology and health care
systems. It is critical that legislators and regulators ‘‘get it right.’’ As was seen ear-
lier this year in the state of Maine, a law that may sound good to consumers, but
is not perfected before implementation, can disrupt the entire health care system.
The Maine law was suspended by the legislature after being in effect for just two
weeks and is currently under a two-year review.

In conclusion, we applaud you for holding this hearing on this complex but critical
issue. With my testimony, I have also attached a list of key implementation issues
and questions for persons to think about when drafting provisions with a potential
impact on pharmacy. Thank you for providing me with the opportunity to testify
today on behalf of Ritzman Pharmacies and NACDS. I’ll be glad to answer any
questions you may have.
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ATTACHMENT 1

NACDS PRINCIPLES TO PROTECT THE CONFIDENTIALITY OF CONSUMER MEDICAL
RECORDS

1) Patients Have the Right to Know Who May Access, Use, Share, or Fur-
ther Disclose, Patient Identifiable Health Care Information. Insured patients’
informed consent must be in writing, signed, and obtained by either the employer
or the health plan. Uninsured patients’ informed consent must be in writing, signed,
and obtained by the originating provider who prescribes or orders the health care
services.

2) A Patient’s Informed Consent Should Authorize . . . health care providers
to access, use, and share or further disclose patient identifiable health care informa-
tion, to: 1) Provide treatment; 2) Seek payment; 3) Manage programs which improve
outcomes and health care quality or result in reduced costs to consumers; and, 4)
Undertake health care operations and utilize sufficient administrative information
to support all of the above.

3) One National Law . . . must be the product of a national debate to assure con-
fidentiality of patient medical records, while at the same time promoting quality of
care and not unnecessarily increasing health care costs. It will be much easier for
both patient and health care provider to understand and comply with one national
law rather than 51 laws . . . a national law plus 50 different state laws.

4) Employers Must be Prohibited from Accessing Patient Identifiable
Health Care Information . . . unless the patient signs a separate informed consent
form.

5) Non-Patient Care or Marketing Activities . . . must be authorized by a sepa-
rate patient consent for programs that are outside of the scope of treatment, pay-
ment, management of programs which improve outcomes and health care quality or
result in reduced costs to consumers, and health care operations/administrative in-
formation.

6) ‘‘Treatment’’ . . . is defined as everything that state boards of pharmacy
allow pharmacists to do within the definition of the practice of pharmacy,
including compliance, disease management, outcomes, and other quality as-
surance programs, from which patients may freely choose to withdraw or
opt-out.

7) Patients Must have the Right to Inspect, Copy, and Amend (but not
change) their Medical Records . . . at the originating provider, for a fee to cover
copying and administrative costs.

8) Computer Security Must . . . safeguard patient identifiable health care infor-
mation that is maintained or transmitted for any purpose.

9) The National Law Must Go into Effect Within a Reasonable Time-
frame . . . to provide patient confidentiality protection as soon as possible, but also
to allow health care providers reasonable time to develop, test, distribute, and to
be trained to use new software to help them comply with this lengthy and complex
legislation.

10) Those With Legitimate Access to Patient Identifiable Data Must Com-
mit to Maintain and Abide by Confidentiality Laws. Penalties and fines should
be imposed if individuals or entities knowingly and intentionally break the law.

ATTACHMENT 2

KEY PHARMACY ISSUES WITH MEDICAL RECORDS CONFIDENTIALITY LEGISLATION

May 27, 1999

Key Issues
• Full Federal preemption of the patchwork of state privacy laws, with an allowance

for exceptions for communicable disease reporting, essential health data and
vital statistics collection, is critical. Precedent exists in the financial institution
sector. Without Federal preemption . . . pharmacies and pharmacists will NOT be
able to comply with laws that cannot be readily found or quickly compared for
conflicts between Federal and state law.

• Written authorizations should be obtained by originating providers, such as
health plans and physicians, but not be required for downstream treatment au-
thorized by those providers. Pharmacies account for about 50% of all consumer
health care payment claims and patients and pharmacies could not handle addi-
tional form requirements for each prescription or initial visit.
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• Consolidated authorizations for treatment and payment must create a ‘‘legal pre-
sumption’’ that allows pharmacies and other downstream health care providers
to rely upon: that individuals, presenting health insurance cards or a valid pre-
scription, have provided the necessary authorization for treatment and payment
from their employer or health plan. The same assumption must be recog-
nized for the non-insured . . . the originating provider obtained the nec-
essary authorization.

• The definition of health care or treatment should include pharmacy compliance
and disease management programs that are often required by Federal laws and
rules and are a continuation of dispensing the prescription.

• Electronic data collection and data transmission provisions dealing with payment
must not limit our ability to perform drug utilization review (DUR) and other
quality enhancement measures, often required by Federal and state law.

• Pharmacists should not be required to obtain authorizations for counseling pa-
tients on OTC drugs.

• The definition of ‘‘individual representative’’ or next of kin should not interfere in
allowing family members, friends, caregivers or neighbors to pick up prescrip-
tions for patients.

• Pharmacy benefit cards must NOT be included in payment and electronic pay-
ment transaction limitations. If so, pharmacies which would no longer be al-
lowed to transmit the NCPDP payment claim for payment because its informa-
tion is MUCH broader than that required for payment. As a result, pharmacy
benefit managers and health plans would no longer have access to the clinical
information contained on the NCPDP payment claim necessary for DUR.

• Assurances should be made that Federal agencies will not use new penalty au-
thority as they have under the False Claims Act or Controlled Substance Act
to pursue providers for innocent and technical errors. If there is no harm to the
patient and mistakes are innocent, providers should not be unduly punished for
employee error.

Key Questions in Drafting Confidentiality Legislation
• Does the definition of health care include over-the-counter (OTC) drugs and medi-

cally ‘‘related items’’? It should not, as the workload, confusion and consumer
inconvenience would be prohibitive.

• Will bill language interfere in the common tradition of allowing relatives, friends,
caregivers and neighbors pick up prescriptions for patients?

• Is it the intent of legislation to require separate, written authorizations for each
pharmacy customer, despite the fact that patients have their choice in deciding
where to deliver prescriptions to pharmacists directly, asking for treatment and
granting permission for pharmacists to dispense and be paid?

• Have members and staff contemplated the impact of ‘‘Administrative Billing Infor-
mation’’ and payment provisions and their possible impact on the use of the
NCPDP prescription payment claim forms and PBM clinical data collection used
for utilization review?

• Is it clear that pharmacy benefit cards are not considered a ‘‘payment card’’?
• Do lawmakers know that software experts have told industry that 18 months is

the minimum time needed to create, test, and train pharmacists in using new
software for pharmacy compliance with a new Federal privacy law and that it
is unlikely that software can be developed and implemented for a bill that does
not substantially preempt state laws?

• Is it the intent of legislators to limit the use of prescription information to issue
discount coupons for over-the-counter drugs and products related to the treat-
ment or prescription by requiring a written authorization?

Mr. BURR. Thank you, Mr. Krinsky.
The Chair would recognize for purposes of an opening statement

Mr. Latanich.

STATEMENT OF TERRY S. LATANICH

Mr. LATANICH. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
I have been watching to see if I was going to be the last witness

on this panel or the first half of the recess, but I guess I will go
last.

My name is Terry Latanich. I want to thank you, Mr. Chairman,
and members of the subcommittee. I am senior vice president of
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Merck-Medco Managed Care which is a subsidiary of Merck. We do
manage the prescription drug benefit for more than 1,100 health
plans and cover more than 50 million people.

The patients that we serve, as well as the plant sponsors, count
on us to protect the patient’s health and their confidential medical
information. We take both of these responsibilities very seriously.
I would like to begin today by giving you one real-world example
of how we use patient identifiable information.

A member of one of the health plans that we serve was taking
a medication for an enlarged prostate. Later, this patient was pre-
scribed medicine to treat depression. Unfortunately, the use of that
anti-depressant not only worsened the patient’s prostate problem,
it can also result in serious problems for elderly patients like frac-
tures.

We were able to use this patience’s prescription history to iden-
tify this potential health problem. Our pharmacist contacted the
physician who had prescribed the anti-depressant. The physician
was not aware that the patient had a prostate problem or that he
was taking medications for it. Once informed, the physician
changed the patient to an anti-depressant that was safe for the pa-
tient and didn’t exacerbate the prostate problem.

This interaction was identified by a program which we call Part-
ners for Healthy Aging. Merck-Medco processes more than 300 mil-
lion drug claims a year and maintains a point-of-sale data base
that includes about a billion claims. But the use of this data set
demonstrates the power of the ability to protect patient health and
safety.

Last year two drugs were voluntarily withdrawn from the mar-
ket. Posicor, a drug used to treat hypertension and angina, and
Duract which is used to manage acute pain. Studies showed that
Posicor had potentially serious interactions with nearly two dozen
commonly used drugs. Duract was withdrawn because its use may
have resulted in up to four deaths and the need for several liver
transplants.

Many physician’s offices lack the computer systems to readily
identify patients using a specific drug. Merck-Medco’s immediate
access for our patients’ specific data base enabled us to take imme-
diate action. On the day that each product was withdrawn from
market, we stopped dispensing those drugs in our pharmacies and
alerted our retail pharmacy networks that no further prescriptions
of the recalled drugs should be filled.

Within days of the withdrawals, we sent out over 81,000 letters
to physicians who had prescribed Posicor or Duract to the members
of any health plan that we serve. These letters identified patients
under their care who had received a prescription for the recalled
drugs. In addition, we sent more than 233,000 letters to patients
using these medications and encouraged them to contact their doc-
tor.

One of the emerging capabilities of prescription drug manage-
ment is improving the health of patients with chronic diseases
through patient and physician education. As indicated by the ear-
lier witness, we also provide programs here such as diabetes, MS,
asthma and cardiovascular disease.
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We also use patient information to communicate with physicians
best medical practice guidelines. Studies indicate that compliance
with just one of these practice guidelines in the area of cardio-
vascular disease reduces mortality by 30 percent and morbidity by
50 percent. Yet this practice standard is followed less than 50 per-
cent of the time.

Medco identifies patients through our data base who are poten-
tial candidates for modification therapy based on these medical
practice guidelines. We inform the prescribing physician of the
practice guideline, see if the physician wants to alter the regimen
to comply with that best practice guideline, and then give the op-
portunity for the physician to make that decision.

Such use of patient identifiable information allows for dramatic
improvement in health and safety. We take seriously our responsi-
bility to protect patient medical information. We use advanced se-
curity systems on our data bases to ensure that patients inside or
outside the company do not have access to patient identifiable in-
formation unless authorized and that authorization is strictly lim-
ited to those with a need to know.

Merck-Medco does not provide patient-identifiable information to
any marketing firm, any drug manufacturer, or even our parent,
Merck and Company. Let me emphasize this again. No identifiable
information is given to anyone for marketing purposes. We view
this being consistent with our role as a health care provider and
our professional standards of ethics.

While we believe that our stand is sufficient to provide medical
record confidentiality, we do support the enactment of legislation in
this area. Our hope is that any legislation will meet three tests.

First, it should not create any impediments to the kind of activi-
ties which I just discussed and which clearly improve patient
health and safety.

Second, it is imperative that any provisions that require patients
to authorize the use of this information provide for consolidated au-
thorization. As an organization, to provide services to health plans,
we need to be able to rely on the plan sponsor’s enrollment of a
member as evidence that disclosure has been made and consent
has been obtained. It would be very difficult for us to collect indi-
vidual consent forms for these services. We would have to obtain
more than 50 million consents annually and maybe even more
under some legislative proposal.

Finally, we strongly encourage the development of a uniform
Federal standard for medical record confidentiality that will set the
bar high enough to provide the requisite level of protection. With-
out such a uniform national standard, we will face the daunting
challenge of determining which State law to apply.

If I could just close with one example of the difficulty that we
face operating in 50 States, it may resonate with you. A patient
may live in one State, work in another, they may receive Medicare
and use pharmacies in both States. The plan they use may be lo-
cated in yet another State. The patient may see a physician or
pharmacist in another State on vacation and the records of the
health plan may be maintained in the data base located in another.

With legislators considering a staggering number of medical
record confidentiality bills, we face the practical problem of how
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you maintain confidential against a patchwork of legislation. We
would submit that a floor is very difficult for a provider to deal
with on a real world day-to-day basis. In trying to understand
which State’s law to apply where there may be conflicts is very,
very difficult.

There are opportunities to look to see whether there can be sec-
retarial discretion so we do not have to deal with the problem of
not having the bar high enough.

We would encourage you to adopt the uniform standard and have
it be preemptive across the States.

[The prepared statement of Terry S. Latanich follows:]

PREPARED STATEMENT OF TERRY S. LATANICH, SENIOR VICE PRESIDENT, MERCK-
MEDCO MANAGED CARE, L.L.C.

Good morning Mr. Chairman and members of the subcommittee. My name is
Terry S. Latanich and I am Senior Vice President for Government Affairs for Merck-
Medco Managed Care, LLC, a subsidiary of Merck & Co., Inc. I am responsible for
directing Merck-Medco’s federal legislative and regulatory programs, including de-
veloping our legislative policy on medical record confidentiality. In addition, how-
ever, I have significant business responsibilities including overall management re-
sponsibility for our largest client, the Blue Cross and Blue Shield Federal Employee
Program which covers nearly 5 million individuals. In my testimony today I would
like to focus on five issues:
1. The roles and responsibilities of managers of the pharmacy benefit;
2. The importance of developing, maintaining, and using large computerized medical

record databases to protect health and safety;
3. The importance of using both patient-specific and encrypted data to manage the

health status or disease states of persons using prescription drugs;
4. The importance of having a statutory authorization or consolidated consent to en-

able those who manage the benefit plans to effectively, and efficiently, admin-
ister prescription drug benefits; and

5. The need for a uniform national standard for medical records confidentiality.

BACKGROUND ON MERCK-MEDCO

Merck-Medco has been managing prescription drug benefits since 1982, initially
as a public company called Medco Containment Services, Inc., which was acquired
by Merck & Co., Inc., in 1993. Merck-Medco manages the prescription drug benefit
for more than 50 million Americans. Our customer base includes (1) more than 50
percent of the Fortune 500 companies; (2) more than 20 Blue Cross and Blue Shield
plans; (3) more than 60 percent of the lives covered in the Federal Employee Health
Benefit Program (including the plans offered by BCBS, GEHA, APWU and SAMBA);
(4) several state employee/retiree programs including CALPERS and all or part of
the state employee/retiree programs in Ohio, Texas, Massachusetts, Louisiana, and
Georgia; and (5) several union sponsored health plans.

Merck-Medco provides prescription drug care primarily through operating subsidi-
aries. The first, PAID Prescriptions, processes more than 270 million drug claims
annually from 55,000 retail pharmacies nationwide. To do this, Merck-Medco oper-
ates a highly sophisticated point-of-sale (‘‘POS’’) claims system that verifies eligi-
bility and drug coverage, checks for drug interactions, and informs the retail phar-
macy of the amount it should collect as the copayment from a member of a health
plan to which we provide service. Merck-Medco’s POS system takes less than one
second to process each claim once we receive it from a retail pharmacy. Three years
of history are maintained in Merck-Medco’s POS system, creating a database of
nearly one billion claims.

Merck-Medco’s other subsidiaries, the Merck-Medco Rx Services pharmacy compa-
nies, constitute the largest mail service pharmacy organization in the world. We fill
more than 50 million prescriptions annually through 12 pharmacies located in eight
states. Each of these pharmacies uses the most sophisticated dispensing technology
available. The combination of high technology and strong pharmacist involvement
in the dispensing process allows Merck-Medco to be very cost effective while main-
taining the highest dispensing accuracy rates in all of pharmacy. Merck-Medco em-
ploys more than 11,000 employees including 1,700 pharmacists. Merck-Medco also
operates two licensed pharmacies that do not dispense drugs; but that are dedicated
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to counseling patients and physicians on appropriate prescribing and prescription
drug use.
1. The Role and Responsibilities of Pharmacy Benefit Managers

Merck-Medco is sometimes referred to as a ‘‘PBM’’ or ‘‘Pharmacy Benefit Man-
ager’’. But there are a variety of organizations that provide ‘‘PBM services’’ by inter-
nal management including a number of HMOs (e.g., Kaiser Permanente), integrated
health systems, hospitals, some Blue Cross and Blue Shield plans, and a number
of insurance carriers. Whether a sponsor offering a prescription drug benefit decides
to ‘‘build or buy’’ pharmacy benefit manager capabilities, the principal services re-
quired to manage the prescription drug benefit include:
• Processing prescription drug claims through sophisticated, real-time point-of-sale

computer systems that adjudicate claims in a matter of seconds
• Negotiating provider contracts with retail pharmacies, including performance

standards and reimbursement schedules, to provide services to members of
health plans

• Providing a mail service pharmacy option through which members can fill pre-
scriptions for medications, generally involving chronic conditions

• Reviewing the drugs that have been prescribed, at the point-of-sale, before those
prescriptions are dispensed, to minimize the potential for adverse or dangerous
drug/drug interactions or other potentially life-threatening problems

• Creating procedures to review drugs that may (i) be appropriate for some, but not
all, members, (ii) require special management due to especially high costs or
(iii) require controls because they are susceptible to abuse

• Managing drug utilization by reviewing patterns of the use of prescription drugs
(e.g., by reviewing the claims database it can be determined whether a patient
is consistently late refilling prescriptions for chronic illnesses which suggests
that the patient is not taking the medication as prescribed (e.g., skipping days
or taking the drug at wrong dosages)

• Managing patients’ health by using prescription drug history to identify persons
with specific diseases and offering them programs and/or information to im-
prove their health status

• Managing the cost of a health plan’s prescription drug program by working with
the health plan to develop strategies for negotiating pricing concessions from
pharmaceutical manufacturers through the use of formularies or similar strate-
gies.

2. Maintaining and Using Large Computerized Databases
Patient-identifiable data is critical to the services provided by Merck-Medco,

whether for purposes of processing claims, auditing for fraud and abuse, verifying
prescriptions, checking for drug interactions or dispensing prescriptions. Our data
inputs are three-fold:
• Plan sponsor provided information such as eligibility files and in some instances

medical claims;
• Patient supplied information including prescriptions, self-reported information

from patient profile forms, and information submitted by the patient in health
or disease management programs; and

• Physician supplied information including prescription information and diagnoses
and related information necessary to conduct health and disease management
programs.

As I noted earlier in my testimony Merck-Medco manages a database of nearly
one billion drug claims. It is our experience that confidentiality can be maintained
in such systems. At Merck-Medco access to this database is limited to those with
a ‘‘need-to-know.’’ We employ state-of-the-art security systems for ensuring that per-
sons inside or outside the company do not have access to patient-identifiable infor-
mation unless specifically authorized. Most views of the data are on a blinded basis
(e.g., epidemiological research). Systems capabilities are continuously improved, for
example, improving the ability to track and audit any instance in which a patient
record has been viewed.

Merck-Medco does not provide patient-identifiable information to any marketing
firm or drug manufacturer, including our parent Merck & Co. We do, however, use
aggregated, non-identifiable data for a variety of purposes. Encrypted or blinded
data has many important uses, such as epidemiology, outcomes research and health
economics.

An example of how our use of data is protecting patient safety was the 1998 mar-
ket withdrawal of two prescription medications due to serious and even potentially
fatal adverse drug reactions. Merck-Medco immediately implemented safety meas-
ures to prevent dispensing of Posicor, a drug used for hypertension and angina,
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when it was voluntarily recalled by Roche Laboratories on June 8th, and when
Duract, a nonsteroidal anti-inflammatory (NSAID) used for short-term treatment
of acute pain was pulled by Wyeth-Ayerst Laboratories on June 22nd. The voluntary
withdrawal by Roche of Posicor was due to the possible dangerous interactions with
two dozen other widely used medications. Duract was withdrawn from the market
because of several reports of deaths or liver transplants required because of liver
function problems associated with the drug.

On the day the drugs were withdrawn from the market, Merck-Medco took several
steps to prevent possible harm or death to the beneficiaries of our health plan cli-
ents. Physicians often do not have the office-based computer systems to readily iden-
tify patients using a specific medicine. Identifying patients at risk involves a slow
and inefficient process of manually reviewing each patient’s medical record in the
doctor’s office. Merck-Medco’s immediate access to patient-specific data enabled it to
take swift and decisive action to address this situation. On the day each product
was withdrawn from the market Merck-Medco suspended dispensing of all prescrip-
tions for Posicor and Duract in its mail service pharmacies. Merck-Medco also sent
electronic messages to all 55,000 pharmacies in its PAID Prescriptions pharmacy
network advising them of the market withdrawals and recommending that no fur-
ther prescriptions of the recalled drugs be dispensed.

Within days of the withdrawals Merck-Medco sent letters to the prescribing physi-
cians for patients prescribed Posicor or Duract reimbursed under a Merck-Medco
managed prescription benefit plan. Each physician letter was accompanied by a cus-
tomized list of current or past patients under their care who had received a pre-
scription for the recalled drugs to assist them in checking on those patients. Merck-
Medco sent over 233,000 letters to patients and 81,000 letters to physicians during
these two product withdrawals.
Using Patient-Identifiable Medical Records in Disease Management Programs

One of the emerging benefits offered by health plans are programs to help manage
the progression of disease states through patient and physician education. Merck-
Medco provides a number of these programs in areas such as diabetes, multiple scle-
rosis, asthma, and cardiovascular disease. Merck-Medco can improve patient self-
management of these conditions through the patients’ participation in such pro-
grams. We identify patients who could potentially benefit from such programs by
analyzing their existing prescription drug records. In other cases, patient-identifi-
able data are used in communicating with physicians treating the patient enrolled
in one of these programs to encourage compliance with ‘‘best medical practice stand-
ards.’’

For example, the best medical practice guidelines as outlined in the 1997, Vol.
336, New England Journal of Medicine article by Magnus Johannesson states that
a certain type of cholesterol reducing drug, an HMG (e.g., Lipitor, Mevacor,
Pravachol or Zocor) should be started post myocardial infarction. Studies indicate
that compliance with this protocol reduces mortality by 30 percent and morbidity
by nearly 50 percent. Yet, this practice standard is followed less than 50 percent
of the time. Through Merck-Medco’s health management program for congestive
heart failure, we are able to identify those patients who are potential candidates for
this modification in therapy, contact the prescribing physician, inform the physician
of the practice guideline, and see if the physician wishes to modify the prescribed
drug regimen. The use of patient-identifiable information and a sophisticated data-
base allows for this dramatic improvement in patient health and safety.

Another compelling example of the need to continue to allow for the use of pa-
tient-identifiable information in the management of prescription drug benefits is
found in Merck-Medco’s Partners for Healthy Aging program which is designed to
improve appropriate prescribing and prescription drug usage among the elderly. At
the core of the Partners for Healthy Aging program are a series of drug utilization
review rules that protect seniors from drugs and dosages that are inappropriate
given their age. For example, the use by the elderly of long-acting benzodiazapines
such as Valium or Librium can result in dizziness, loss of balance and increased
risk of hip fracture. Other drugs require dosage reductions in the elderly. Merck-
Medco’s Partners for Health Aging program is succeeding in improving health out-
comes because of our ability to combine and analyze patient-specific information
from prescription information and self-reported profile data from patients and to
communicate what we know from this analysis to patients and their physicians. I
have attached to my testimony a copy of the recent JAMA article describing the out-
comes of this program. Nearly 25 percent of the time a physician was contacted
through the program, the physician either modified the prescription previously writ-
ten or discontinued the drug.
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4. The importance of a Consolidated or Statutory Authorization
One of the key issues that Congress must consider in developing legislative stand-

ards for maintaining the confidentiality of patient identifiable medical information
is whether and how to implement an authorization process for the use and disclo-
sure of such data—separate from the consent to be treated by a health care provider
or separate from the enrollment by an individual in a health plan.

Ideally, Congress could draft a law that statutorily sets out and defines certain
circumstances or specific purposes or activities for which identifiable patient infor-
mation could be used or disclosed without an individual’s consent. For example,
Congress could create a ‘‘statutory’’ authorization for health plans and providers to
use an individual’s identifiable health information for purposes of treatment, pay-
ment and specified ‘‘health care operations’’ once that individual has enrolled in the
health plan or consented to be treated by the health care provider.

Some have argued that separate, discrete authorizations should be obtained from
individuals each and every time that their health care information is accessed. Such
a multiple authorization scheme would unnecessarily interfere with, or even shut
down, the ability to provide quality, cost-effective health care.

While the statutory authorization approach may be preferable, from our view-
point, it may not be achievable. An alternative approach embraced by a number of
existing proposals involves the concept of a ‘‘consolidated authorization’’. We think
that the ability to obtain a single, consolidated authorization from an individual
upon enrollment in a health plan or when consenting to treatment by a health care
provider that authorizes the use of the individual’s information for purposes of pro-
viding treatment, securing payment for that treatment and conducting health care
operations of the plan or provider is crucial. It is essential, from our perspective,
that Congress recognizes the need to use a ‘‘consolidated’’ authorization for the use
of patient-identifiable information.

Merck-Medco is an organization that provides services as an agent to a health
plan. We are not a stranger to the patients in these plans, but a critical part of the
continuum of their care. It is imperative that we be able to rely on the plan spon-
sor’s enrollment of a member into its health plan as evidence that disclosure of the
possible uses of patient-identifiable information has been made and consent ob-
tained. It would be extremely burdensome, perhaps impossible, for a PBM to collect
individual consent forms for the services we provide. In the case of Merck-Medco,
we would have to obtain 50 million consent forms annually, more often under some
legislative proposals under consideration. In the context of electronically adjudi-
cating a prescription drug transaction in under one-second we must be able to look
to the patient’s enrollment in a health plan as evidence of their authorization to use
and disclose their personally identifiable health information for treatment, payment
and their plan’s health care operations activities. As a downstream provider of treat-
ment, payment and health care operations to a health plan, we would then have
assurance that the uses of patient-identifiable information we have described above
fall squarely within the requirements imposed under any legislation adopted. Today,
Merck-Medco and other PBMs rely on the health plan to provide us with a list of
persons eligible to use the prescription drug benefit. The integrity of that eligibility
transfer must be maintained.
5. Creating a Federal Standard—the need for Preemption of State laws

Merck-Medco operates in a ‘‘real-time’’ electronic environment with nearly one
million transactions being adjudicated daily. Each year our customer service rep-
resentatives and pharmacists handle in-bound or place out-bound calls to physicians
and their patients across the country more than 25 million times. Our pharmacies
receive prescription from patients in every state, and we receive refill orders by tele-
phone, IVRU, fax, and Internet. Absent the adoption of a uniform national standard
for the protection of medical records, companies such as Merck-Medco will face the
daunting challenge of determining which state’s law to apply to any given cir-
cumstance. This problem is growing daily as state legislatures consider a staggering
number of medical record confidentiality bills. Enrollees in health plans often obtain
medical services or prescription drugs from multiple providers in many states. Con-
sider, for example, the situation that may be faced by a Member of Congress.

The Member may:
• Have a permanent residence in his or her home state;
• Live in Virginia while Congress is in session;
• Use a hospital in Maryland;
• Fill prescriptions in DC, Virginia and Maryland
• Travel to other states while on vacation, during which time prescriptions may

need to be filled or refilled;
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• Have a son or daughter attending college in a state other than the Member’s
home state; and

• Fill his or her maintenance medications through a mail service pharmacy in yet
another state.

What state law would control the prescription drug records in this hypothetical?
How should inconsistencies in state laws be resolved? Which state’s law should be
considered ‘‘primary’’ in the case of conflict? We strongly encourage the development
of federal standard of medical record confidentiality that will set the bar high
enough that its uniform application in all jurisdictions will provide the requisite
level of protection for personally identifiable health information.

Thank you Mr. Chairman and Members of the Subcommittee for the opportunity
to appear before you today. I would be happy to answer any questions you may
have.

Mr. BURR. Thank you, Mr. Latanich.
The Chair at this time would ask unanimous consent to enter

into the record a February 18, 1998, Washington Post editorial and
a February 19, 1998, correction. The editorial suggests that CVS
had arranged to supply the names of their pharmacy customers to
drug companies similar to what you said, Ms. Meyers, in 1998. The
Post went on to add a correction, that CVS sent data to a mar-
keting company to track, but that the company was under contract
not to release the personal data to drug companies or to others. So
the Post certainly clarified their editorial based upon what the
record was. Without objection that would be entered into the
record.

[The information referred to follows:]

WHEN PRIVATE MEANS PRIVATE

[Washington Post, February 18, 1998]

Does the average person mind when, after having a prescription filled at the phar-
macist, he or she starts getting related junk mail from drug companies to which the
pharmacy has passed along his or her name, address and medical condition? Are
such customers likely to be pleased at the convenience—as the pioneers of this new
form of medical marketing insist they ought to be—or are they likelier to bristle at
the implied violation of their privacy? Anyone who finds this a difficult question
ought to glean a big, broad hint at the answer from the fierce consumer reaction
to a report in this newspaper Sunday that several large area pharmacies, including
those at the Giant Food Inc. and CVS chains, have entered into such arrangements
with a Massachusetts-based company called Elensys. Today, in full-page ads and
other formats, Giant announces it will stop providing such information—reacting to
what spokespeople said had been a flood of calls from angry consumers.

And what were pharmacists—next door to doctors in their access to privileged,
personal knowledge about people’s ailments—doing marketing such information in
the first place? The answer casts some light on the strange tensions being set up
everywhere by the financial possibilities—one might better call them temptations—
of the so-called ‘‘information economy,’’ in which information about one’s customers
and their needs had become a vast new resource to be mined. It shouldn’t surprise
anyone that consumers feel more strongly about their medical prescriptions than
they do about the great amounts of other information now routinely collected from
every financial transaction, whether it’s traveling, shopping or browsing the Inter-
net. But information about people’s preferences—meaning the sorts of things they
are likely to do, or read or buy—is by far the most valuable of the various sorts
of information now being briskly harvested and traded on all sides. Any company
that collects such information in the ordinary course of business is sitting on a gold
mine—and can be expected to act on that fact in the absence of specific, spelled-
out public limits.

To what extent should people’s needs be allowed to be treated this way, as some
sort of naturally occurring resource available to anyone who can grab it? The outcry
over drug prescriptions suggests one such limit. While some forms of sensitive infor-
mation, such as credit information, are now protected, the sheer variety of types of
medical data have made progress slow on protecting them.

Prescription information falls near the line between purely medical data and com-
mercial information, but as the reaction makes clear, that line has been crossed. Be-
sides being inherently more sensitive and personal then information about shopping
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choices, prescriptions are also in a real sense less optional: Nobody ‘‘chooses’’ to have
a particular ailment or to release the information about that ailment into the wider
data stream of junk mail. The arrangements with Elensys, which contracts to man-
age pharmacists’ data about patients and to make selected bits of it available so
drug companies can send potential patients ‘‘educational material’’ about their in-
ferred ailments, are just ingenious enough to focus people’s attention on where they
want that line drawn.

CORRECTION DATE: February 19, 1998
An editorial yesterday incorrectly stated that several large pharmacies, including

Giant and CVS, passed along to drug companies the names of persons having pre-
scriptions filled at the pharmacy. In fact, Giant and CVS sent data to a marketing
company to track and write to pharmacy customers who had not re-filled prescrip-
tions, but that company was under contract not to release the personal data to drug
companies or others.

Mr. BURR. For the purposes of our witnesses at this time, we will
recess, hopefully, for 35 minutes; and we will reconvene this hear-
ing at 1:15.

[Brief recess.]
Mr. BURR. The Chair would call the hearing back to session. I

hope everybody had an opportunity to get enough to eat. The Chair
would recognize himself for the purposes of questions for 5 min-
utes.

Let me ask you, Mr. Jacobsen, could you tell me what happened
in Minnesota and specifically at Mayo with the new law as it might
or might not have affected pediatric research?

Mr. JACOBSEN. Pediatric research?
Mr. BURR. Pediatric research is a tough one to get people to com-

mit to allow to happen anyway.
Mr. JACOBSEN. Right. I am trying to think back to information

that we have got on that. I don’t have that on the top of my head.
We did look at a study of those that gave us authorization to use

the medical records versus those that didn’t, but restricted that to
ages 20 and older in that study. Obviously, I can’t tell you what
has happened with response rates for pediatrics.

Mr. BURR. Let me ask you because I have got the Bowman Grey
School of Medicine, part Wake Forest University, in my district.
What would researchers there be subject to if the Minnesota law
were adopted in North Carolina?

Mr. JACOBSEN. It was really quite a bit of work to try to imple-
ment this. For those of you that don’t know what this law was, it
required us to ask all patients seen after January 1997 for a gen-
eral authorization to use the medical record for research purposes.

As originally written, the default was set to no. We had to get
an explicit yes. That was the amendment alluded to earlier so that
the default was set to yes with reasonable contact. The systems to
put that into place with close to 300,000 patient visits per year
were really quite substantial. Systems to try to contact patients be-
fore they came in for their scheduled visits, to try to capture them
at the time when they enter the system, which you can imagine the
many different portals for entry, urgent care, emergency care, X-
rays, all sorts of places. To try to catch patients that didn’t have
patient registrations ahead of time was really quite a task to put
this altogether.

Mr. BURR. You alluded to a study that you had done. Can you
tell us about the specifics of the findings of that study?
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Mr. JACOBSEN. Sure. What we did was we selected a sample of
patients who had been seen in the previous 3 years at Mayo and
went through the same procedures that were being used clinically
to comply with the law and asked them about their preferences for
authorization.

We had three written contacts. What we found overall about 3
percent of people explicitly refused. About 80 percent explicitly
gave us that authorization, but 17 percent didn’t express their
wishes at all despite three written contacts asking them for their
wishes and explaining to them what would happen if they didn’t
give it to us.

I alluded to the findings in my testimony that there were some
subject patients where their refusal rates were quite a bit higher.
It all sort of makes sense intuitively in terms of younger persons,
persons with conditions that some might consider sensitive, and so
on. I think one of the most important things was looking at what
happened with those people, that large number of people that
didn’t express their wishes despite asking them. I think that it is
very important to keep in mind that we have got to make sure that
defaults to a yes with reasonable contact with whatever legislation
we have.

Mr. BURR. Let me go to Ms. Gencarelli. You stated in your testi-
mony that the Maine law prevented family members from access-
ing information about the condition of their loved ones and medical
providers from obtaining information necessary for the proper
treatment of patients.

What happened to the Maine law?
Ms. GENCARELLI. The Maine law contained extensive provisions

and requirements that required written disclosure for basically any
and all release of information. Clearly it was not intended in the
bill, but that was the ultimate consequence, was that it was writ-
ten in such a way that authorization was required in so many cir-
cumstances that the things such as delivering flowers, admin-
istering last rites, even notifying family members of a loved one’s
condition were prohibited by the law and that law was sequentially
suspended. And they are currently redrafting and cleaning up that
law.

Mr. BURR. How fast did they suspend that law?
Ms. GENCARELLI. I believe 2 weeks.
Mr. BURR. Mr. Stump, let me ask you.
I worked closely on the pharmaceutical and biologics portion of

the FDA Modernization Act. One of my goals was to streamline
that approval process from the 12 to 15 years that it took to bring
patients a particular treatment.

I am curious what would happen to the drug development proc-
ess if archival research had conditions that—for those patients who
were no longer with us that it was left up to their estates to access
for permission to use that archival research?

What would it do?
Mr. STUMP. The ramifications would be substantive and signifi-

cant. We are obligated to do outcome research on our products at
the time they are approved. We don’t have the answer to every in-
teresting question at the time of approval.
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We need to do continuing surveillance in order to ascertain how
our product is doing once it goes into the general prescribing popu-
lation. In order to access that data, we need a pretty efficient and
streamlined process. We will do that. We have to do that. If that
process becomes so cumbersome that resources have to be diverted
to that process, which we would do, the costs will be products like
Herceptin, that development was long and hard.

My colleague on the panel, Fran Visco, was of immense help to
us in getting the patient community to even make it happen. It is
that kind of high risk, high impact, meet the critical need project
we’re talking about. The project could have easily been sacrificed
at various points along the way had we been diverting resources
away from that into more complex archival studies.

Mr. BURR. Thank you.
My time has expired. The Chair would recognize Mr. Waxman.
Mr. WAXMAN. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. I thank Mr. Brown for

allowing me to start my questions first because I have another
hearing to attend.

Dr. Stump, let me ask you this. There is a common rule and it
requires informed consent, an IRB review for practically all re-
search conducted in this country including federally funded re-
search and almost all research conducted at universities, major
hospitals, and academic centers, and then there are similar rules
when working with the FDA approvals.

You object to applying the common rule requirement of informed
consent to records-based research. I hope that you are aware that
the common rule specifically provides for the waiver of consent,
waivers permitted when the research presents, quote, no more than
minimum risk of harm to subjects and involves no procedures for
which written consent is normally required outside of the research
context.

How do you justify treating your records-based research dif-
ferently from all such research sponsored today by the Federal
Government or conducted at institutions like UCLA or Harvard?

Mr. STUMP. I guess it is a question of how much time, energy,
and resources you spend overseeing what is minimally risky inves-
tigation. I am not aware of abuse of that process. These IRBs do
perform a critical function. We use them just like any publicly
sponsored research does as well under oversight from the FDA. I
want IRBs to be paying very close attention to that work and pro-
tecting patients from the near-term risk of being exposed to uncer-
tainties in their products. I would rather not have them spending
their time and energy where there is really minimal risk.

Mr. WAXMAN. Well, if you think that IRBs have done a good job
and you welcome them, the IRBs are under the common rule where
we have supervision over the information disclosures, and the com-
mon rule also explicitly grants expedited IRB review for records-
based research.

You claim that even expedited IRB review would add unneces-
sary Federal oversight to some mysterious unquantified, unidenti-
fied body of research. I want to figure out exactly your concerns.
If Genentech conducts records-based research to support a new
drug application, it would be subject to the FDA’s equivalent of the
common rule; isn’t that correct?
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Mr. STUMP. It would be in that situation.
Mr. WAXMAN. UCLA has multiple-project assurance with the

Federal Government. If Genentech sponsors records-based research
at UCLA, it has got to be subjected to the common rule; right?

Mr. STUMP. In that situation, yes.
Mr. WAXMAN. So much of the research you conduct or sponsor is

already subjected to what you call unnecessary Federal oversight.
I think you are vastly exaggerating the impact of common rule
scrutiny on the remainder of whatever research you conduct or
sponsor.

That is my view. I would like to hear you respond to it.
Mr. STUMP. I guess that I would agree with you on the

preapproval research. Actually, the vast majority of outcome re-
search, so-called archival research, is done post-approval.

It is done in product surveillance. It is done in establishing the
outcome experience of your product after approval by the FDA as
it should have been predicted by your approval clinical trial base.
That is actually where the vast majority of information is collected.

We have tracked most of our products. As one example, our heart
attack drug, Activase, we track about 100,000 patients a year pro-
spectively to determine whether that drug is working successfully,
which is save lives for heart attack patients that we showed in
early clinical trials. We show that very well. If every IRB at every
site that provides this anonymous information had to go through
the approval process, it would add an additional significant burden.

Mr. WAXMAN. It would if you did it under every single case. But
if you do it under those circumstances where you are already in-
volved in research where there is a Federal involvement, either
FDA or research involving some other university, what proportion
of the research conducted or sponsored by Genentech is records-
based or not currently subject to the common rule?

Mr. STUMP. I don’t have the fact right at hand. I could get that
and provide it to you. I could tell you along the size of patient data
bases that we collect——

Mr. WAXMAN. Why don’t you get it for the record. Do you conduct
any human subject research which is not regulated under the com-
mon rule? By human subject research, I mean research involving
patients?

Mr. STUMP. We do no research for preapproval clinical trials that
is not covered by the common rule.

Mr. WAXMAN. Dr. Amdur, how do you respond to what Dr. Stump
is saying? Is this going to be unnecessary burdensome regulation?

Mr. AMDUR. I think this is one of those nice situations where ev-
erybody can be happy because I think that Dr. Stump’s concerns
about the things that he does not want to be subject to burdensome
regulations, regardless of how minimal that burden is, indeed
under the current common rule regulations would not be burdened.

The types of activities that he is speaking of, in my opinion as
an IRB chair, are not research. We can review the regulatory defi-
nition of research. I have it here if you would like me to explain
my answer, but these are things that are not being done with the
goal of producing scientific generalizable knowledge. They are
being done for product evaluation and marketing information. And
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in my opinion, that does not satisfy the definition of research. It
is certainly not a scientific study that any of us normally think of.

And the intent of the regulations was not to go around and med-
dle in areas that do not have to do with specific and traditional
focus of research. So I think that an IRB is inappropriately mis-
using its authority to try and get Dr. Stump and his company to
go through their system, and I don’t think that that will happen
to any large degree.

Mr. WAXMAN. Maybe we need to clarify these issues because it
sounds like concerns that Dr. Stump is raising are concerns that
you think are really not valid if we draft this thing appropriately.

Mr. AMDUR. Absolutely. To answer the second part of that, this
issue of archival data on people who are deceased and going to
their estates, as a question was raised, the regulations specifically
define a human subject to be a living individual. And so archival
research on people who are deceased is outside the authority of the
Federal regulations, and companies and investigators do not have
to worry about any kind of regulatory burden.

However, as you have mentioned in your response, the burden is
extremely small because expedited review is a one page electronic
mail application that is reviewed in real time. It is a minimal bur-
den.

Mr. WAXMAN. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. BURR. The gentleman’s time has expired.
Could I just ask Dr. Stump for a clarification for all of the mem-

bers? I think I heard you say that if we do this wrong, we will ad-
versely affect the post-approval review of pharmaceuticals that
enter the marketplace? Did I hear that correctly?

Mr. STUMP. That is not exactly what I intended if that is how
it came across. I think that we will continue to do what we need
to do to monitor what our products are doing post-approval.

Mr. BURR. Will it alter your access and ability to do that?
Mr. STUMP. We will figure out a way to do it. What it will alter

is our ability to maintain those early stage products that are a
higher risk who must be resourced from the same pool that have
much longer term benefits to the general public health. We will be
missing on the treatments for stroke and heart attack and cancer
that are in our pipeline now at an early stage, but would be thera-
pies 5 to 10 years from now.

Mr. BURR. The Chair would recognize the ranking member, Mr.
Brown.

Mr. BROWN. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. First of all, Mr. Krinsky,
thank you for joining us. I don’t have a question for you, one more
statement, but your comments about family, friends, designated
care givers, making sure they could pick up medication at Ritzman
or any other pharmacy is especially important. I think that any
legislation that we draft will make sure that is protected.

Mr. Latanich, your comments I appreciate on the disease-man-
agement programs. Again, any legislation that we come up with as
it goes through this process we will make sure that this actually
has the authority to allow that. I think that is especially important.

Ms. Meyers, a question for you, if I could. The patients that you
represent very clearly had the most to gain from medical research,
yet you say they support the toughest form of Federal medical
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records privacy legislation because of the nature of disorders, the
consequent difficulty of attracting research dollars to them.

It seems you, perhaps among all of the witnesses, would seem to
be the most interested in making sure there were no disincentives
erected by us or anybody, disincentives to do the kind of research
that many people need. Expand, if you would, on understanding
that, on making sure that strong patient—explain how strong pa-
tient protections are especially necessary to cultivate and protect a
robust research environment, if you will.

Ms. MEYERS. Research under the common rule gives consumers
much more protection than they get when they go to their private
doctor’s office. The federally funded research and research leading
to an FDA approval for a drug give privacy guarantees. When you
sign an informed consent document, it tells you who is going to
have access to your medical records, it will be the FDA, it will be
the drug company, et cetera. It gives you a guarantee that the uni-
versity or the hospital will, in some way, keep your record confiden-
tial and if papers are published, your name will not be identifiable.

And so you have wonderful guarantees that don’t exist outside of
the medical research arena where they are doing clinical trials on
something. There are specific areas in private research that it
doesn’t cover. For example, in vitro fertilization is not covered by
any Federal regulation and organ transplantation. So there are a
number of areas where it should apply.

What we are saying to Congress basically is that consumers who
aren’t in research want the same protections that subjects get
when they go into research. They want the benefit of signing an in-
formed consent document that will tell them who has access to
their medical record.

And if they want to refuse, they can refuse to sign it and refuse
to be a subject in that trial.

Mr. BROWN. Dr. Amdur, one of the concerns raised today from—
let me just—background reading on this from panelists talking
today is that anything that creates any administrative burden may
delay or inhibit the conduct of research. Run through for us how
much work is involved in getting IRB approval for medical records
research?

Mr. AMDUR. Okay. First, if I could just as background address
something that I see as a systemic issue in all of these questions
or many of these discussions, which is the issue of do we have a
large body of privately funded research currently that is going on
outside the Federal regulations? Meaning, that if you pass legisla-
tion that requires these administrative issues that you are asking
about, will that create a change compared to what is going on now.

The answer is there won’t be a big change because medical re-
search in this country, by and large today, is being done for FDA
application or at institutions that have already committed in writ-
ing to conducting research regardless of funding source according
to Federal regulations. So enacting legislation for medical records
privacy in general may very well change a lot of things compared
to how they are done now, but for research—for the most part re-
search is being done with medical records or otherwise according
to the Federal regulations. So there wouldn’t be a big increase in
burden compared to what it is now.
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What is the burden now? To get to your specific question. The
burden according to Federal regulations, if you will, is stratified by
risk, the potential risk to the subjects. If there is no more than
minimal risk and the data is already existing, it has been collected
for other reasons and there are no identifiers, it doesn’t even have
to go through the IRB system.

However, most research that we are discussing with medical
records and that we see in this country has identifiers. And the
regulations say that if you can put protections in place,
encryptions, that kind of thing, locked file boxes that decrease the
risk of a problem from a breach in confidentiality to no more than
minimal risk from this study, then it could be dealt with by expe-
dited review.

It is a minimal administrative burden for an investigator to ob-
tain expedited approval for their research. At our institution it is
a one page application and can be handled by electronic mail. It is
reviewed by one member of the IRB or a small subcommittee rath-
er than a full committee meeting. So it is done real time. You have
a study. You call on the phone. You put a paragraph together, send
it in. The next day you have approval. So it is a very low burden
thing.

Mr. BROWN. Thank you. Let me shift, Ms. Visco, to you. You
talked a lot about public and private, privately—publicly and pri-
vately funded research and your assertion that research should be,
whether it is public or private, be held to the same standards for
ensuring protection of patient confidentiality.

Do women who participate in breast cancer clinical trials, are
they generally aware of the different standards for public and pri-
vately funded?

Is that even an issue that is raised in their mind?
Ms. VISCO. No, I don’t think so as all. It is one of the things that

we are trying to educate our constituency about, but it is not some-
thing that an individual patient who walks into her doctor’s office
and her doctor is knowledgeable enough to talk to her about clin-
ical trials. No, I don’t think that the question is ever asked.

Mr. BROWN. The physician would be unlikely to raise it, and the
patient would be equally unlikely to inquire whether it is public or
private?

Ms. VISCO. Yes, that is absolutely true. I think the system that
we are talking about putting into place is not expanding the exist-
ing IRB system. There are many problems with the IRB system
that we are all aware of and there are many people working on cor-
recting those.

What we would like to see is an IRB-type system so that we don’t
have to—we are not asking that the Minnesota law become Federal
legislation. We are asking for an oversight, a threshold that every-
one has to walk through to determine whether face-to-face in-
formed consent is appropriate in each instance.

That is what we are asking for, that threshold. We are not say-
ing that you need to have that informed consent on a one-on-one
basis in every instance.

Mr. BROWN. Okay. Thank you.
Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
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Mr. BURR. Dr. Amdur, let me come back to you because I need
a clarification. Under the current law, you are not required to get
consent for deceased records, correct?

Mr. AMDUR. Correct, although it is not a law.
Mr. BURR. Per regulations, excuse me. There are proposals out

there to expand that authority to include the need to get consent
for those archival records.

Would that present a problem if that were proposed and adopt-
ed?

Mr. AMDUR. Yes, I believe that it would. Let me say that there
are certain very select situations where doing research on a de-
ceased person’s information has direct implications and is linked in
an intimate way to living people, such as very specific genetic re-
search or sexually transmitted disease research.

I have never seen one of these proposals, but the point is I could
imagine a situation where we could say that the research regula-
tions indeed apply even though the subject is archival information,
meaning specimens, for example, of dead people, because the very
unusual nature of it directly links it to a living person with impli-
cations with identifying information.

That is a theoretical problem. I just want to record that issue.
But for the types of research that are going on today, the answer
is that the current regulations do not cover them, and I think that
it would be an unnecessary burden and an expansion of regulatory
authority to a lot of different areas that really don’t need that type
of protection.

Mr. BURR. I hope all of you realize the difficulty that I think
most of the members are having at distinguishing a lot of different
proposals that are out there and the technical nature and all of a
sudden you cross the line and it does cause a problem, stay on this
side of the line and it doesn’t cause a problem, understanding what
different recommendations are being made for person-to-person ap-
proval and that type of thing.

I want to come back to you, Dr. Stump. I want to go back to the
question that I asked you, and I will ask it in a different way. If
we did the wrong thing, could this committee possibly have Sidney
Wolf in here telling us because we wrote it this way, drug compa-
nies and possibly the FDA and the post-approval review that goes
on, that we limited the amount of information that you could accu-
mulate on the effects of a drug that had just been approved and
that was adverse to the health——

Mr. STUMP. What Mr. Wolf regularly refers to is detecting these
previously unknown types of adverse events beyond the life of ap-
proval. When this happens, it is the rare event. That doesn’t mean
that it is not a severe event, it is just rather a event. Your chance
of detecting that is directly related to the amount of information
you can recover and analyze and the time with which you can do
it.

Anything that delays that time or constrains your ability to ex-
pand that data base will delay your ability to detect their——

Mr. BURR. There are things that we could do that would, in fact,
hurt the availability——

Mr. STUMP. Yes. The process needs to be simple, and it needs to
be uniform.
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Mr. BROWN. Will the gentleman yield?
Mr. BURR. I would be happy to.
Mr. BROWN. There is information on the other end. There is

something on the other end we could do which would cause infor-
mation to be disseminated that violated a patient’s rights that
might cost her a job or cost him health insurance.

So we obviously have to walk a pretty fine line; correct?
Mr. STUMP. We fully agree. There has to be accountability and

those who handle this information, ourselves included, need to be
held accountable through existing law. We take that very seriously.

What we are asking though is find a way to do that to protect
us. All of us are patients, protect us now, but not at the needless
expense of real potential long-term benefits.

Mr. BURR. I think Dr. Hamburg covered that as well with the
need for there to be uniformity in what we do.

The Chair would take this opportunity to thank all witnesses
and also to this panel of so many, that the lack of member partici-
pation is not an indication of lack of interest of this issue or the
understanding of the seriousness of this issue.

It is more an indication of the schedule today and some signifi-
cant mark ups that are taking place in this building to the signifi-
cance that members on both sides of the aisle are not able to go
from the first floor to the third floor in fear of the vote process that
may be going on.

But I am sure that all members will take full opportunity to read
your statements, to read the questions and the answers, and at
this time I would recess the second panel and call up the third
panel.

This panel is going to challenge me with the pronunciation of
these names so I would take this opportunity to—Mr. O’Keefe, I
can do yours, but I apologize to the other ones right up front. Dr.
Zubeldia? Am I close?

Mr. ZUBELDIA. Yes.
Mr. BURR. And Ms. Koyanagi?
Ms. KOYANAGI. Yes.
Mr. BURR. Mr. O’Keefe and Ms. Meyer.
The Chair would recognize the good doctor to my right.

STATEMENTS OF KEPA ZUBELDIA, VICE PRESIDENT OF TECH-
NOLOGY, ENVOY CORPORATION; CHRIS KOYANAGI, DIREC-
TOR OF LEGISLATIVE POLICY, JUDGE BAZELON CENTER
FOR MENTAL HEALTH LAW, ON BEHALF OF CONSUMER COA-
LITION FOR HEALTH PRIVACY; MARK O’KEEFE, COMMIS-
SIONER OF INSURANCE, DEPARTMENT OF INSURANCE,
STATE OF MONTANA; AND ROBERTA MEYER, SENIOR COUN-
SEL, AMERICAN COUNCIL OF LIFE INSURANCE

Mr. ZUBELDIA. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. My name is Kepa
Zubeldia. I am a physician, and I am here today representing the
Association for Electronic Health Care Transactions, AFEHCT.

I am also vice president of technology for Envoy Corporation.
Envoy is the largest medical transactions clearinghouse in the
country. We process an average of 3.5 million transactions per day
and provide connectivity between 270,000 providers and 800 pay-
ers.
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We have been processing administrative transactions for 17
years; 62 percent of all health care claims are processed electroni-
cally today. The AFEHCT member companies take the issue of pri-
vacy very seriously. Since 1982 we have processed over 15 billion
transactions. No AFEHCT member has experienced an instance in
which protected health information was disclosed without author-
ization or in which an individual was harmed.

My written testimony addresses several issues of importance to
your committee. First, the need for preemption to establish a single
national law protecting patient privacy and facilitating the privacy
of administrative records.

Second, the desirability of a consolidated patient consent for the
transfer of personal and identifiable information.

Third, the need to support industry-driven security measures
such as the standards adopted by the Secretary of HHS under
HIPAA.

And fourth, the encouragement of the use of nonidentified pa-
tient information for medical research. I would center my remarks
on two of these four issues.

First, the strong preemption of State law. The member compa-
nies of AFEHCT agree that protected health information should be
granted the best protection necessary to keep the information con-
fidential. Most health plans are administered at the national level.
In order to accommodate the flow of information, it is imperative
that national rules govern.

Subjecting administrative health care information to a multitude
of State-specific requirements would cause harm to the processing
infrastructure with immediate and significantly negative con-
sequences for providers and payers alike. Health care is provided
locally but administered nationally. We believe that preemption in
this field will facilitate patient care, health care operations, and
health research enormously. Individual patient’s rights should not
be based on an accident of geography.

My second topic is research. Legislation should encourage the
creation of nonidentified data in order to accommodate the analysis
of hundreds of millions of bytes of electronic data that can be gath-
ered through various systems of collection each year. It is well to
distinguish this potential for creating non-identified data on the
electronic arena from the use of private patient records in clinical
research.

In the majority of the circumstances, certainly consent should be
obtained for the use of identifying private health information. We
have heard much testimony regarding the proper times for an ex-
ception to the consent rules in dealing with identifiable protected
health information in research situations. This is a different case,
however, from the growing ability to create nonidentified informa-
tion from electronic records of health transactions and employ this
unanimously aggregated data in health research.

We believe that this approach provides both patient privacy and
a powerful research tool to help reduce the cost of health care and
should be favored by legislation. I wish to thank the chairman and
members of the committee for the opportunity to speak to you
today on behalf of AFEHCT, and I look forward to working to-
gether with you and your staff on these very important issues.
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[The prepared statement of Kepa Zubeldia follows:]

PREPARED STATEMENT OF KEPA ZUBELDIA, VICE CHAIR, ASSOCIATION FOR
ELECTRONIC HEALTH CARE TRANSACTIONS

Mr. Chairman, members of the Committee, Ladies and Gentlemen, good morning.
My name is Kepa Zubeldia, I am here today speaking on behalf of the Association

For Electronic Health Care Transactions (AFEHCT). I currently serve as Vice Chair
of AFEHCT, which is a trade association whose member companies are actively in-
volved in the electronic transmission of health care financial and administrative
transactions. These transactions include claims and patient encounter information,
electronic remittance advice, eligibility, referrals, and related transactions listed in
section 1173(a)(2) of the Social Security Act as amended by the ‘‘Administrative
Simplification’’ provisions of the Health Insurance Portability and Accountability
Act (HIPAA). An AFEHCT membership list is in Attachment A of my written testi-
mony.

I am also Vice President of Technology for ENVOY Corporation, which is an
AFEHCT member. ENVOY is a healthcare administrative transactions clearing-
house. We receive the administrative transactions specified under HIPAA, process
them to ensure they have complete and correct information, and forward them to
the health plan for payment. ENVOY is the largest medical transactions clearing-
house in the country, processing an average of 3.5 million transactions per day and
providing connectivity between 270,000 providers and 800 payers. We have been
processing administrative transactions for 17 years, with an accumulated experience
totaling billions of transactions. Our corporate office is in Nashville, Tennessee, with
sales offices in 14 states, data processing centers in 6 states, and a roster of about
1,000 employees. We have recently become part of Quintiles Transnational Corp.,
a diversified contract health organization based in Research Triangle Park, North
Carolina, with over 17,000 employees in 31 countries.
Clearinghouses

ENVOY and other clearinghouse members of AFEHCT receive electronic trans-
actions from providers, payers and vendors. The transactions are processed to en-
sure they are complete and accurate, and are then forwarded to the appropriate in-
surer or health plan. By processing these transactions electronically, rather than in
paper format, a managed care referral or authorization, or a determination of eligi-
bility and benefits can be obtained on a real-time basis, allowing patients to receive
needed health care quickly.

Electronic claims represent a significant portion of the electronic transactions
processed by ENVOY and other such clearinghouses. The charts in Attachment B
of my written testimony show the growth of electronic claims. Sixty two percent
(62%) of all healthcare claims are processed electronically with over 80% of hospital
and pharmacy claims being processed electronically. Out of last year’s total of 4.4
billion claims, 2.7 billion were processed electronically by ENVOY and other clear-
inghouses. Members of AFEHCT are intimately involved in administrative sim-
plification that is currently saving the country billions of dollars in health care
costs.
Support for privacy

The AFEHCT member companies take the issue of privacy very seriously. Since
1982, we have processed over 15 billion transactions. We actively protect the con-
fidentiality of the protected health information that we process. No AFEHCT mem-
ber has experienced an instance in which protected health information was disclosed
without authorization or in which an individual was harmed. Indeed, we support a
strong federal statute addressing privacy and confidentiality, and are actively in-
volved in the privacy and confidentiality issues being addressed by your Committee.

In that spirit I would like to speak on several issues of importance to your Com-
mittee: the need for preemption to establish a single national law protecting patient
privacy and facilitating the privacy of administrative records; the desirability of a
consolidated patient consent for the transfer of personally identifiable information;
the need to support industry driven security measures such as the standards adopt-
ed by the Secretary of HHS under HIPAA; and the encouragement of the use of non-
identified patient information for medical research.
Strong preemption of state law

The member companies of AFEHCT agree that protected health information
should be granted the best protection necessary to keep the information confidential.
Most health plans are administered at the national level by a network of payors,
third party administrators, administrative services organizations, peer review sys-
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tems, foundations for quality review, and actuarial services. In order to accommo-
date the flow of information over these national electronic systems, it is imperative
that national rules govern. It would be a daunting burden for the current payment
system if local laws were able to create differing regulations for the processing and
analysis of electronic records. Subjecting administrative healthcare information to a
multitude of state specific requirements would cause harm to the processing infra-
structure with immediate and significantly negative consequences for providers and
payors alike.

The member companies of AFEHCT believe that private health information
should be granted the best protection possible. We strongly support the desires of
the states to protect medical record information, which we believe can best be ac-
complished through a comprehensive federal statute that sets out clear unified
guidelines for the handling of the millions of electronic claims that cross all state
lines.

It is a favorite truism that health care is provided locally but administered nation-
ally. The system receives its funding on a national basis and record keeping of the
providers and payors is accomplished on a national basis. We believe that preemp-
tion in this field will facilitate patient care, health care operations and health re-
search enormously. Individual patient’s rights should not be based on an accident
of geography.

Consolidated patient authorization
To operate the intricate electronic system described above, it would be impossible

for clearinghouses to obtain consent from the patient for each transfer of personally
identifiable information along the communication channel between the provider and
the health plan. Therefore, AFEHCT urges that legislation endorse a consolidated
consent provision to facilitate this process. The general authorization granted by the
patient at the point of health plan enrollment should stand as this consolidated con-
sent. It provides clear notice to the patients of the handling of their claims informa-
tion, as well a unitary guideline for all handlers of electronic data expressing per-
sonally identifiable health information.

Preserve administrative simplification provisions of HIPAA
We need to develop and employ from existing technologies the very best practices

in encoding data so as to make sure patient privacy is strictly protected. Legislation
before the Senate HELP Committee is takes steps in this direction. We believe that
the health care industry should be given great incentives to adopt the highest stand-
ards for encoding electronic data and to use non-identifiable patient information for
research. We support the Secretary of Health and Human Services in her effort to
adopt industry driven standards as the standards adopted under HIPAA, rather
than creating new standards.
Research

We agree with the stated purpose of the bipartisan legislation being considered
this week in the Senate Committee on Health Education, Labor and Pensions
(HELP) to encourage the use of non-identified health information, both in its cre-
ation by a recipient who is authorized to receive it and in its broad application by
health researchers. This is a sensible way to increase the ability of researchers to
create ever more powerful analytical studies while preserving patient privacy rights.
The increased use of non-identifiable health information is a particularly attractive
approach in the field of healthcare transactions because the immediate ability to en-
code information permits rapid access on an anonymous basis for health research-
ers. Therefore, legislation should encourage the creation of non-identified data—
which does not require the further consent of the patient—in order to accommodate
the analysis of hundreds of millions of bits of electronic data which can be gathered
through various systems of collection each year.

It is well to distinguish this potential for creating non-identified data in the elec-
tronic arena from the use of private patient records in clinical research. In the ma-
jority of circumstances, certainly, consent should be obtained for the use of identi-
fied private health information. You will no doubt hear much testimony regarding
the proper times for an exception to the consent rules in dealing with identifiable
protected health information in research situations. That is a different case, how-
ever, from the growing ability to create non-identified information from electronic
records of health transactions and employ this anonymous aggregated data in
health research. We believe that this approach provides both patient privacy and
a powerful research tool to help reduce the cost of healthcare, and should be favored
by legislation.
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Conclusion
In conclusion, in order to protect patient privacy, enhance the accurate and rapid

administration of healthcare transactions, and to fulfill the aims of health research,
it is important that:
• Federal standards, with state preemption, should be required to keep secure and

confidential all identifiable health information including any administrative
transactions that utilize identifiable health information;

• General authorization by means of a consolidated patient consent at the point of
health plan enrollment should be adequate for the use of protected health infor-
mation for purposes of treatment, payment and health care operations;

• The new legislation should not override, but support the security measures adopt-
ed by the Secretary of Health and Human Services implementing the Adminis-
trative Simplification of HIPAA;

• Conversion from personally identifiable information into non-identifiable informa-
tion for the purposes of health research should be encouraged, while preserving
the patient’s privacy and without specific consent.

I wish to thank the Chairman and the Members of the Committee for the oppor-
tunity to speak to you today on behalf of AFEHCT. I look forward to working to-
gether with you and your staff on these very important issues.

ATTACHMENT A

AFEHCT

ASSOCIATION FOR ELECTRONIC HEALTH CARE TRANSACTIONS

Thomas J. Gilligan, Executive Director & Washington Representative; 3513 McKin-
ley St. NW, Washington, DC 20015-2513, Tel (202) 244-6450, Fax (202) 244-6570,
E mail afehct@aol.com

MEMBERSHIP

The Association For Electronic Health Care Transactions (AFEHCT) is a trade as-
sociation, the membership of which include: health claims clearinghouses; health in-
surers; value added networks; software vendors; health care data processing compa-
nies; practice management companies; data communications systems operators; and
credit card issuers.

Each of these member companies is involved in the electronic transmission of
health care financial and administrative transactions such as those listed in section
1173(a)(2): Health claims or equivalent encounter information; Health claims attach-
ments; Enrollment and disenrollment in a health plan; Eligibility for a health plan;
Health plan premium payment; First report of injury; Health claims status; and Re-
ferral certification and authorization.

AFEHCT MEMBERSHIP LIST

ANTHEM, Indianapolis, IN; BC/BS OF GEORGIA, Columbus, GA; BEACON PART-
NERS, Hoffman Estates, IL; CARE-FULL SOLUTIONS, Cecil, PA; CONSULTEC,
Tallahassee, FL; DIFFERENTIAL INC., Cupertino, CA; EDI-COMM, Woodland
Hills, CA; EDS, Plano, TX; ELECTRONIC CLAIMS SERVICE INC., Houston, TX;
EMPIRE BLUE CROSS, Syracuse, NY; ENVOY CORPORATION, Nashville, TN;
HBO & CO, Atlanta, GA; IDX, Malvern, PA; HEALTHEON, Santa Clara, CA; IBM,
Tampa, FL; INTEGRATED VISION SYSTEMS, Sebastion, FL; IVANS, Tampa, FL;
JOHN DEERE HEALTH CARE INC., Moline, IL; MASTERCARD INTER-
NATIONAL, Purchase, NY; MEDAPHIS, Elgin, IL; MEDIC COMPUTER SYS-
TEMS, Raleigh, NC; MEDE AMERICA INC. Mitchell Field, NY; M & M COM-
PUTER SYSTEMS, San Antonio, TX; NATIONAL DATA CORPORATION, Atlanta,
GA; PASSPORT HEALTH COMMUNICATIONS, Nashville, TN; PARAMORE CON-
SULTING, Louisville, KY; POINTSHARE, Seattle, WA; PRAGMATIX, Elmsford,
NY; QUADAX, INC., Cleveland, OH; STERLING COMMERCE, Dublin, OH;
TERBUSH & PARKER SYSTEMS, Richmond, VA; THE CENTRIS GROUP, At-
lanta, GA; THE HEALTH INFORMATION NETWORK CONNECTION (THINC),
New York, NY; UNISYS, Fairfax, VA; VISA INTERNATIONAL, San Francisco, CA;
and WELLPOINT, Los Angeles, CA.
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ATTACHMENT B
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Mr. BURR. Thank you, doctor.
The Chair would recognize Ms. Koyanagi.

STATEMENT OF CHRIS KOYANAGI
Ms. KOYANAGI. Right, thank you, Mr. Chairman.
I am speaking today for a coalition of consumer and patient

groups, the consumer coalition concerned with health care privacy.
I wanted to begin by saying that we have talked a lot about re-
search this morning, but in terms of health care delivery, privacy
is a very, very important fundamental factor.

Some of the concerns that our group has is that, in fact, the qual-
ity of health care is affected if individuals are not assured of the
privacy of the medical information. A recent survey in California
looking at this issue found that as many as one in six people will
engage and do engage in behaviors to protect themselves because
they fear that their medical records will leak out.

They doctor shop, they withhold information, they give part of
the information, or they don’t provide information to their treating
professionals perhaps not understanding what some of the con-
sequences of that might be. But that means that this is a very,
very critical area and that patient confidence is very, very impor-
tant in response to the legislation that you pass.

I was asked today to talk specifically about the issue of pre-
empting State laws. I want to say first that a strong Federal floor
is something that we clearly endorse and urge you to enact. That
will give patients much greater confidence with respect to the pri-
vacy of their information.

On the other hand, there is a lot of reasons to continue to permit
States to act in this area. The strong Federal floor in any of the
bills, any of the major bills being considered in the House or the
Senate, represent a strong Federal floor compared to all of the ex-
isting State laws.

Most of the provisions in current State laws would be overridden
by any of the bills pending in the committee. So we are talking
about a few provisions; and, in fact, we are talking about not all
of the States in terms of having stronger provisions for privacy
than might be in the Federal legislation.

Earlier somebody was discussing the fact that States had moved
into this area because there is no Federal legislation. I think that
is very true. I think that States have been forging new ground in
a very complex arena. If there were a Federal statute, I think it
very, very likely that you would see great uniformity across the
country, that many States would conform their legislation to the
Federal legislation, and they would go beyond it only in specific
areas for specific reasons.

For example, Vermont right now has a cancer registry. They
want specific rules around privacy for that registry. They should
retain the flexibility when they have a situation like that that is
not addressed in the Federal law to have their own provisions to
protect their own citizens. I think it is important to continue to ne-
gotiate these things on the State level.

State legislatures do know their own local situation. They do bal-
ance the interests of, say, a research entity in the State and their
citizens concerns. They can go back and amend legislation. As you
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heard this morning, the Maine legislation was withdrawn almost
immediately when it was realized that they had made mistakes
and gone too far. The Minnesota legislation has been amended
once. If there are significant concerns and if the citizens of Min-
nesota think that it has gone too far, I assume it will be amended
again.

But many things happen very quickly, much more quickly than
the Congress can respond. We don’t know where we are going in
this area. With the explosion of technology and access through the
Internet, things are happening today that we never would have
dreamed much a year ago. I think that it is very important because
privacy is such a fundamental aspect of patient care and good qual-
ity of care, and it is a fundamental concern of Americans to have
privacy in areas where they don’t believe others should be intrud-
ing.

I think it is very important that the States continue to have that
kind of flexibility and to act quickly. So we would urge you to go
ahead and pass a strong Federal floor, but to resist the temptation
to make it a ceiling.

Just in closing, I would point out that there are other industries
where you have done this. The banking industry operates where
States can go beyond the Federal statute, and the same is true for
credit card regulations.

So in conclusion, that is our recommendation, that you enact a
floor but not a ceiling. Thank you.

[The prepared statement of Chris Koyanagi follows:]

PREPARED STATEMENT OF CHRIS KOYANAGI, POLICY DIRECTOR, JUDGE DAVID L.
BAZELON CENTER FOR MENTAL HEALTH LAW ON BEHALF OF THE CONSUMER COA-
LITION FOR HEALTH PRIVACY

I. INTRODUCTION AND OVERVIEW

Mr. Chairman and Members of the Committee: I very much appreciate the oppor-
tunity to testify before you today on the preemption of state laws relating to medical
privacy, confidentiality, and security. I am Chris Koyanagi, Policy Director for the
Judge David L. Bazelon Center for Mental Health Law in Washington D.C. The
Bazelon Center is a legal advocacy organization concerned with the rights of persons
with mental impairments.

I testify today on behalf of the Consumer Coalition for Health Privacy (CCHP),
a broad coalition of consumer, disability and patient advocates. The mission of the
Consumer Coalition for Health Privacy is to educate and empower healthcare con-
sumers to have a prominent and informed voice on health privacy issues at the fed-
eral, state, and local levels. Members of the coalition are committed to the develop-
ment and enactment of public policies and private standards that guarantee the
confidentiality of personal health information and promote both access to high qual-
ity care and the continued viability of medical research. The Coalition is an initia-
tive of the Health Privacy Project, Georgetown University Medical Center.

As a member of the Coalition’s Steering Committee, I have been working with my
colleagues in the disability rights, consumer, and patient advocacy communities to
make the case that protecting privacy must be a ‘‘first principle’’ of enhancing the
quality of health care, of fostering research and public health initiatives, and of
broadening access to critical health care services. We believe that without trust that
the personal sensitive information that they share with their doctors will be handled
with some degree of confidentiality, patients will not fully participate in their own
health care.

A survey released by the California Health Care Foundation in January 1999
found that ‘‘public distrust of private and government health insurers to keep per-
sonal information confidential is pervasive. No more than about a third of U.S.
adults say they trust health plans (35%) and government programs like Medicare
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1 The poll was conducted for the Foundation by Princeton Survey Research Associates. The
survey topline is available at http://www.chcf.org.

(33%) to maintain confidentiality all or most of the time.’’ 1 The consequences of such
distrust—real or perceived—are significant. The Foundation’s survey identified that:
• One in every five people believe their health information has been used or dis-

closed inappropriately.
• One of six people engage in some form of ‘‘privacy-protective’’ behavior when they

seek, receive or pay for health care in this country. Such behavior includes pay-
ing out of pocket for care; intentionally seeing multiple providers to avoid the
creation of a consolidated record; giving inaccurate or incomplete information on
a medical history; asking a doctor to not write down the health problem or
record a less serious or embarrassing condition; and even not seeking care to
avoid disclosure to an employer.

The consequences of people not fully participating in their own care are quite
troubling, for individual patients as well as the larger community. For instance, in-
complete or inaccurate information can hamper a doctor’s ability to accurately diag-
nose and treat a patient, inadvertently placing a person at risk for undetected and
untreated conditions. In turn, if doctors are receiving incomplete, inaccurate infor-
mation, the data they disclose for payment, research, public health reporting, and
outcome analysis will be unreliable. Ultimately, information that lacks integrity at
the front end will lack integrity as it moves through the health care system. Thus,
protecting patient privacy is integral both to improving individual care, and to the
success of public health initiatives and quality of care.

Members of the Consumer Coalition are keenly aware of the importance of good,
solid data for research. As health care patients and providers, our members stand
to benefit the most from advances in research, public health initiatives, and im-
provements in quality of care. People with disabilities, in particular, are frequent
users of health care services, and are also deeply invested in ensuring that the
health care system operates efficiently and effectively. As such, the Consumer Coali-
tion for Health Privacy is committed to ensuring that protecting privacy and pro-
moting health are values that must go hand-in-hand.

Towards this end, the Consumer Coalition has established a set of health privacy
principles to guide our efforts (see attached principles and sign-on). We believe that
public policy in this area should guarantee individuals: a right to see their own
medical records; the ability to exercise voluntary, informed choices about the use of
their health information; a court order or warrant requirement for law enforcement
access to medical records; and a comprehensive set of enforcement mechanisms.

We hope that Congress will meet the deadline established in the Health Insur-
ance Portability and Accountability Act (HIPAA) to pass comprehensive health pri-
vacy legislation by August 1999, and we also hope that the new law will go a long
way in helping us to meet these public policy goals set forth in our principles. How-
ever, in many ways, one of the most critical issues for the Coalition is preemption.
The Coalition arrived at a firm consensus that ‘‘federal legislation should provide a
floor for the protection of individual privacy rights, not a ceiling.’’

At issue here is how a federal health privacy law will relate to existing and future
stronger state laws. Will Congress choose to establish a federal ‘‘floor’’ above which
states would be free to enact greater protections? Or will the federal law fully pre-
empt state laws by creating a ‘‘ceiling,’’ thus eliminating both weaker and stronger
state laws and preventing the passage of future stronger state laws?

The two comprehensive health privacy bills pending in House—The Health Infor-
mation Privacy Act, co-sponsored by Reps. Waxman(D-CA), Condit (D-CA), and Mar-
key (D- MA), and H.R.1057, The Medical Information Privacy and Security Act, in-
troduced by Rep. Markey (D-MA)—would both set a federal preemptive floor, elimi-
nating weaker state laws, and allowing states to continue to enact heightened pro-
tections where necessary to guard against public health threats.

Both bills mirror the Coalition’s principle on preemption. However, a number of
other proposals do include some form of preemption of stronger state laws. Most no-
tably, a provision in the Patient Protection Act of 1999 (H.R. 448) includes very
broad preemption language. Particularly troubling is that it would preempt stronger
state laws relating to authorization for ‘‘health care operations’’ without replacing
them with a meaningful set of federal protections.

In addition, a bill scheduled to be marked-up in the Senate HELP Committee
would preempt certain stronger state laws in the future, grand-fathering in existing
stronger protections. Again, we strongly oppose federal preemption of state laws
that provide greater consumer protections—including heightened safeguards for cer-
tain medical conditions and circumstances. Our testimony today is intended to dem-
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onstrate that the federal law should establish a floor of protections, not a ceiling.
We believe that a fully-preemptive federal law in this area is unprecedented, un-
wise, and may be a danger to public health.

Our testimony highlights specific state laws at risk of being preempted under a
total preemption approach. It should be emphasized, however, that preemption is
a moving target. Until there is a consensus bill, it will be impossible to determine
the full impact of preemption.

The Consumer Coalition for Health Privacy opposes the preemption of stronger
state laws for the reasons outlined in this testimony.

II. THE NEED FOR UNIFORMITY

Congress will create a high level of uniformity by preempting weaker state laws.
Passage of proposed federal health privacy bills will result in substantially greater
uniformity, given that all the proposals preempt weaker state laws. Simply by pre-
empting these weaker state laws, Congress will eliminate the vast majority of state
laws and create a high degree of uniformity.

Preliminary research on state health privacy laws conducted by the Health Pri-
vacy Project shows that most state laws governing the broad areas sought to be reg-
ulated by the federal bills—patient access to records, notice of information practices,
patient authorization for disclosure, remedies for violation of the law—would fall
under the floor laid down by the House proposals.

Consider the state of affairs today: health care entities that do a great deal of
business across state lines are currently required to comply with fifty different—and
often conflicting—state laws. At the same time, the vast majority of these laws are
weaker than the standards proposed in most the pending bills. Therefore, far from
adding additional burdens, the federal law will provide a substantial degree of uni-
formity simply by preempting weaker state laws. A federal floor—if it is set at an
appropriate level—will actually standardize the vast majority of health privacy and
security practices.

Moreover, there is no evidence that the interplay between state and federal laws
in these areas significantly interferes with interstate commerce. The Right to Finan-
cial Privacy Act, the Fair Credit Reporting Act, and the Electronic Communications
Privacy Act regulate the banking, credit, and communications industries, all of
which conduct extensive business across state lines. All of these laws, however,
leave states free to enact more protective laws as they see fit.

III. PRECEDENT IN FEDERAL CIVIL RIGHTS AND PRIVACY LAW

No precedent exists in federal privacy or civil rights law for preempting stronger
state laws. In the past, when Congress has considered preemption, it has recognized
the importance of allowing states to address issues unique to the states and their
citizens. Historically, the federal government establishes a ‘‘floor’’ of protections,
leaving the states free to provide greater protections.

The proponents of total preemption express fear that states will pass laws that
are ‘‘too privacy protective,’’ thereby interfering with important health-related activi-
ties. But the facts are reassuring: states have been quick to respond to the concerns
of health care plans, researchers and others. Where a ‘‘privacy protection’’ was
deemed to interfere with vital health care functions, states have quickly amended
their laws. Minnesota, for example, amended a law relating to researcher access to
medical records after hearing objections from health care organizations in the state.
More recently, Maine postponed implementation of a health privacy law after objec-
tions on the part of press and family members.

Many states are considering pending health privacy bills, in an attempt to fill the
vacuum created by the existing gap in federal health privacy law. However, in the
past, following the passage of comprehensive federal legislation, the momentum be-
hind such state initiatives drops significantly. After passage, state activity is likely
to reflect the standards proposed in the federal law, thereby increasing uniformity.

IV. STATE LAWS MORE DETAILED AND NUANCED

State health privacy laws address a level of detail not found in any of the federal
proposals. For the most part, state health privacy laws are organized by entity, and
the statutes include requirements and specifications explicitly related to that entity.
There may be separate statutes governing many different entities: employers, nurs-
ing homes, Health Maintenance Organizations, health and life insurers, psychia-
trists, chiropractors, hospitals and insurers.

In addition, there are numerous issues traditionally acted on at the state level
that include privacy provisions. These include anti-discrimination laws, commitment
proceedings for the mentally ill, adoption, foster care, mental health treatment, re-
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2 California Health and Safety Code, Section 123100 et seq.
3 A ‘‘core service agency’’ is an organization approved by the Mental Hygiene Administration

to manage mental health resources and services in a designated area or to a designated target
population. Md. Health-General Code Ann. Sec. 4-307(a)(3) (1999).

4 Maryland Id. At Sec. 4-307 (e).
5 18 V.S.A. Sections 154 et seq.
6 See California Health and Safety Code, Section 120975 et seq; 121015 et seq, Insurance

Code, Section 799 et seq.
7 Ga. St. 33-54-3.

productive health, parental involvement, partner notification, and abuse and ne-
glect.

In comparison, the federal proposals have, on the whole, treated all health care
organizations in a similar fashion. The federal proposals have also established—
with a broad brush—general rules about the use or disclosure of health information.
These rules will address the vast majority of circumstances in which health informa-
tion is used and disclosed, but they do not approach the level of detail that has been
developed at the state level over many years.
• California law provides patients a right to see and copy their own medical record,

as do all the Senate proposals. The state law, however, also explicitly provides
that access can not be denied because the individual owes money for past serv-
ices.2

• Maryland has an intricate statutory system for dealing with mental health
records. The disclosure of mental health records is governed by the state’s Con-
fidentiality of Medical Records Act. One provision stipulates that mental health
records may not be disclosed between health care providers that participate in
an approved plan of a core service agency 3 for the delivery of mental health
services unless a patient has received a current list of the participating providers
and has signed a written agreement to participate in the client information sys-
tem developed by the agency.4

• Vermont requires the Health Commissioner to maintain a cancer registry and to
keep all information confidential, except in limited circumstances.5 Most of the
Senate bills would allow for greater disclosure of the information maintained in
the registry than is currently permitted under Vermont law. Many states have
established similar cancer registries by statute.

Such a level of detail is not even contemplated by any of the federal proposals,
and regulating these spheres is clearly not the intent of any of the federal proposals.
By fully preempting state law, Congress would likely preempt important state laws
without providing an equal level of guidance, or necessary protections.

V. VALUE OF ‘‘HEIGHTENED PROTECTIONS’’ AT THE STATE LEVEL

Most of the pending proposals treat health information the same. Unlike the state
laws, the proposals do not establish specific rules for certain kinds of information.
However, the Waxman-Condit-Markey bill does allow for heightened protections for
especially sensitive information.

The result is that even the strongest federal proposals have not set the bar as high
as some state laws. If any of the current federal health privacy proposals were to
pass with a preemptive federal ceiling included, the citizens of some states would
actually forfeit the protections they are now guaranteed under their state laws.
• California has enacted a number of HIV/AIDS specific confidentiality laws, cov-

ering testing, reporting, partner notification, and discovery. The results of an
HIV/AIDS test may not be disclosed in a form that identifies an individual,
without patient consent for each disclosure, except in very limited cir-
cumstances. For instance, a physician or local health officer may disclose HIV
test results to the sex or needle-sharing partner of the patient without consent,
but only after the patient refused or was unable to make the notification. The
law also requires patient authorization in more circumstances than provided for
under the Senate proposals. In California, an individual’s health care provider
may not disclose to another provider or health plan without written authoriza-
tion, unless to a provider for the direct purposes of diagnosis, care, or treatment
of the individual.6

• In Georgia, heightened protection is given to information derived from genetic
testing. This information is considered to be strictly confidential and may be re-
leased only to the individual tested and to persons specifically authorized by
such individual to receive the information. Any insurer that possesses informa-
tion derived from genetic testing may not release the information to any third
party without the explicit written consent of the individual tested.7
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8 NYCLS Public Health Law Sec.2780 et seq.
9 NY Laws 1988, ch 584, Sec. 1.
10 Tenn. C.A. Sec. 68-10-113 6(A).
11 Insurance Code, Section 10140 et seq.

• New York has a comprehensive set of statutes providing additional protection of
the confidentiality of HIV related information. New York generally prohibits the
disclosure of HIV related information without the patient’s consent. Accordingly,
a patient’s consent to the release of HIV related information specifically limits
to whom disclosure may be made, the purpose for such disclosure and the time
period during which the release is effective. Unlike the federal proposals, a gen-
eral authorization for the release of medical information does not encompass the
disclosure of HIV related information unless it specifically states so.8 In enacting
these statutes, the New York legislature expressly stated that it intended to
‘‘encourage the expansion of voluntary confidential testing for . . . HIV so that in-
dividuals may come forward, learn their health status, make decisions regard-
ing the appropriate treatment, and change the behavior that puts them and oth-
ers at risk of infection.’’ 9

• Tennessee law stipulates that the State Department of Health records on STDs
may not be released even under subpoena, court order, etc. unless the court
makes a specific finding concerning each of five criteria including: weighing pro-
bative value of the evidence against the individual’s and public’s interest in
maintaining its confidentiality; and determining that the evidence is necessary
to avoid substantial injustice to the party seeking it and either that the disclo-
sure will not significantly harm the person whose records are at issue or that
it would be substantially unfair as between the requesting party and the pa-
tient not to require disclosure.10

Many states have laws similar to the ones cited above for certain information
such as mental health, genetic tests, and HIV/AIDS. Again, none of the federal pro-
posals reach these levels of protection. In some circumstances, states enacted these
heightened protections to respond to critical public health issues. Wiping out such
laws could create a public health crisis, leaving people vulnerable by undoing protec-
tions that encourage people to seek testing, counseling, and treatment for a number
of conditions.

VI. THE DANGER OF UNINTENDED CONSEQUENCES

Laws relating to the confidentiality of medical information are found throughout
state codes. In California, for example, citizens have a right to privacy in the State
Constitution. Major statutes are found in the Civil Code, the Insurance Code, the
Health and Safety Code, the Penal Code, and the Welfare and Institutions Code.
The laws cover a wide range of activities including treatment, payment, insurance-
related activities, peer review, research, and prescribing drugs. Most importantly,
states have developed bodies of law around discreet issues—that touch on the use
of health information—such as anti-discrimination, worker’s compensation, parental
involvement, adoption, HIV/AIDS partner notification, and access by law enforce-
ment, and even real estate.

It is not possible to predict in advance the full impact of such broad preemption
on state law and consumer protections. The ‘‘relating to’’ language used to preempt
state law in some federal proposals casts a wide net in terms of the state laws that
would be eliminated completely. The preemption of all state law ‘‘related to’’ the fed-
eral law could have significant unintended consequences.
• At risk of being preempted is a California law that prohibits insurers from dis-

criminating on the basis of a person’s ‘‘genetic characteristics that may, under
some circumstances be associated with disability in that person or that person’s
offspring.’’ The law includes a provision on authorization requirements for the
disclosure of genetic information, which may open up the entire statute to pre-
emption.11

A larger issue is at hand. Many state health privacy laws were enacted specifi-
cally to address public health concerns. Mental health and HIV/AIDS confidentiality
laws, for example, were enacted specifically to encourage people to seek appropriate
care, without fearing harmful reprisals.

The states are best equipped to respond to many new, unique, and inherently local
challenges in health care and public health. It is impossible to predict what issues
will require prompt attention in the future, but a preemptive federal law would pre-
vent states from responding at all.
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VII. CONCLUSION

Most importantly, Congress will create a high level of uniformity simply by pre-
empting weaker state law with a strong federal law. This is true under most of the
Congressional health privacy proposals’ the research of state health privacy laws
bears this out. Thus, there is no overriding justification to totally preempt state law
in order to achieve substantial uniformity.

The interests of health care consumers and providers will be best served by Con-
gress establishing a federal floor that leaves the states free to enact greater protec-
tions, as Congress has done for every other privacy and civil rights laws, regardless
of how complex or interstate the area to be regulated. Such a solution would allow
the states to address the specific—and unique—needs of their citizens while pro-
viding a great deal of national uniformity regarding the use and disclosure of health
information. A federal ceiling, on the other hand, could have profound negative con-
sequences for consumers and health care providers by inadvertently eliminating im-
portant protections, or restricting the ability of states to respond to the privacy
needs of their residents.

Passage of a federal health privacy law will necessarily involve compromises. The
stakeholders are diverse, as are the states and their constituencies. It is appropriate
that the federal law would reflect these compromises, but it raises a troubling possi-
bility: that the federal law will set a relatively low standard and preempt state law.
This is the worst-case scenario. The result would be to eliminate existing state pro-
tections without replacing them with comparable federal standards, locking the
states out of taking steps to address local health needs.

We urge this Committee, and the rest of the Congress, to resist the proponents
of total preemption. Such a radical approach would undo legal protections put in
place by states responding to pressing public health concerns.

In order to encourage people to seek testing, counseling, treatment, and other
health care services, many states have established heightened protections for people
with mental illness, HIV/AIDS, drug and alcohol dependence, and other cir-
cumstances where people face stigma, discrimination, and embarrassment. If these
safeguards were wiped off the books, as they would be under H.R. 448, the most
vulnerable people in our communities would immediately be put at risk of exposure,
and faced with the cruel choice of either protecting their privacy or seeking health
care. Such a result, we believe, would substantially undermine state—and na-
tional—health initiatives.

Rather than undermining our nation’s existing system of checks and balances, we
should continue the tried and true practice of allowing states to decide when it is
appropriate to provide consumer protections stronger than the federal law.

Mr. BURR. We thank you for that testimony. And there will be
some question as to whether the banking industry, after today’s
mark up, you could still say that about.

I would also make one point that Maine did have the ability to
react quickly. We have not found this institution to have the ability
to fix mistakes very quickly other than the legislative process, so
I hope we will all attempt to get it right the first time.

Mr. BROWN. Mr. Chairman, we did today, when the House ad-
journed. Never mind.

Mr. BURR. The gentleman just missed his questions.
Mr. O’Keefe.
Mr. O’KEEFE. Mr. Chairman, members of the committee, let me

begin by asking to submit a letter from the National Conference of
State Legislatures for the record, if I could.

Mr. BURR. Without objection so ordered.
[The information referred to follows:]
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NATIONAL CONFERENCE OF STATE LEGISLATURES
WASHINGTON, DC

May 27, 1999
The Honorable THOMAS J. BLILEY, JR.
Chairman, Commerce Committee
U.S. House of Representatives
Washington, D.C. 20510

DEAR CHAIRMAN BLILEY: On behalf of the National Conference of State Legisla-
tures (NCSL), I would like to take this opportunity to briefly comment on federal
proposals regarding medical records confidentiality. NCSL will be submitting more
detailed testimony for the record at a later date.

NCSL firmly believes that states should regulate insurance. That being said, we
recognize that there is a legitimate role for the federal government, particularly re-
garding the development of uniform national standards that establish a basic level
of protection for consumers nationwide. Federal medical records confidentiality leg-
islation should provide every American with a basic set of rights regarding their
health information. These federal standards, in concert with state law, should be cu-
mulative, providing the maximum protection for our citizens. At the end of this
process, when federal legislation has been enacted, I hope we will be able to say
that not one individual’s health information is more vulnerable on that day, under
federal law, than it was the day before without it.
Preemption of State Law

Federal law should establish basic consumer rights and should only preempt state
laws that are less protective than the federal standard. Unfortunately many of the
proposals pending before Congress take a different approach.

NCSL is particularly concerned about proposals that would preempt all state laws
‘‘relating to’’ medical records privacy. The universe of state laws relating to medical
records confidentiality is extremely large and is spread across a state’s legal code.
For example, state laws regarding medical records confidentiality can be found in
the sections of a state’s code regarding: health, education, juvenile justice, criminal
code, civil procedure, family law, labor and employment law. There is currently no
compendium of state confidentiality laws. NCSL continues to work with Georgetown
University where a major effort to produce such a compendium is underway. A blan-
ket preemption of state law is virtually the same as throwing the baby out with the
bath water.

If there is going to be preemption of state law in federal medical records confiden-
tiality proposals they should: (1) grandfather existing state laws; (2) narrowly and
specifically define the scope of the preemption, preserving issues not addressed in
the federal proposal for state action; and (3) permit states to enact legislation that
provides additional protections. If states are precluded in some general way from
taking action in specific areas, there should be a mechanism for a state legislature
to act, if the federal legislation adversely impacts the citizens in the state due to
a technical error in the legislation or to unintended consequences based on state-
specific conditions.

Some of the federal proposals have attempted to address the preemption issue
through the inclusion of state legislative ‘‘carve outs.’’ This approach attempts to
identify all the areas that states would be permitted to continue enact legislation.
While well-intentioned, each bill has a different set of carve-outs and we have no
way of knowing the full extent and impact of the preemption and carve-outs until
the federal law has been implemented. In other words, we won’t know what has
been missed until after the federal law is enacted. NCSL and the National Associa-
tion of Insurance Commissioners (NAIC) recommend another approach. If an issue
is not specifically addressed in the federal law, states may continue to legislate and
regulate in the area. Below is language jointly supported by NCSL and NAIC.

Nothing in this Act shall be construed as preempting, superseding, or repealing,
explicitly or implicitly, any provision of state law or regulation currently in ef-
fect or enacted in the future that establishes, implements, or continues in effect,
any standard or requirement relating to the privacy of protected health infor-
mation, if such laws or regulations provide protections for the rights of individ-
uals to the privacy of, and access to, their health information that are at least
as protective of the privacy of protected health information as those protections
provided for under this Act. Any state laws or regulations governing the privacy
of health information or health-related information that are not contemplated
by this Act, shall not be preempted. Federal law shall not occupy the field of
privacy protection. The appropriate federal authority shall promulgate regula-
tions whereby states can measure their laws and regulations against the federal
standard.
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Current State Legislative Activity
Through the end of April 1999, sixteen states have enacted laws regarding med-

ical records confidentiality. We will provide an update that will include actions
taken by states that have ended their sessions since the end of April in our more
detailed testimony that we will submit for the record. Montana enacted comprehen-
sive legislation addressing the activities of insurers and North Dakota enacted legis-
lation that established comprehensive public health confidentiality standards. Most
of the other states enacted legislation building on existing state law or legislation
focused on a specific issue. Six laws, addressing a wide variety of medical records
privacy concerns, were enacted in Virginia during the 1999 legislative session. Other
states that enacted legislation this year are: Arkansas, Colorado, Georgia, Idaho,
Mississippi, Nebraska, Nevada, New Mexico, Oklahoma, South Dakota, Utah, West
Virginia and Wyoming.

Several of these new laws address issues that are not addressed in many of the
federal proposals. For example, several states have laws that set limits on how
much a health care provider can charge an individual to make copies of their med-
ical records. These laws, designed to help assure access, regardless of income, would
be preempted under some proposals. Many states have laws establishing strict con-
fidentiality standards for medical information in the possession of employers. These
laws would make records from employee assistance programs (EAP) and workplace
drug-testing results, protected health care information, subject to strict disclosure
and reporting requirements. These are but a few examples that illustrate both the
breadth and complexity of the preemption issue.

I thank you for this opportunity to briefly share the perspective of state legisla-
tures on this very important issue and look forward to working with you and your
colleagues over the next several months to develop a consensus proposal that will
provide basic medical records privacy protections for all Americans.

Sincerely,
WILLIAM POUND

Executive Director
cc: Members, House Commerce Committee

STATEMENT OF MARK O’KEEFE

Mr. O’KEEFE. I am Mark O’Keefe. I am the elected State auditor
from the State of Montana, Montana being a fiscally conservative
State. I also serve as securities commissioner and, for the purposes
of this hearing today, insurance commissioner for the State of Mon-
tana and have for the last 7 years.

It is a pleasure to be here this afternoon. I appreciate the oppor-
tunity to discuss medical records confidentiality with you.

I would like to make some brief comments recognizing the desire
for a minimum Federal standard. I will then address the need for
Congress to clarify the scope of any Federal health information pri-
vacy legislation. And finally, I want to discuss the enforcement
issue which may seem to go beyond preemption; but as you will
see, I believe actually gets to the heart of whether or not Congress
ought to adopt a floor in this area or completely preempt the
States.

Mr. Chairman, members of the committee, the NAIC have recog-
nized that you must act in this area. As required by HIPAA, you
have to have privacy legislation by August 21 or we have regula-
tions from health and human services. In addition to this, the Eu-
ropean Union passed Directive 9446-EC which is a privacy direc-
tive that requires companies exchanging information with member
companies to meet strict privacy standards. Commerce is now in-
volved in negotiating those standards.

We have reviewed all of the legislation currently before Con-
gress—and while we would prefer to see Congress enact a law that
leaves all current State law in place, none of the bills offered gives
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us this choice. Given this, the members of NAIC would prefer to
see a Federal floor rather than a total preemption in the area.

State law in this area has not developed evenly. As far as we
know, no State has enacted one health information privacy law
that covers all aspects of health privacy. Rather a State enacts a
privacy provision when dealing with school records, another for
hospital records, a third for public health, et cetera, et cetera, et
cetera. Completely preempting all State privacy laws may preempt
many of these laws that are not covered by the new Federal stand-
ard leaving millions of consumers with few protections under State
or Federal law.

Second, health information privacy covers a wide range of sub-
jects, from mental health and HIV to substance abuse and battered
spouses. Again preempting all State law could have the unintended
consequences of leaving millions of consumers with fewer protec-
tions, not more.

Third, if the States are completely preempted in this area, they
will not be able to respond to changes in technology or changes in
the way information is used in the future. We feel the States, as
your comments a little earlier reflected, react much quicker to what
is going on than Congress does in regards to medical information.

As I mentioned in my written statement, a Federal preemption
of State privacy laws would invalidate certain laws in my home
State of Montana, but Federal preemption in my State goes even
further. Montana’s constitution contains an explicit right of privacy
for the residents of our State. A total Federal preemption would
conflict with the State constitutional guarantee of privacy.

Montanans across the board believe that medical records belong
to the individuals whose records they are, not to some corporation.
We know how the supremacy clause works, but we as Montanans
have a strong belief that that is our belief.

Finally, Mr. Chairman, States should not be preempted because
of the enforcement issue. While the Federal bills all include crimi-
nal sanctions for those who knowingly and intentionally disclose
this information, it is unlikely many prosecutions will take place.
States have a much bigger hammer. Insurers and other persons
such as hospitals and providers are licensed by the States. This
forces these weakened and—hold these licenses and make sure that
these rights are protected by threatening to take them away.

A last point about enforcement is that the State departments of
insurance offer consumers a place to go with their complaints.
Right now in Montana, I receive an average of 45,000 calls a year
with complaints against insurers and securities firms in my State.
I have a population of 800,000. I am the responsible entity to deal
with those complaints. Should the Federal law pass, whom do my
800,000 people call? Department of Labor in Kansas City? Depart-
ment of Health and Human Services in Denver? States already
have an enforcement operating plan, and we think it should stay
in place.

With that, I would be glad to answer any questions you might
have. We urge you to recognize the impact of this legislation on
Federal and State laws as you debate the issue. Mr. Chairman, we
look forward to working with the subcommittee, the committee,
and the Congress in resolving these laws.
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1 This model was developed with state regulators, representatives of the insurance and man-
aged care industries, and representatives from the provider and consumer communities. The
NAIC model reflects the excellent work that has been done by a number of states on this dif-
ficult topic. The NAIC recognized the need to update the provisions of its existing ‘‘NAIC Insur-
ance Information and Privacy Protection Model Act,’’ which was adopted by the NAIC in 1980,
to reflect the rapidly evolving marketplace for health care and health insurance and the dra-
matic changes that have occurred over the past 19 years in information technology.

2 The NAIC model requires carriers to establish procedures for the treatment of all health in-
formation, whether or not it is protected health information. The model then establishes addi-
tional rules for protected health information. In contrast, the federal bills require that named
entities establish and maintain safeguards to protect the confidentiality of protected health in-
formation, which is more limited. The NAIC believes that Congress should establish procedures

[The prepared statement of Mark O’Keefe follows:]

PREPARED STATEMENT OF MARK O’KEEFE, COMMISSIONER OF INSURANCE, STATE OF
MONTANA ON BEHALF OF THE NATIONAL ASSOCIATION OF INSURANCE COMMISSIONERS

I. INTRODUCTION

Good morning, Mr. Chairman and members of the Subcommittee. My name is
Mark O’Keefe. I am the elected Insurance Commissioner for the state of Montana.
I am testifying this morning on behalf of the National Association of Insurance
Commissioners’ (NAIC) (EX) Special Committee on Health Insurance. I would like
to thank you for providing the NAIC with the opportunity to testify today about the
preemption issue surrounding the health information privacy legislation currently
before Congress.

The NAIC, founded in 1871, is the organization of the chief insurance regulators
from the 50 states, the District of Columbia, and four of the U.S. territories. The
NAIC’s objective is to serve the public by assisting state insurance regulators in ful-
filling their regulatory responsibilities. Protection of consumers is the fundamental
purpose of insurance regulation.

The NAIC Special Committee on Health Insurance (‘‘Special Committee’’) is com-
prised of 45 state insurance regulators. The Special Committee was established as
a forum to discuss federal proposals related to health insurance and to provide tech-
nical assistance to Congress and the Administration on a nonpartisan basis.

My testimony today will focus on three aspects of the preemption issue raised by
the current federal legislation. First, I will discuss the states’ recognition of the de-
sire for a minimum standard to protect the privacy of health information. Second,
I will give some examples of what the states have done to ensure that health infor-
mation is kept confidential, and discuss the concerns we have about the preemption
language in the proposed federal legislation and how Congress can develop a min-
imum standard without eliminating existing state protections. Third, I will address
the need for Congress to clarify the scope of any federal health information privacy
legislation and to develop a way for states to measure their laws against any federal
standard for compliance.

II. RECOGNIZING THE DESIRE FOR A FEDERAL MINIMUM STANDARD

As required by the Health Insurance Portability and Accountability Act of 1996
(HIPAA), Congress must enact privacy legislation by August 21, 1999. Should Con-
gress fail to act, HIPAA requires the Secretary of Health and Human Services to
promulgate regulations by February 2000. In addition to this statutory deadline, we
recognize that Congress faces pressure to enact national legislation protecting the
privacy of health information because the European Union issued a privacy directive
that became effective in October 1998.

The states, acting through the NAIC, understand the desire for minimum stand-
ards to protect the privacy of health information. A minimum standard in this area
is considered necessary given that health information is transmitted across state
and national boundaries. The transmission of health information, as opposed to the
delivery of health care services, is not a local activity. This was one of our main
reasons for developing a model on this issue—The Health Information Privacy
Model Act (attached).

The NAIC adopted the Health Information Privacy Model Act in September 1998.1
This model addresses many of the same issues that the federal legislation does, such
as: (1) providing an individual the right to access and to amend the individual’s pro-
tected health information; (2) requiring an entity to obtain an authorization from
the individual to collect, use or disclose information; and (3) establishing exceptions
to the authorization requirement. Our model was developed to assist the states in
drafting uniform standards for ensuring the privacy of health information.2 How-
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to assure the accuracy and integrity of all health information, not just protected health informa-
tion.

3 The most obvious difference between the NAIC model and the federal bills is in the scope
of the entities to which the respective proposals would apply. The NAIC model applies to all
insurance carriers. The federal bills are much broader and apply to health care providers, health
plans, public health authorities, health oversight agencies, health researchers, health or life in-
surers, employers, schools, universities, law enforcement officials, and agents. Different sections
of the federal bills apply to different combinations of these named entities. However, we are con-
cerned that the federal bills only apply to health and life insurers and not to all insurers.

With respect to insurers, we recommend the approach of the NAIC model, which applies to
all insurance carriers and is not limited to health and life insurers. The NAIC had an extensive
public discussion about whether the NAIC model should apply only to health insurance carriers,
or instead, to all carriers. Health and life insurance carriers are not the only types of carriers
that use health information to transact their business. Health information is often essential to
property and casualty insurers in settling workers’ compensation claims and automobile claims
involving personal injury, for example. Reinsurers also use protected health information to write
reinsurance. The NAIC concluded that it was illogical to apply one set of rules to health insur-
ance carriers but different rules, or no rules, to other carriers that were using the same type
of information. Consumers deserve the same protection with respect to their health information,
regardless of the entity using it. Nor is it equitable to subject life and health insurance carriers
to more stringent rules than those applied to other insurers. Our model applies to all insurance
carriers and establishes uniform rules to the greatest extent possible.

ever, because our jurisdiction is limited to insurance, and health information privacy
encompasses more issues than insurance and more entities than insurers, we under-
stand the desire for broader federal legislation.3

Recognizing all of the above factors, along with the fact that all of the health in-
formation privacy bills currently before Congress preempt state law in one fashion
or another, the members of the NAIC have concluded that the privacy of health in-
formation is one of the few areas where it may be appropriate for the federal gov-
ernment to set a minimum standard. However, it should be noted that up until this
point there has been no federal standard in place. Rather, states have been the pro-
tector of consumers in this area. Any federal legislation must recognize this fact and
make allowances for it.

III. PREEMPTION

A. Existing State Laws
As this Subcommittee is well aware, the drafting of legislation to establish stand-

ards that protect the privacy rights of individuals with respect to highly personal
health information is a very difficult task. Like you, the members of the NAIC
sought to write standards into the NAIC Model that would not cripple the flow of
useful information, that would not impose prohibitive costs on entities affected by
the legislation, and that would not prove impossible to implement in a world that
is rapidly changing from paper to electronic records. At the same time, the members
of the NAIC recognized the need to assure consumers that their health information
is used only for the legitimate purposes for which it was obtained, and that this in-
formation is not disclosed without the consumer’s consent or knowledge for purposes
that may harm or offend the individual.

When developing protections for health information, Congress must recognize the
impact of any federal privacy legislation on existing federal and state laws. Al-
though we cannot fully address the impact on federal law, we do know that many
state laws touch on protected health information and appear in many locations
within the states’ statutes and regulations. These laws do not neatly fit into a fed-
eral bill’s list of exceptions. For example, privacy laws can be found in the insurance
code, probate code, and the code of civil procedure. Numerous privacy laws relating
to health information are also contained in the states’ public health laws, which ad-
dress such topics as child immunization, laboratory testing, and the licensure of
health professionals. Other potential areas involve workers compensation laws,
automobile insurance laws, and laws regulating state agencies and institutions. In
addition, many state privacy laws only address health programs or health-related
information that are unique to a particular state.

Let me give you some examples of the existing state laws that protect health in-
formation.

Montana—Under Montana’s laws governing health maintenance organizations,
any data or information pertaining to the diagnosis, treatment, or health of an en-
rollee or applicant obtained from the enrollee, applicant or a provider by a health
maintenance organization must be held in confidence and may not be disclosed to
any person, except upon express consent of the enrollee or applicant, pursuant to
statute or court order for the production of evidence or discovery, in the event of
a claim or litigation between the enrollee or applicant and the health maintenance
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4 Montana’s Insurance Information and Privacy Protection Act is very similar to Virginia’s law
(see next section for more discussion).

organization where in the data or information is pertinent, or to the extent nec-
essary to carry out the purposes of this chapter. (Mont. Code Ann. § 33-31-113). The
provisions of the state law would presumably be preempted by a total preemption
approach and would not be saved under any current exception in the federal bills.
The state law prohibits disclosure except in a few limited cases, mostly pertaining
to litigation, whereas the federal legislation would allow health maintenance organi-
zations (health plans) to disclose this protected information without authorization
under many more instances.

In addition, Montana just enacted a comprehensive medical records privacy bill
targeted at insurers. This new law was modeled after the NAIC Health Information
Privacy Model Act, and it builds upon Montana’s Insurance Information and Privacy
Protection Act (Mont. Code Ann. § 33-19-101 et seq.).4 The efforts and careful consid-
eration of the state legislature to adopt privacy legislation would be lost, if the fed-
eral privacy legislation preempts all state laws relating to confidentiality of health
information.

Virginia—Virginia has already enacted a privacy protection law for insurance in-
formation. (Va. Code Ann. § 38.2-600 et seq.). This law applies to insurance institu-
tions, agents and insurance-support organizations, and it protects insurance infor-
mation, including health information, that is collected, received or maintained in
connection with insurance transactions that pertain to individuals who are residents
of the state or who engage in insurance transactions with applicants, individuals or
policyholders who are residents of the state. It also applies to insurance transactions
involving policies, contracts or certificates of insurance delivered, issued for delivery,
or renewed in the state. This law applies to life, accident and sickness (health), and
property and casualty insurance, and therefore to issuers of these products. The
state law prohibits the disclosure of personal or privileged information about an in-
dividual, with some exceptions. This state law would be preempted under a federal
bill that used a total preemption approach. Arguably any health information held
by life or health insurers may still be protected under the federal legislation; how-
ever, health information held by property and casualty insurers, which is currently
protected under this state law, would become unprotected under the current federal
legislation. Without the opportunity for the state to implement its own laws to ad-
dress these types of insurers, the health information they hold would be vulnerable
to potential misuse or disclosure by those who hold it. In addition, if the federal
standard were to fall short of the Virginia law in some way, the level of protection
for information held by life and health insurers would be diminished.

Michigan—Michigan’s Public Health Code mandates confidentiality of HIV testing
and requires written, informed consent (Mich. Comp. Laws. § 333.5114, 333.5133).
A physician or the physician’s agent shall not order an HIV test for the purpose of
diagnosing HIV infection without first receiving the written, informed consent of the
test subject. Written, informed consent must contain at a minimum all of the fol-
lowing: (1) an explanation of the test, including the purpose of the test, the potential
uses and limitations of the test, and the meaning of the test results; (2) an expla-
nation of the rights of the test subject, including the right to withdraw consent prior
to the administration of the test, the right to confidentiality of the test and the re-
sults, and the right to participate in the test on an anonymous basis; and (3) the
persons or class of persons to who the test results may be disclosed. In addition,
an individual who undergoes an HIV test at a department-approved testing site may
request that the HIV test be performed on an anonymous basis. Staff shall admin-
ister the HIV test anonymously and shall obtain consent to the test using a coded
system that does not link the individual’s identity with the request for the HIV test
or the results. The Michigan law states that consent is not required for an HIV test
performed for the purpose of research, if the test is performed in such a manner
that the identity of the test subject is not revealed to the researcher and the test
results are not made known to the test subject. This state law risks being pre-
empted by the federal legislation depending on the preemption approach and the ex-
ceptions. If state public health laws are exempt from federal law, this state law
could be left in place depending on how the federal legislation classifies public
health laws. If state public health laws are not excepted, this state law would argu-
ably be preempted by federal legislation that uses a total preemption approach, but
the protection the state law offers would not be replaced with a federal equivalent.
Some of the federal bills would allow the identity of the individual to be disclosed
without the individual’s consent under the public health or research provisions.

Massachusetts—Under Massachusetts’ education statutes, provisions are estab-
lished for the testing, treatment and care of persons susceptible to genetically-linked
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diseases. (Mass. Ann. Laws ch.76, § 15B). The law requires the Department of Public
Health to furnish necessary laboratory and testing facilities for a voluntary screen-
ing program for sickle cell anemia or for the sickle cell trait and for such geneti-
cally-linked diseases as may be determined by the Commissioner of Public Health.
Records maintained as part of any screening program must be kept confidential and
will not be accessible to anyone other than the Commissioner of Public Health or
to the local health department which is conducting the screening program, except
by permission of the parents or guardian of any child or adolescent who has been
screened. Information on the results of any particular screening program shall be
limited to notification of the parent or guardian of the result if the person screened
is under the age of 18 or to the person himself if he is over the age of 18. The re-
sults may be used otherwise only for collective statistical purposes. Again, this state
program may be preempted by a federal privacy law because it does not fall under
the federal bills’ preemption exceptions. Under the federal bills this health informa-
tion would be at risk of disclosure without authorization under the public health or
research provisions.

Florida—Florida’s Civil Rights law requires confidentiality and informed consent
for genetic testing. (Fla. Stat. Ann. § 760.40). The law provides that except for pur-
poses of criminal prosecution, determining paternity, or acquiring specimens from
persons convicted of certain offenses, DNA analysis may be performed only with the
informed consent of the person to be tested, and the results of such DNA analysis,
whether held by a public or private entity, are the exclusive property of the person
tested, are confidential, and may not be disclosed without the consent of the person
tested. This law arguably would be preempted by a total preemption approach that
uses the ‘‘related to’’ standard. Civil rights laws and genetic testing laws do not fall
within any of the federal bills’ exceptions, so presumably DNA tests would be gov-
erned by the provisions of federal bills. However, the federal legislation would argu-
ably allow DNA test results and the identity of the individual to be disclosed with-
out the individual’s authorization under some of the federal bills’ provisions, includ-
ing the research provisions.

Ohio—Under Ohio law, information collected by the Ohio Health Care Data Cen-
ter must be kept confidential, and may only be released in aggregate statistical
form. (Ohio Rev. Code Ann. § 3729.46(B)). The Director of Health, employees of the
Department of Health including employees of the data center, and any person or
governmental entity under contract with the director shall keep confidential any in-
formation collected that identifies an individual, including information pertaining to
medical history, genetic information, and medical or psychological diagnosis, prog-
nosis, and treatment. Theses persons and entities shall not release such information
without the individual’s consent, except in summary or statistical form with the
prior written permission of the Director or as necessary for the Director to perform
his duties. This state law would be preempted by a federal privacy law that totally
preempted state law or did not include this type of law as an exception to federal
preemption. The state law only allows release of information in summary form with-
out identification of the individual, but this same information risks being released
as personally identifiable information under the federal legislation. The federal leg-
islation would end up unprotecting this information that is currently protected
under state law.

These examples should not be construed as a definitive legal analysis of the rela-
tionship between these state laws and the federal bills. The comments are not based
on an extensive review of all relevant state laws that might affect the ultimate con-
clusion about the interaction of the federal bills and the states’ laws. However, the
range of state laws relating to protected health information, and the diversity of
their purposes and of the entities that they affect, are critical factors for assessing
the impact of any federal preemption language.

Because state laws relating to health information and privacy are located in so
many different places within each states’ legal code, the length of time and com-
plexity involved in compiling a list of these laws make it a nearly impossible task.
Moreover, there is no federal or state agency or other organization that has a com-
plete compendium of state laws that could be preempted by federal privacy legisla-
tion. Without clear information about the laws that may be impacted by legislation,
preemption must be approached with caution.
B. The Best Approach to Developing a Federal Standard

An argument will be made that the only solution to this collection of state privacy
laws is a total preemption of state law. However, this ‘‘solution’’ is a deceptively
easy response to the various state privacy laws and will most certainly result in ad-
verse, unintended consequences. The language ‘‘any State law that relates to mat-
ters covered by this Act’’ could preempt literally hundreds of state laws that affect
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5 This language is very similar to the preemption language contained in the Employee Retire-
ment Income Security Act of 1974 (ERISA), which states: ‘‘[T]he provisions of this title—shall
supersede any and all State laws insofar as they may now or hereafter relate to any employee
benefit plan . . . (emphasis added). As this Committee is well aware, twenty-five years of litiga-
tion and numerous Supreme Court decisions have yet to clarify the scope of the ERISA preemp-
tion language. We would respectfully suggest that a ‘‘relate to’’ standard is not a good standard
to adopt in federal legislation regulating the use of health information. Total preemption lan-
guage will unintentionally erase important state laws but not provide equivalent federal protec-
tions. This is the unfortunate situation that has occurred as the result of the preemption lan-
guage contained in ERISA.

protected health information.5 Many state laws that are seemingly unrelated to
health information on their face affect health information privacy and could be
eliminated by a total preemption approach without any equivalent federal protec-
tion. Health information or health-related information that is currently protected
will end up unprotected, and states will not be able to remedy the problem or ‘‘re-
protect’’ the information. We offer this perspective not to ‘‘protect our turf,’’ but rath-
er as a caution against unintended consequences to the consumer. Because of the
number and scope of the laws involved, our concerns are not limited to insurance
law. We do not want Congress to reduce or eliminate any protections already in
place. Preemption of state law is not a workable solution.

We believe the best approach would be to set a federal standard that does not
preempt state laws that have been protecting health information for so many years.
Up until now, there has been no federal standard in place, and the states have been
protecting consumers. We understand the desire to establish a federal floor in this
area, but it is not appropriate to preempt stronger state laws or preempt state laws
that are outside the scope of the federal privacy legislation. As discussed earlier, the
states have enacted privacy protections for their citizens in a variety of areas. These
citizens should not lose stronger protections for their health information or lose pro-
tections granted by the states in areas not contemplated by the federal legislation.

In addition, we believe that states should be allowed to enact stronger privacy
protections in the future in response to innovation in technology and changes in the
use of health information. We believe the best approach would balance the desire
for uniformity with the recognition of the states’ ability to respond quickly and to
provide additional protections to their citizens. States can quickly identify the im-
pact of any federal privacy law or any changes in technology or in the use of health
information and can efficiently remedy any adverse situation. We urge Congress not
to take a ‘‘broad-brush’’ approach to preemption that would unintentionally take
away protections at the state level, eliminate the states’ ability to remedy unin-
tended consequences that result from federal privacy legislation, or prevent states
from responding in the future.

Since Congress is certain to set some type of federal standard, we offer the fol-
lowing language as a suggestion of how federal privacy legislation may be drafted.
This language sets a federal minimum standard that leaves in place existing state
laws that are at least as protective as the federal legislation and allows states to
enact stronger laws in the future.

Nothing in this Act shall be construed as preempting, superseding, or repealing,
explicitly or implicitly, any provision of State law or regulation currently in ef-
fect or enacted in the future that establishes, implements, or continues in effect
any standard or requirement relating to the privacy of protected health infor-
mation, if such state laws or regulations provide protections for the rights of
individuals to the privacy of, and access to, their health information that are
at least as protective of the privacy of protected health information as those pro-
tections provided for under this Act. Any state laws or regulations governing
the privacy of health information or health-related information that are not con-
templated by this Act, not addressed by this Act, or which do not directly con-
flict with this Act, shall not be preempted. Federal law shall not occupy the
field of privacy protection. The appropriate federal authority shall promulgate
regulations whereby states can measure their laws and regulations against the
federal standard.

We believe this language recognizes the desire for a federal standard while respect-
ing what the states have already done.

IV. SCOPE OF THE LEGISLATION

In addition to adopting an approach that recognizes the privacy protections al-
ready enacted by the states and that allows states the flexibility to enact stronger
privacy laws in the future, we urge Congress to draft legislation that specifically
outlines the areas that Congress intends to address. Congress needs to be very spe-
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6 As of Friday, May 21, 1999, the Chairman’s Mark of S. 578 in the Senate Committee on
Health, Education, Labor and Pensions (HELP) contained the following exceptions to the federal
preemption language for certain state laws that: (1) relate to use and disclosure of information
pertaining to mental health and pertaining to public health consistent with Section 207 to the
extent that such state law prevents or restricts the use and disclosure for protected health infor-
mation otherwise permissible under this Act; (2) relate to the disclosure of protected health in-
formation or any other information about a minor to a parent or guardian of such minor; or
(3) concern a privilege of a witness or person in state court.

cific about the scope of any federal privacy legislation. This is of particular concern
since the current privacy legislation is silent on many issues affecting federal and
state law. The scope should not be left ambiguous or left to the courts to decide.
We believe it would be better for the protection of consumers’ health information
if Congress would specify what is addressed by the federal legislation as opposed
to attempting to list all of the state laws that are exempt from the federal legisla-
tion.

All of the current federal bills contain specific exceptions to the federal preemp-
tion language for certain state laws.6 Reviewing all of the bills, these exceptions in-
clude state laws that: (1) provide for the reporting of vital statistics such as birth
or death information; (2) require the reporting of abuse or neglect information about
any individual; (3) regulate the disclosure or reporting of information concerning an
individual’s mental health; (4) relate to public or mental health and prevent or oth-
erwise restrict disclosure of information otherwise permissible under the federal leg-
islation; (5) govern a minor’s rights to access protected health information or health
care services; (6) relate to the disclosure of protected health information or any
other information about a minor to a parent or guardian of such minor; (7) authorize
the collecting, analysis, or dissemination of information from an entity for the pur-
pose of developing use, cost effectiveness, performance, or quality data; and (8) con-
cern a privilege of a witness or person in state court.

Although each of the exceptions is appropriate and the list represents a good start
at enumerating the specific categories of state laws that should not be preempted,
these specific exceptions to the preemption language do not alleviate our concerns.
There are other state laws that do not fit into any of the explicitcategories and that
would therefore be preempted by the broad scope of the general preemption lan-
guage. In addition, not all of these specified exceptions are included in each of the
bills. We mention this to underscore the critical importance of clearly defining the
scope of what the federal legislation is addressing and the applicability of any spe-
cific privacy standard or exception. We believe it wiser and easier to define what
types of health information and what state laws are within the scope of the federal
legislation, rather than what types of health information and what state laws are
outside of the scope of the federal legislation.

In addition, we urge Congress to outline a way in the federal privacy legislation
for the states to measure their laws against any federal standard and to provide
options for states to meet those requirements. In HIPAA, Congress gave the states
three options in meeting the requirements of that legislation. Similar guidelines are
needed in the privacy legislation. States need to be able to judge whether their state
laws are stronger than the federal law in order to determine whether they need to
take further action to revise their laws.

V. CONCLUSION

Establishing standards to protect the collection, use, and disclosure of health in-
formation is a very important undertaking. The growth of managed care, the in-
creasing use of electronic information, and the advances in medical science and com-
munications technology have dramatically increased both the availability and the
importance of health information. The efficient exchange of health information will
save thousands of lives. The information is critical for measuring and analyzing the
quality and cost effectiveness of the health care provided to consumers. Consumer
benefits from advances in health information are vast. However, HowHowever, the
potential for misuse of this information is also vast. The information itself has be-
come a valuable product that can be sold for significant amounts of money, and the
consequences of unauthorized disclosure of health information can be potentially
damaging to individuals’ lives. The opportunities to exploit available health informa-
tion will grow in number and value as technology and medical science advance.

As Members of Congress address this critical topic, we would urge you to recog-
nize the importance of existing state law addressing the use of health information
in many contexts. Congress should be aware of the complexity of implementing fed-
eral standards without inadvertently displacing important provisions of state law.
We urge Congress not to take a ‘‘broad-brush’’ approach to preemption that would
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unintentionally take away protections at the state level, eliminate states’ ability to
remedy unintended consequences that result from federal privacy legislation, or pre-
vent states from responding to future changes in technology or changes in the use
of health information. The scope of the preemption is a critical issue, and if not care-
fully constructed it could lead to unintended consequences. We urge you to recognize
the impact of any privacy legislation on federal and state laws as you debate this
issue. The members of the NAIC would be happy to work with the Members of Con-
gress in this area. Thank you.

Mr. BURR. We thank you, Mr. O’Keefe.
The Chair would recognize Ms. Meyer for her opening statement.

STATEMENT OF ROBERTA MEYER

Ms. MEYER. Mr. Chairman, Congressman Brown, my name is
Robbie Meyer.

I represent the American Council of Life Insurance. The ACLI is
a national trade association that represents about 493 companies
which sell life insurance, disability income insurance, and long-
term care insurance. We appreciate being given the opportunity to
appear before you today.

The very nature of life insurance, disability income insurance,
and long-term care insurance involves personal and confidential re-
lationships. The ACLI is here today because these insurers use
health information for essential business purposes. Life, disability
income, and long-term care insurers must use health information
to evaluate consumers’ applications for insurance coverage and to
process their claims for benefits.

The legislation to be considered by the subcommittee will govern
how life, disability income, and long-term care insurers obtain, use
and disclose health information. As a result, the actions of this sub-
committee will impact fundamental and essential functions of our
business. We are strongly committed to the principal that individ-
uals have a legitimate interest in seeing that their personal infor-
mation is properly collected and handled and that insurers have an
obligation to insure individuals of the confidentiality of that infor-
mation.

Medical information and a life, disability income, or long term
care insurance file may be used for certain business purposes. It
is used to underwrite applications for coverage. It is used to process
claims. It is used in connection with reinsurance. And it is used,
as stated by the previous witness, by State insurance departments
on many occasions.

I would like to take this opportunity now to address just a couple
of key concerns in some of the pending pieces of medical record con-
fidentiality legislation. First, authorization and revocation. Every
year America’s life, disability income, and long-term care insurers
enter into literally millions of contracts with American consumers.
Insurers, as I said before, use health information in connection
with those contracts to evaluate consumers’ applications for cov-
erage and also to process their claims. These contracts can be in
effect literally for decades and often are.

Currently, we only access medical information with an individ-
ual’s authorization. In other words, we only get information if they
say that it is okay for us to get it. The current pieces of legislation
that are under consideration now would not only require that au-
thorization deal with our ability to get information but would also
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govern our ability to use it and then to redisclose it as necessary
in the ordinary course of business.

In order to prevent this legislation from inadvertently interfering
with the industry’s ability to perform essential yet ordinary busi-
ness functions and—very importantly—to fulfill our contractual ob-
ligations to consumers. Life, long-term care, and disability income
insurers need to be able to obtain a single authorization for disclo-
sures of medical information only in connection with the ordinary
course of business. And we need to have these authorizations re-
main valid for the lifetime of the contract so that we can fulfill our
contractual obligations to our customers.

Other concerns we have with some of the pending pieces of legis-
lation deal with the right to self-pay, damages, and preemption of
course. Some of the bills would grant an individual to self-pay for
certain treatment and then give them the right to prohibit or limit
disclosure of information relating to that information.

We are very concerned that that would create a situation where
there are conflicting authorizations and the health care providers,
doctors and hospitals wouldn’t be sure which rule will govern the
authorization that the individual originally gave the insurer or the
direction from the individual to hold back that information.

We are very concerned about any piece of legislation that would
provide for punitive damages. And then, finally, as stated in our
written statement and as I previously stated, we feel very strongly
that American consumers have an absolute legitimate expectation
that their health information will be kept confidential.

A Federal Statute that outlines broadly preemptive standards,
specific standards and which provide remedies for breach of those
standards, we believe will respond to the American public’s concern
about the confidentiality of their health information. We believe
that setting a national uniform standard for health information is
obviously fundamental to this debate.

Consumers would know what the rules were that would govern
their health information regardless of where they lived. And insur-
ance companies doing business across the country, as many of our
member companies do, would be able to adhere to a uniformed
standard, hopefully, be able to pass the economies of that uniform
standard on to their customers. And we believe that this would
very much facilitate insurers’ ability to continue to provide finan-
cial security to American consumers.

One of the previous witnesses indicated a concern about the fact
that people were scared of what was going to happen with respect
to the confidentiality of their medical information and that they
were concerned that if their medical information was out, that it
would cause their insurance policies either to be canceled or for
their rates to go up. I did want to respond to that since I had a
few minutes.

The fact of the matter is that life, disability income, and long-
term care insurers cannot cancel their policies and they cannot
raise their rates because of the health of an individual. Disability
income and long-term care rates can be raised, on certain occa-
sions, for a group of insuredes but never because of the health of
an individual.
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With that, thank you very much. I would be glad to answer any
questions.

[The prepared statement of Roberta Meyer follows:]

PREPARED STATEMENT OF ROBERTA MEYER, SENIOR COUNSEL, AMERICAN COUNCIL
OF LIFE INSURANCE

INTRODUCTION

Chairman Bilirakis, Congressman Brown, and members of the subcommittee, I
am Roberta Meyer, Senior Counsel at the American Council of Life Insurance
(ACLI). I am pleased to discuss, and offer our assistance, as you craft legislation
governing the confidentiality of medical record information. The ACLI is a national
trade association with 493 member life insurance companies representing approxi-
mately 77 percent of the life, 81 percent of the disability income, and 88 percent
of the long term care insurance in force in the United States. The fundamental pur-
pose of life, disability income and long term care insurance is to provide financial
security for individuals and families.
• Life insurance financially protects beneficiaries in the event of a person’s death.

Proceeds from a life insurance policy may help a surviving spouse pay a mort-
gage or send children to daycare or college.

• Disability income insurance replaces lost income when a person is unable to work
due to injury or illness.

• Long term care insurance helps protect individuals and families from the financial
hardships associated with the costs of services required for continuing care, for
example, when someone suffers a catastrophic or disabling illness.

Every year America’s life, disability income and long term care insurers engage
in millions of contracts. Those contracts are the promises we keep to our policy-
holders.

The very nature of the life, disability income and long term care insurance busi-
nesses involves personal and confidential relationships. The ACLI is here today be-
cause life, disability income, and long term care insurers use health information for
business purposes. We are well aware of the unique position of responsibility we
have regarding an individual’s personal medical information. We are strongly com-
mitted to the principle that individuals have a legitimate interest in the proper col-
lection and handling of their health information and that insurers have an obliga-
tion to assure individuals of the confidentiality of that information. As an industry,
life, disability income, and long term care insurers have a long history of dealing
with highly sensitive personal information in a professionally appropriate manner.
We are proud of our record as custodians of this information.

BACKGROUND

When a consumer begins the search for a life, disability income, or long term care
insurance product, he or she usually begins by meeting with an insurer’s sales rep-
resentative. An individual may respond to an advertisement or the sales representa-
tive may initiate contact through a referral. Sales representatives usually meet with
potential clients in their homes or at their place of employment. This is where the
relationship between the insurer and the individual typically begins.

During this initial meeting, the sales representative will discuss with the indi-
vidual their family’s financial security needs. If the consumer decides to apply for
an individually underwritten life, disability income, or long term care insurance pol-
icy, the sales representative will complete an application.

Many of the application questions concern nonmedical information, such as age,
occupation, income, net worth, other insurance and beneficiary designations. Other
questions focus on the proposed insured’s health, including current medical condi-
tion and past illnesses, injuries and medical treatments. The sales representative
also will ask the applicant to provide the name of each physician or practitioner con-
sulted in connection with any ailment within a specified period of time (typically
five years). Other questions will concern past use of alcohol and drugs, smoking hab-
its and information about family history.

The sales representative usually asks the questions and records the proposed in-
sured’s responses. After the individual has reviewed the responses to be sure they
are accurate and complete, he or she will sign the application. In certain cases, the
applicant and the proposed insured may not be the same individual. This occurs
when, for example, a parent (applicant) applies for coverage on a minor child (pro-
posed insured) or when spouses apply for coverage on each other. In such cases, the
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application for coverage will likely be signed both by the applicant and proposed in-
sured.

Up to this point in the process, the information the insurance company receives
about the proposed insured’s health status is directly from the individual. Depend-
ing on the age and medical history of the proposed insured, and the amount of in-
surance applied for, the insurance company may require medical record information.
When the sales representative takes the consumer’s application for insurance, he or
she also will ask the individual to sign a consent form authorizing the insurance
company to verify and supplement the information regarding the proposed insured’s
medical history, and to obtain additional information if it is needed to evaluate the
application. This additional information generally is held by the proposed insured’s
attending physician(s) or hospitals. If it appears that the insurance company will
need this information for the underwriting process, the insurance company will send
to the physician or hospital the signed authorization. The insurer will reimburse the
provider or hospital for the administrative expenses in locating and sending a copy
of the information to the insurer.

The medical information that insurance companies typically request of applicants
include routine measurements, such as height and weight, blood pressure, and cho-
lesterol level. The insurer may also seek an evaluation of blood, urine or oral fluid
specimens for underwriting purposes, including tobacco or drug use and HIV infec-
tion. Medical tests are done only with the proposed insured’s consent. These tests
are usually done by a licensed paramedic who typically is employed by a para-
medical company. In limited cases, the tests will be performed by a physician in con-
nection with a medical examination requested by the insurer. In either case the ap-
plicant will generally be asked to sign another authorization that will contain infor-
mation concerning HIV and other information relevant to the blood fluid analysis,
depending on the state in which the applicant resides and individual laboratory
practices. The physician or licensed paramedic may report urinalysis results, record
blood pressure and pulse readings, and record comments regarding the proposed in-
sured’s condition, including the circulatory, respiratory and nervous systems as well
as abdomen, ears, eyes, skin, etc.

The price someone pays for insurance is based on gender, age, the state of health
and perhaps job or hobby. Life, disability income, and long term care insurers gath-
er this information about applicants during the underwriting process. Based on this
information, a life insurance company groups individuals into pools in order to share
the financial risks presented by dying prematurely, becoming disabled or needing
long term care. This system of classifying insurance applicants by level of risk is
called risk classification. It enables insurers to group together people with similar
characteristics and calculate a premium based on that group’s level of risk. Those
with similar risks pay the same premiums. For example, nonsmokers usually pay
less for insurance than smokers. On the other hand, if you have a chronic illness
your premium may be higher.

Some individuals are concerned that their medical record information will be
‘‘used against them’’ to deny or cancel coverage, or to increase premiums. In fact, un-
derwriting and the process of risk classification, based in large part on medical
record information, have made life, disability income and long term care insurance
widely available and affordable: 95 percent of individuals who apply for life insur-
ance are issued policies and 91 percent obtain it at standard or better rates. Further-
more, once a life, disability income, or long term care policy is issued, it cannot be
canceled for any reason except for nonpayment of premiums.

Premiums cannot be raised because an individual files a life, disability income,
or long term care insurance claim, or because an individual becomes ill. However,
if an individual suffers from a serious medical problem at the time a life insurance
policy was issued, the premium could be reduced when the insured individual’s
health improves. Although some disability income or long term care insurance pre-
miums can go up, this would never happen on an individual basis because of infor-
mation contained in a medical record. If there is a price increase, it has to be on
a whole block of policies, usually for economic reasons to ensure that premiums col-
lected are adequate to pay claims.

Once an insurer has an individual’s health information, that insurer will limit
who sees it. When the underwriting and risk classification processes are complete
and the policy has been issued, the medical information in a life, disability income,
or long term care insurance file may be accessed and reviewed under certain cir-
cumstances. For example, information could be used:
• To process claims for benefits. This information allows insurers to fulfill their con-

tractual obligations to policyholders and pay death, disability income, and long
term care benefits. In 1997, more than $ 26.2 billion was paid to beneficiaries
under individual life insurance policies.
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• By insurance regulatory authorities as part of an examination, or by law enforce-
ment authorities following appropriate legal process who suspect illegal activity,
such as murder for insurance.

• If the insurance company is reinsuring a block of business and the reinsurer wish-
es to review the seller’s underwriting practices.

• If the insured applies for additional coverage or seeks to reinstate or change the
policy.

THE MEDICAL INFORMATION BUREAU

The Medical Information Bureau (MIB) is a not-for-profit association of life insur-
ers. Its purpose is to reduce the cost of insurance by helping insurers detect (and
deter) attempts by insurance applicants to conceal or misrepresent facts. As part of
the application process, consumers receive a written notice which describes MIB and
its functions. Furthermore, member companies will only request information regard-
ing an individual applicant from MIB after the applicant has signed an authoriza-
tion.

MIB member companies report to the bureau brief, coded summaries of relevant
information obtained during underwriting of individuals applying for life, disability
income, or long term care insurance. Conditions most commonly reported include
height and weight, blood pressure, EKG readings and x-rays if these facts are com-
monly considered significant to health and longevity. Certain nonlexical information,
such as that relating to hazardous activities or adverse driving records, may also
be reported, provided such information is confirmed by the applicant or official
records. Out of every 100 applications, only 15-20% result in a coded report sent to
MIB. Information relating to amounts of insurance issued, underwriting and claims
decisions may not be reported to MIB.

When a consumer applies to an MIB member company for individual life, dis-
ability income, or long term care insurance coverage, the company may ask MIB
whether its records contain information on this person. Again, member insurers may
have access to MIB information only after receiving the proposed insured’s authoriza-
tion. Coded reports from MIB to insurers have two basic functions. The first func-
tion is to serve as an alert to detect attempts by applicants to omit or misrepresent
facts. The second function is to deter applicants from omitting or misrepresenting
significant facts. If an MIB report on the proposed insured does exist, the insurer
who receives it will compare the MIB report with information provided by the appli-
cant. If the brief codes in the MIB report are not consistent with other information,
the insurer must seek other information about the applicant. Insurers may not de-
cline an application or charge more for coverage based solely on MIB reports.

Before accessing MIB records, an insurer must give the individual a notice con-
taining specified information, including procedures for accessing and correcting in-
formation in accordance with the federal Fair Credit Reporting Act. Disclosures to
individuals or corrections to information are usually done within 30 days.

The MIB computer system used by member companies for the transmission of this
coded information is exceptionally user unfriendly to the terminals in its network.
MIB uses state of the art technology to verify that MIB reports are properly re-
quested and transmitted. For example, each member terminal has a unique code
that identifies that terminal when an inquiry is sent to MIB. The MIB computer
will disconnect from the terminal if the identification code is not recognized. In addi-
tion, the MIB computer disconnects even after it receives an inquiry presenting the
proper identification code. The MIB computer will then dial the company back,
using another special code, to establish communication. All access to MIB is docu-
mented.

MIB recognizes that people who are subjects of reports and public representatives
must be satisfied that the MIB system meets legitimate expectations of confiden-
tiality. MIB staff is required to maintain confidentiality under a specified set of pro-
cedures, including, among other things: educating all MIB staff as to the expecta-
tions of confidentiality; strictly limiting access to the MIB code book and access to
the computer room to authorized personnel; and protecting the computer center 24
hours a day with security guards and electronic systems which control access and
provide surveillance.

Only authorized personnel at member companies may have access to MIB report
information. Reports are not released to nonmember companies or to credit or con-
sumer reporting agencies. MIB member companies must make an annual agreement
and pledge to protect confidentiality. The agreement is signed by the president and
physician medical director of the member company. Member companies must con-
duct an annual self-audit to determine whether their procedures have protected the
confidentiality of MIB record information. These results must be reported to the
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MIB. Member companies must also permit MIB to conduct periodic audits of their
confidentiality and underwriting procedures.

THE INDUSTRY’S COMMITMENT

Life, disability income, and long term care insurers have a long history of dealing
with highly sensitive personal information, including medical information, in a pro-
fessional and appropriate manner. Last year, the ACLI Board of Directors adopted
a series of Confidentiality of Medical Information Principles of Support. They are
attached for your review. The life insurance industry is proud of its record of pro-
tecting the confidentiality of this information. Individuals have a legitimate interest
in the proper collection and use of medical information about them, and insurers
must continue to handle such information in a confidential manner.

The ACLI policy position regarding the importance of protecting personally identi-
fiable medical record information is reflected in our long-standing support of the Na-
tional Association of Insurance Commissioners (NAIC) Insurance Information and
Privacy Protection Model Act (NAIC Model Act). The NAIC Model Act was carefully
drafted and tailored to the special information practices involved in the insurance
context. The ACLI believes this model strikes a proper balance between the legiti-
mate expectations of consumers concerning the treatment of information that insur-
ers obtain about them, and the need of insurers to use information responsibly for
underwriting and claims administration.

The NAIC Model Act governs insurers’ practices in relation to all types of infor-
mation, including medical information. The Act provides consumers with numerous
rights and protections in addition to safeguards regarding the confidentiality of
medical information. Among other things, it requires provision of a notice of infor-
mation practices, outlines the content of disclosure authorization forms, imposes
limitations and conditions on the disclosure of information and provides a process
by which individuals can access, correct, and amend information about them. The
NAIC Model Act also outlines remedies for individuals harmed by disclosures made
in violation of the Act. Many, if not most, ACLI member companies doing business
in at least one state which has enacted the NAIC Model Act adhere to its require-
ments in all states in which they do business.

LEGISLATIVE PROPOSALS

Several legislative proposals have been introduced during the 106th Congress. We
would like to address key issues of concern to the life insurance industry for your
consideration as these proposals move forward.
Preemption

As stated previously, we strongly believe that individuals have a legitimate expec-
tation that their health information will be kept confidential. A federal statute that
outlines a broadly preemptive set of specific standards to protect this information,
and remedies for breach of those standards, will respond to the American public’s
concern about the confidentiality of their health information. Setting a national, uni-
form standard for health information, is fundamental to this debate. Consumers
would know that they are protected by the same, strong health information privacy
law, regardless of their address. Also, life insurance, disability income and long term
care companies engaged in business across the country would have a single stand-
ard to facilitate the industry’s ability to provide financial security to individuals and
their families.
Authorization and Revocation

Every year America’s life, disability income, and long term care insurers enter
into insurance contracts with millions of American consumers. These insurers must
utilize health information to evaluate those consumers’ applications for coverage and
to process their claims for benefits. These contracts can be in effect for decades. In
order to prevent federal legislation from inadvertently interfering with the indus-
try’s ability to engage in essential, ordinary business functions and to fulfill its con-
tractual obligations, life, disability income and long term care insurers must be able
to obtain a single authorization for disclosures of information in connection with the
ordinary course of insurance business. Such authorizations should not be subject to
revocation and should remain valid as long as necessary for the insurer to meet its
obligations during the application process and during the lifetime of the policy.
Some have suggested that if an individual can revoke his authorization, then the
life, disability income or long term care insurance company should have the oppor-
tunity to cancel that policy. We urge you to reject this assumption. We cannot cancel
our policies. If an individual revokes an authorization, provided in connection with
a life, disability income or long term care insurance policy for which he has paid
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premiums for thirty years, and the insurer cancels the policy, the individual almost
certainly will have trouble replacing that policy—and at what price? If an individual
is unhappy with any business practice of the insurer, he always has the right to
cancel his policy—he can stop paying premiums.
Right to Self Pay and Scope of Disclosures

In an effort to enhance the confidentiality of some health information, some legis-
lative proposals would grant individuals a right to self pay for treatment they re-
ceive and then limit or prohibit the disclosure of health information related to that
episode. We are concerned that such provisions could produce conflicting authoriza-
tions. For example, assume an individual applies for a life insurance policy and
signs an authorization for the disclosure of health information. Pursuant to that au-
thorization, the insurer requests information from a health care provider, however,
that health care provider had received previous instructions from that individual not
to release certain information under a ‘‘self pay’’ arrangement. Which rule applies?
The ACLI believes that all health information deserves careful, confidential treat-
ment, and that all health information should be treated uniformly.

Language in various bills restricting the ‘‘scope of disclosure’’ to the ‘‘minimum
amount necessary’’ is fraught with potential problems. Not only is the legal meaning
of ‘‘minimum amount necessary’’ unclear, but the entire philosophy behind this leg-
islation is that individuals should have more control over health information about
them. The authorization is the core of the debate. The authorization will govern the
scope of a disclosure. Furthermore, we are troubled by some proposals that would
have a health care provider determining exactly what is the ‘‘minimum amount nec-
essary’’. A third party would not be in a position to know what information is need-
ed by the entity requesting the information. For example, in the life insurance con-
text, underwriters and medical personnel of the insurer know what information they
need to perform risk classification. A provider might not forward information, nec-
essary to the risk classification process, which in his opinion was not necessary.
Damages and Enforcement

As a state regulated industry, we believe that enforcement of federal confiden-
tiality standards applicable to life, disability income, and long term care insurers
should be handled at the state level by state insurance commissioners, oversight au-
thorities familiar with the life, disability income, and long term care insurance in-
dustries, and their uses of health information. It would be counter productive to cre-
ate an expensive and unnecessary bureaucracy that would duplicate elaborate and
effective systems which already exist in the states.

Bills that have been introduced in this Congress provide for an array of remedies
for breaches of health information confidentiality standards. The bills include civil
and criminal penalties, and some include a private cause of action. The ACLI
strongly objects to punitive damages being provided in a statute. These damages are
excessive. The possibility of enormous and unjustified punitive damages is an issue
of grave concern to the industry.
Definitions

As with any piece of legislation, the definitions found in medical record confiden-
tiality bills is critical. These words will serve as the foundation and the framework
for the new law. At one point during the drafting process in the Senate prior to the
Health, Education, Pensions and Labor Committee’s markup of the Health Care
Personal Information Nondisclosure Act, life insurance benefits were grouped in
with health plan benefits and ‘‘health plan’’ was said to include a life insurer. The
ACLI encourages this committee to recognize the distinction between lines of insur-
ance, and to maintain those distinctions in the text of the bill. For example, a life
insurer is not a health plan; it can be treated as a health plan for purposes of var-
ious provisions of the bill, but, again, life insurance is not a health plan.
Applicability

As you know, the entities that would be governed by any federal legislation on
health information confidentiality currently obtain, use and redisclose this informa-
tion. It would be unworkable, and in many instances impossible, to meet the re-
quirements of these bills for information already in the possession of insurers. Ac-
cordingly, we strongly urge that a specific section be added to the bill to clarify that
the application of these standards is prospective in nature—applicable to health in-
formation collected, used and disclosed after the date of enactment.
Other Issues

We would like to work with the committee to ensure that other issues, unique to
the life insurance industry and its customers, are addressed as this legislation
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moves forward. For example, the law enforcement provisions of some proposals may
unintentionally prohibit a life insurer from turning over information to law enforce-
ment authorities where the insurer suspects a murder was committed for the life
insurance benefits. Also, beneficiaries must be able to release health information to
a life insurer so that they can receive the policy benefits. We welcome the oppor-
tunity to work with you, Mr. Chairman and other members of the Subcommittee on
these and other important issues as this legislation moves forward.

CONCLUSION

Again, Mr. Chairman, the 493 member companies of the ACLI are strongly com-
mitted to the principle that individuals have a legitimate interest in the proper col-
lection and handling of their health information and that insurers have an obliga-
tion to assure individuals of the confidentiality of that information. As an industry,
life, disability income, and long term care insurers have a long history of dealing
with highly sensitive personal information in a professionally appropriate manner.
We are proud of our record as custodians of this information.

We welcome the opportunity to assist you in crafting strong legislation to protect
the confidentiality of health information and to allow life, disability income, and
long term care insurers to continue to serve its millions of customers.

I will be happy to answer any questions.

CONFIDENTIALITY OF MEDICAL INFORMATION

PRINCIPLES OF SUPPORT

Life, disability income, and long-term care insurers have a long history of dealing
with highly sensitive personal information, including medical information, in a pro-
fessional and appropriate manner. The life insurance industry is proud of its record
of protecting the confidentiality of this information. The industry is committed to
the principles that individuals have a legitimate interest in the proper collection and
use of individually identifiable medical information about them and that insurers
must continue to handle such information in a confidential manner.
1. Medical information to be collected from third parties for underwriting life, dis-

ability income and long-term care insurance coverages should be collected only
with the authorization of the individual.

2. In general, any redisclosure of medical information to third parties should only
be made with the authorization of the individual.

3. Any redisclosure of medical information made without the individual’s authoriza-
tion should only be made in limited circumstances, such as when required by
law in legal proceedings.

4. Upon request, individuals should be entitled to learn of any redisclosures of med-
ical information pertaining to them which may have been made to third parties.

5. All permissible redisclosures should contain only such medical information as was
authorized by the individual to be disclosed or which was otherwise permitted
or required by law to be disclosed. Similarly, the recipient of the medical infor-
mation should generally be prohibited from making further redisclosures with-
out the authorization of the individual.

6. Upon request, individuals should be entitled to have access and correction rights
regarding medical information collected about them from third parties in con-
nection with any application they make for life, disability income or long-term
care insurance coverage.

7. Individuals should be entitled to receive, upon request, a notice which describes
the insurer’s medical information confidentiality practices.

8. Insurance companies providing life, disability income and long-term care cov-
erages should document their medical information confidentiality policies and
adopt internal operating procedures to restrict access to medical information to
only those who are aware of these internal policies and who have a legitimate
business reason to have access to such information.

9. If an insurer improperly discloses medical information about an individual, it
could be subject to a civil action for actual damages in a court of law.

10. Any federal legislation to implement the foregoing principles should preempt all
other state requirements.

Mr. BURR. We thank you, Ms. Meyer. I think you had a little
extra time. I think our clock is—I can assure all of you that we do
understand the severity of what we are charged to do. I think I can
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only speak for this committee. I think we will try to do our best
at it.

We certainly appreciate, especially you, Mr. O’Keefe and Ms.
Meyer, for coming to this hearing room versus the one downstairs
because I am sure you are just as concerned with what is coming
out of the banking bill as it relates to insurance.

Let me recognize myself for 5 minutes and turn to the good doc-
tor over here and just ask you, how would the flow of electronic
claims at Envoy be affected or in any other companies for that fact,
if you had to comply with 50 different sets of regulatory bodies out
there?

Mr. ZUBELDIA. Because of the complexity of those potential dif-
ferences, some of the claims would have to go on paper. Some of
the eligibility inquiries could not be handled electronically. It would
have to be handled by telephone.

A few years ago, we had an experience with one of the States
that required that their Medicaid claims be signed, and that was
a State requirement way back from when they instituted the Med-
icaid program. They never considered the possibility of having an
electronic signature, and in that State all the Medicaid claims were
going on paper.

We could revert back to a scenario like that in which maybe
mental health claims would have to go on paper or cancer claims
or any claim with a diagnosis that could suggest cancer or mental
health or certain diagnosis groups would have to go on paper be-
cause of the impossibility of handling electronically without the pa-
tient’s consent.

And we believe that handling these transactions on paper ex-
poses them to a much greater risk than electronic transactions
which are for the majority, maybe 80 percent or more, adjudicated
without a human hand or anybody seeing them. They are adju-
dicated by a machine. So by moving to a paper flow, we are not
gaining anything, and we are getting into a high risk area.

Mr. BURR. Let me go to you, Ms. Koyanagi. You referenced in
your statement that there were certain groups that could be identi-
fied where privacy is a very key issue, and I think we probably all
know the meat of that list. And I think you sort of answered the
question of preemption much like Dr. Hamburg did. I call it a
modified preemption, but I am not yet convinced nor do I have a
firm opinion one way or the other.

I am not yet convinced you can do that. Under a modified pre-
emption, though, let’s assume that we could come up and we could
craft something that the balance was there. Aren’t you still con-
cerned that you have got these 50 individual pieces of patchwork
that still won’t accomplish the confidence level for certain groups
to feel comfortable with the privacy laws?

Ms. KOYANAGI. Well, I think I would like to say two or three
things about that. The first is if you enact a Federal floor, hope-
fully, that provides a level of confidence. If your floor is so low that
it doesn’t, then I think you, hopefully, will revisit it. The confidence
across the country can come if there is some significant privacy
protection in the Federal floor.

Second, I think one could always come up with a lot of
hypotheticals about what 50 States might do. It is important to see,
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I think, what they really do with the enactment of a Federal bill
that would put in place a set of privacy protections that will prob-
ably be stronger than most of what the States have already so that,
in fact, you are likely to see as, I said earlier, very few provisions
in very few States that go beyond the Federal statute.

Right now the companies deal with 50 State laws, and they are
managing to do it. I doubt that too many States will go back and
revisit whether the records should be on paper or not. Maybe they
will. But there is nothing to prevent the Federal Government giv-
ing them the opportunity to show that, in fact, they can behave
very responsibly and, in fact, deal with their local situations with-
out creating chaos. If you don’t like what they have done, you can
come back in a year or 2 and preempt, not close the door.

Mr. BURR. Given that the States—you referred to the States hav-
ing moved because of the lack of any Federal statute. Given that
the States have moved and understanding that this is really a re-
sponse to the technological advances that exist, is there any con-
fidence that you have that current State statutes are more apt to
change to reflect the technological changes?

One of the concerns that I have is when the Federal Government
sets a floor or preempts, and I think yours is a floor that is much
closer to the ceiling than possibly where I envision one, but that
becomes a target that is hard to move because it has to go back
through this legislative process up here. What is your level of con-
fidence that States, as they see this advance in technology in the
absence of a Federal initiative that preempts, would adjust their
State statutes to reflect the change in technologies?

Is there any belief in your part that that would happen?
Ms. KOYANAGI. I think it is slowly happening, and I think you

would see, as usual with the States, that some would move more
rapidly than the others and some may never act.

You would get different reactions in different places, but I think
with the publication of certain proposed model State statutes on
privacy, we will begin to see if the Federal Government does not
act, that the States will step in.

Mr. BURR. Is there any reason for us to err on the side of the
floor being slightly lower than slightly higher as we try to find that
balance?

Ms. KOYANAGI. I would go back to my first point which is the
protection of patients needs to be a major priority here and patient
confidence in the health care system.

I don’t think most people have a clue really how their informa-
tion gets out to how many people it gets out. Think of places such
as rural areas where everyone knows everyone, and it is rather
easy to find out this kind of information. All kinds of consequences
can come from that and will come from that. And we will get sto-
ries in the papers like we had recently where a drug company sent
records to—a pharmaceutical drugstore sent records to a company.

Mr. BURR. I think we actually entered into the record a clarifica-
tion by the Washington Post that that did not happen, that the
drug—the pharmacy had contractual agreement that the mailhouse
could not and did not distribute to the pharmaceutical company the
name of those patients.
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I would tell you that my concern—initial concern on the rule side
is exactly the opposite, the difficulty with accessing the people.
Montana might be a great example. The people don’t live exactly
that close together and certainly one of the problems that we have
in rural North Carolina with the delivery of health care is identi-
fying the individuals that need it. It is not with this overwhelming
flow of them coming in or with a shared access of information. It
is with the inability to disseminate the information. It is not per-
sonal records, though.

With the ranking member’s indulgence, let me just ask Ms.
Meyer one question, if I could. Your testimony said, and I quote,
setting a national uniform standard for health information is fun-
damental to this debate. That along with what you said verbally
is supportive of a preemption of State law; am I correct?

Ms. MEYER. Yes, it is.
Mr. BURR. Thank you.
The Chair would recognize the ranking member.
Mr. BROWN. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. O’Keefe, welcome. If you were—if we here were not success-

ful in passing privacy legislation, could you tell us what U.S. inter-
ests might be hurt by the EU regulation that you showed?

Mr. O’KEEFE. Mr. Chairman, Congressman, you know, I feared
you might ask that, and I was thankful when it came up a little
bit earlier.

I will answer to the best of my knowledge, but the first time I
saw this was yesterday. It is my understanding that should com-
merce fail to negotiate a set of agreements on privacy with the Eu-
ropean Union, then any company doing business in the insurance
industry, for instance, in the medical research areas, in pharma-
ceuticals, could—their product could be at risk or their cooperation
with European companies could be at risk because of the protection
of the Europeans involved in either the research, the insurance
products, and/or the medical treatment would not be protected.

Now, I am not sure and I am sure that staff at NAIC could re-
search that more fully and provide you with that information.

Mr. BROWN. I would like that. Certainly none of us is able to pre-
dict, but would there be a trade action, WTO trade action filed
against—by the EU against us, against the United States, or would
the U.S. file a trade action in front of the WTO and perhaps on—
against the EU on what that would do to the American biotech or
pharmaceutical industries? If you would—if NAIC could research
that——

Mr. O’KEEFE. We will supply that. As I told staff this morning,
the only thing Montanans know about Europe are the agreements
having to do with wheat. So we will make sure that staff gets that
to you immediately.

Mr. BROWN. Thank you. Speaking of the NAIC, tell us, you men-
tioned more sort of from Montana’s viewpoint and Montana’s con-
stitution about confidentiality. Talk through, if you would, why it
is important for NAIC to have a floor understanding. Ms. Meyer
representing the trade association for insurance took the opposite
position.

Mr. O’KEEFE. Well, Mr. Chairman, Congressman Brown, I think
that one thing that is interesting about NAIC is that we realize the
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diversity amongst the 50 States and the different needs in each
State and in each marketplace and the way the States historically
have responded to that.

One of our major concerns is that there are States like Montana
where—and it is my understanding that we are the only State in
the last 8 months to pass a comprehensive privacy of medical
records act aimed at the insurance industry during our State legis-
lature, and we have been very, very aggressive about that.

Last fall a model act was passed by NAIC in September, and
each State is considering that. We think that a floor is necessary
because anything less than a floor, you run the risk of taking away
protections from citizens that are already in place. And we think
that is a dangerous thing to do.

In Montana or Minnesota, the protections may be very high
while in other States they may be very low. I think your goal is
to have a minimum standard that protects the individual’s medical
records. I don’t think your goal is to take protections away from in-
dividuals that work in the current system. And in Montana, for in-
stance, while our level is very high, the bill that I led through the
legislature was signed off on by consumers, by medical researchers,
by insurers, and by regulators, so we were able to do it in a way
where all of those needs were met.

A floor should do that; and if any State sees the need to get addi-
tional protections, they should have the right.

Mr. BROWN. Could I have an additional couple of minutes?
Thank you.

Thank you, Mr. O’Keefe. Ms. Koyanagi, your testimony, written
and oral and others, have indicated that mental health patients
are, putting it mildly, not especially comfortable with existing pri-
vacy protections.

Discuss with the subcommittee, if you would, how these protec-
tions or lack of protections affect consumers in their decisions to
seek mental health care?

Ms. KOYANAGI. There have been studies of that. If you want it,
I can provide something for the record. The behaviors that I was
describing in terms of the California poll, which was taken of all
consumers, are very prevalent in terms of people seeking mental
health care. A lot of times people will not come in for treatment.
The consequences of the stigma around mental illness, concern that
that information may get back to their employer, people have lost
their mortgages, people have lost their jobs, people have lost their
insurance as a result of mental health utilization becoming known.
Those may not be legal behaviors but they do occur. So they are
just very, very scared of that and so they don’t seek treatment,
they delay treatment or they don’t provide all the information.
They go to someone who hasn’t done their physical health care so
there is no coordination of care because they are trying to keep the
mental health care very private. So it has all kinds of consequences
and that has been studied.

Mr. BROWN. And they are worried about what they actually say
to their mental health professional also.

Ms. KOYANAGI. Absolutely.
Mr. BROWN. There is physical health—it is their physician of

their physical health, their mental health counselor, physician pro-
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vider, and it is just a question of many—you assert many people
do not even seek any kind of care because of fears of privacy.

Ms. KOYANAGI. Right. Those who can afford it may private pay,
but for many of us that would not be feasible.

Mr. BROWN. That is all I have, Mr. Chairman. Thank you.
Mr. BURR. Let me take this opportunity just to thank these wit-

nesses and to suggest to you if it seems like sometimes we ask
questions from both ends of the issue, we do. We are desperately
trying to figure this out.

I would also comment that I think I have heard floor defined as
about eight different things today and all of them are right. And
we realize that. And part of this process is to make sure that as
we go through that, we can, with confidence, say to that mental
health patient or to that AIDS patient or to any patient out there,
your records are secure; and to the health care providers that we
have done something that has not driven health care to a point
where nobody can afford it; and to the pharmaceutical companies
that our great efforts at actual cures for terminal illness can con-
tinue and continue with the optimism and prosperity that we have
seen; and that for all who need access to medical records with the
approval of patients that that is available.

Clearly we understand we have a very difficult job, but I don’t
think that this committee will pass on this responsibility.

I want to thank you one last time. This hearing is adjourned.
[Whereupon, at 2:35 p.m., the subcommittee was adjourned.]
[Additional material submitted for the record follows:]

DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH & HUMAN SERVICES
OFFICE OF THE ASSISTANT SECRETARY FOR PLANNING AND EVALUATION

Washington, D.C. 20201
Ms. KAREN FOLK
Committee on Commerce
564 Ford House Office Building
Washington, D.C. 20515

DEAR MS. FOLK, enclosed are the responses to the questions for the record from
the May 27 hearing on Medical Records Confidentiality. I apologize for the delay
in providing this information.

Please contact me if you have any further questions.
Sincerely,

MARGARET A. HAMBURG, M.D.
Assistant Secretary for Planning and Evaluation

QUESTION FROM REP. JOHN D. DINGELL

Question 1. Could you elaborate on the enforcement provisions in the Secretary’s
recommendations and explain why they should be included in any privacy legisla-
tion? In particular, could you explain what you mean by a private right of action
and why it is important to give individuals recourse for violations of their privacy
protections?

Answer: We need to send the message that protecting the confidentiality of med-
ical information is vitally important, and that people who violate that confidence
will be held accountable. There should be punishment for those who misuse personal
health information and redress for people who are harmed by its misuse.

Federal legislation should include criminal felony penalties for obtaining health
information under false pretenses, and for knowingly obtaining or using health in-
formation in violation of federal nondisclosure requirements. Penalties should be
higher when violations are for monetary gain. Legislation should also provide for
the assessment of civil money penalties against any entity that demonstrates a pat-
tern or practice of unauthorized disclosures.

In addition, any individual whose rights under a federal privacy law have been
violated should be permitted to bring an action for damages and equitable relief. It
is critical that federal legislation provide individuals with the ability to seek redress.
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We have seen the standards set in some legislation set so high that it would effec-
tively bar an individual’s ability to bring a suit. We are willing to work with you
to ensure that it is set at an appropriate level.

OUESTIONS FROM REP. HENRY A. WAXMAN

Question 1. Do you believe that strong federal protections relating to individually
identifiable health information would increase uniformity among state laws? Please
explain the rationale for your position on this matter.

Answer: If the Federal legislation is strong enough, then the States may not feel
the need to enact stronger laws. We can go a long way to creating uniformity by
enacting legislation with a strong federal floor. For example, we have had this expe-
rience since the passage of HIPAA—States are allowed to pass laws that extend be-
yond the Federal floor of HIPAA, but they generally have not done so.

Question 2. Do you think it is a wise policy to ensure that states have the flexi-
bility to enact heightened privacy protections for health information to address
issues that may be of particular concern to states? Please explain the rationale for
your position on this matter.

Answer: The Administration’s general view is that federal statutes which estab-
lish new health protections for individuals should set a floor upon which states can
build to address their unique circumstances. A federal privacy law should create a
minimum standard, a minimum assurance of privacy on which the public can rely.
But, it is important to preserve State options to respond to new medical privacy
challenges. The federal government cannot anticipate future needs and develop-
ments in the health care industry, nor can we effectively respond to the unique de-
mands of some State systems. Therefore, it is critical that we enact strong federal
protections and at the same time, preserve State options and flexibility for the fu-
ture.

Question 3. Do you believe that the review process for health research disclosures
set forth in the recommendations is practicable? Please explain your rationale for
this position.

Answer: Today, the Common Rule and FDA’s Human Subject Regulations protect
participants in most research studies that are funded or regulated by the federal
government. We recommend that similar protections be extended to all research
using individually identifiable health information, not just federal research. It is our
position that there should always be some type of review mechanism for researchers
who wish to use medical records without obtaining a patient’s prior authorization,
regardless of their funding source. Such a review mechanism should operate under
principles like those in the Common Rule, and must have some accountability.

Based on our experience with the Common Rule and IRBs, we believe that this
type of review process is workable for privately-funded research. NIH and other fed-
eral agencies follow requirements similar to those outlined in the recommendations,
and there is no lack of people looking for federal funding for their research. A review
process should increase people’s confidence that the privacy of their information will
be protected, and increase their willingness to participate.

Question 4. Why do you believe that it is important to ensure privacy protections
for health information?

Answer: The existing legal structure does not effectively control information about
individuals’ health. Federal legislation, establishing a basic national standard of
confidentiality, is necessary to provide rights for patients and define responsibilities
for record keepers.

There are certainly numerous examples of serious violations of the privacy of our
medical records. We have heard about an HMO that allowed every single clinical
employee to tap into patients’ computer records and see detailed notes from psycho-
therapy sessions, about a medical student who copied and sold health records to
medical malpractice attorneys, and a newspaper that published information about
a congressional candidate’s attempted suicide. The new owner of a used computer
that originally belonged to a pharmacy found detailed patient records still on the
hard drive.

But the more important point is that the ways we use and share medical informa-
tion are changing. Today, almost 75 percent of our citizens say they are at least
somewhat concerned that computerized medical records will have a negative effect
on their privacy. If we don’t act now, public distrust could deepen—and ultimately
stop citizens from disclosing vital information to their doctors, getting needed treat-
ment or seeking genetic testing. Such distrust, if left unchecked, can undermine
progress in our entire health care system.
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